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CHAPTER 1 — FUNDAMENTALS OF RADAR

PULSE-MODULATED RADAR

Radar, as designed for marine navigation applications, is pulse
modulated. Pulse-modulated radar is used to determine the distance to a
target by measuring the time required for an extremely short burst or pulse of
radio-frequency energy to travel to the target and return to its source as a
reflected echo. Directional antennas are used for transmitting the pulse and
receiving the reflected echo, thereby allowing determination of the direction
of the target echo from the source.

Radio-frequency energy travels at the speed of light, approximately
162,000 nautical miles per second; therefore, the time required for a pulse to
travel to the target and return to its source is a measure of the distance to the
target. Since the radio-frequency energy makes a round trip, only half the
time of travel determines the distance to the target. The round trip time is
accounted for in the calibration of the radar.

The speed of a pulse of radio-frequency energy is so fast that the pulse
can circumnavigate the earth at the equator more than 7 times in 1 second. It
should be obvious that in measuring the time of travel of a radar pulse or
signal from one ship to a target ship, the measurement must be an extremely
short time interval. For this reason, the MICROSECOND (µsec.) is used as a

measure of time for radar appl
part of 1 second, i.e., there are 1

The radio-frequency energ
consists of a series of equally s
about 1 microsecond or less, se
periods during which no ene
MODULATED RADAR and PUL
method of transmission of radio
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following is transmitted. This is t
be separated by relatively long
transmission would occur durin
preceding pulse. Using the same
the relatively weak reflected ech
transmitted pulse.

A BASIC RADAR SYSTEM

While pulse-modulated radar systems vary greatly in detail, the
principles of operation are essentially the same for all systems. Thus, a
single basic radar system can be visualized in which the functional
requirements are essentially the same as for all specific equipments.

COMPONENTS AND SUMMARY OF FUNCTIONS

The functional breakdown of a basic pulse-modulated radar system
usually includes six major components, as shown in the block diagram,
figure 1.1. The functions of the components may be summarized as follows:

The power supplyfurnishes all AC and DC voltages necessary for the

operation of the system compon

The modulator produces th
transmitter the required numbe
indicator sweep and coordinates

The transmitter generates th
short powerful pulses.

The antenna systemtakes
transmitter, radiates it in a high
echoes, and passes these echo

The receiver amplifies the
returned by a target and repro
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ted energy.
nd amplifying reasonable amounts of radio-

high frequencies is complicated by the
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n andmagnetron.

mplify the radio-frequency echoes of the
plifiers are not used. Instead, the frequency

) is mixed (heterodyned) with that of a local
oduce a difference frequency called the
rmediate frequency is low enough to be
 frequency amplifier stages in the receiver.

RR) is the number of pulses transmitted per

ed between each transmitted pulse for an
cated within the maximum workable range
ception of the echoes from the more distant
cceeding transmitted pulses. The maximum
t depends upon the peak power in relation to
uming sufficient power is radiated, the
s can be received may be increased through
e to provide more time between transmitted
nough so that sufficient pulses hit the target
tect the target. The maximum measurable

es are strong enough for detection, can be
adar nautical miles per second) by the PRR.
ted, the beam of energy strikes a target for a
time, a sufficient number of pulses must be
sufficient echoes to produce the necessary
ith the antenna rotating at 15 revolutions per
RR of 800 pulses per second will produce
each degree of antenna rotation. The
ope, i.e., a measure of the time it retains
otational speed of the antenna, therefore,
an be used.
2

indicator.
The indicator produces a visual indication of the echo pulses in a

manner that furnishes the desired information.

RADAR SYSTEM CONSTANTS

Before describing the functions of the components in more detail, there are
certain constants associated with any radar system that will be discussed. These
are carrier frequency, pulse repetition rate, pulse length, and power relation. The
choice of these constants for a particular system is determined by its operational
use, the accuracy required, the range to be covered, the practical physical size,
and the problems of generating and receiving the signals.

Carrier Frequency

The carrier frequency is the frequency at which the radio-frequency
energy is generated. The principal factors influencing the selection of the
carrier frequency are the desired directivity and the generation and reception
of the necessary microwave radio-frequency energy.

For the determination of d
transmitted energy so that a gre
be highly directive. The highe
wavelength and hence the sm
sharpness of the pattern of radia

The problem of generating a
frequency energy at extremely
physical construction of the tub
impractical for certain functions
design. Among these are theklystro

Since it is very difficult to a
carrier wave, radio-frequency am
of the incoming signals (echoes
oscillator in acrystal mixer to pr
intermediate frequency.This inte
amplified in suitableintermediate

Pulse Repetition Rate

The pulse repetition rate (P
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Figure 1.1 - Block diagram of a basic pulse-modulated radar system.
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Pulse Length

Pulse length, measured in microseconds, is the transmission time of a
single pulse of radio-frequency energy.

The minimum range at which a target can be detected is determined
largely by the pulse length. If a target is so close to the transmitter that the
echo is returned to the receiver before the transmission stops, the reception
of the echo, obviously, will be masked by the transmitted pulse. For
example, a radar set having a pulse length of 1 microsecond will have a
minimum range of 164 yards. This means that the echo of a target within this
range will not be seen on the radarscope because of being masked by the
transmitted pulse.

Since the radio-frequency energy travels at a speed of 161,829 nautical
miles per second or 161,829 nautical miles in one million microseconds, the
distance the energy travels in 1 microsecond is approximately 0.162 nautical
mile or 328 yards. Because the energy must make a round trip, the target
cannot be closer than 164 yards if its echo is to be seen on the radarscope
while using a pulse length of 1 microsecond. Consequently, relatively short
pulse lengths, about 0.1 microsecond, must be used for close-in ranging.

Many radar sets are designed for operation with both short and long
pulse lengths. Many of these radar sets are shifted automatically to the
shorter pulse length on selecting the shorter range scales. On the other radar
sets, the operator must select the radar pulse length in accordance with the
operating conditions. Radar sets have greater range capabilities while
functioning with the longer pulse length because a greater amount of energy
is transmitted in each pulse.

While maximum detection range capability is sacrificed when using the
shorter pulse length, better range accuracy and range resolution are obtained.
With the shorter pulse, better definition of the target on the radar-scope is
obtained; therefore, range accuracy is better. RANGE RESOLUTION is a
measure of the capability of a radar set to detect the separation between
those targets on the same bearing but having small differences in range. If
the leading edge of a pulse strikes a target at a slightly greater range while
the trailing part of the pulse is still striking a closer target, it is obvious that
the reflected echoes of the two targets will appear as a single elongated
image on the radarscope.

Power Relation

The useful power of the transmitter is that contained in the radiated
pulses and is called the PEAK POWER of the system. Power is normally
measured as an average value over a relatively long period of time. Because
the radar transmitter is resting for a time that is long with respect to the

operating time, the average pow
relatively low compared with the
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Therefore, for a period of 2 microseconds a peak power of 200 kilowatts is
supplied to the antenna, while for the remaining 1998 microseconds the
transmitter output is zero. Because average power is equal to peak power times
the duty cycle,

High peak power is desirable in order to produce a strong echo over the
maximum range of the equipment. Low average power enables the
transmitter tubes and circuit components to be made smaller and more
compact. Thus, it is advantageous to have a low duty cycle. The peak power
that can be developed is dependent upon the interrelation between peak and
average power, pulse length, and pulse repetition time, or duty cycle.

FUNCTIONS OF COMPONENTS

Power Supply

In figure 1.1 the power supply is represented as a single block.
Functionally, this block is representative. However, it is unlikely that any one
supply source could meet all the power requirements of a radar set. The
distribution of the physical components of a system may be such as to make
it impractical to group the power-supply circuits into a single physical unit.
Different supplies are needed to meet the varying requirements of a system
and must be designed accordingly. The power supply function is performed
by various types of power supplies distributed among the circuit components

of a radar set.
In figure 1.3 the modulator, t

same chassis. In this arrangem
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Figure 1.3 - A basic radar system.
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receiver from damage by the potent energy generated by the transmitter. The
TR tube, as shown in figure 1.3 blocks the transmitter pulses from the
receiver. During the relatively long periods when the transmitter is inactive,
the TR tube permits the returning echoes to pass to the receiver. To prevent
any of the very weak echoes from being absorbed by the transmitter, another
device known as an ANTI-TR (A-TR) TUBE is used to block the passage of
these echoes to the transmitter.

The feedhorn at the upper extremity of the waveguide directs the
transmitted energy towards the reflector, which focuses this energy into a
narrow beam. Any returning echoes are focused by the reflector and directed
toward the feedhorn. The echoes pass through both the feedhorn and
waveguide enroute to the receiver. The principles of a parabolic reflector are
illustrated in figure 1.4.

Since the r-f energy is transmitted in a narrow beam, particularly narrow
in its horizontal dimension, provision must be made for directing this beam
towards a target so that its range and bearing may be measured. Normally,
this is accomplished through continuous rotation of the radar beam at a rate
of about 10 to 20 revolutions per minute so that it will impinge upon any
targets which might be in its path. Therefore, in this basic radar system the
upper portion of the waveguide, including the feedhorn, and the reflector are
constructed so that they can be rotated in the horizontal plane by a drive
motor, as illustrated in figure 1.5. This rotatable antenna and reflector
assembly is called the SCANNER.

Figure 1.5 illustrates one of the more common types of reflectors used, a
TILTED PARABOLIC REFLECTOR. The feedhorn is positioned so that it
will not obstruct the reflected beam.

Figure 1.6 illustrates another type of antenna being used. In this
SLOTTED WAVEGUIDE ANTENNA, no reflector or feedhorn is used. The

last few feet of the waveguide is
horizontal plane. The forward an
section contains a series of slots
a narrow radar beam. Returnin
then pass through the waveguid

Receiver

The function of the receiver
very weak r-f echoes and reprod
indicator. The receiver contains
amplification stages required
indicator.

Figure 1.4 - Principles of a parabolic reflector.
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or screen, which is coated with a film of
PPI. The ELECTRON GUN at the opposite
mits a very narrow beam of electrons which
e PPI unless deflected by electrostatic or
the inside face of the PPI is coated with
ll bright spot is formed at the center of the

ly and repeatedly deflected radially from the
CE is formed on the PPI. Should the flow of
e will continue to glow for a short period
ectron beam because of the phosphorescent
rightness is known as PERSISTENCE; the

persistence.
triggers the transmitter, it sends a TIMING
tor. The latter signal acts to deflect the
center of the CRT screen (PPI) to form a

the electron beam. This radial movement of
SWEEP or TIME BASE. While the terms

ly used interchangeably, the term trace is
idence of the sweep movement.

deflected from the center of the CRT screen
er, the sweep must be repeated very rapidly
tition rates are used. With a pulse repetition

agnetic cathode-ray tube.
Indicator

The primary function of the indicator is to provide a visual display of
the ranges and bearings of radar targets from which echoes are received. In
this basic radar system, the type of display used is the PLAN POSITION
INDICATOR (PPI), which is essentially a polar diagram, with the
transmitting ship’s position at the center. Images of target echoes are
received and displayed at either their relative or true bearings, and at their
distances from the PPI center. With a continuous display of the images of the
targets, the motion of the target relative to the motion of the transmitting ship
is also displayed.

The secondary function of the indicator is to provide the means for
operating various controls of the radar system.

The CATHODE-RAY TUBE (CRT), illustrated in figure 1.7, is the heart

of the indicator. The CRT face
phosphorescent material, is the
end of the tube (see figure 1.8) e
impinges upon the center of th
electromagnetic means. Since
phosphorescent material, a sma
PPI.

If the electron beam is rapid
center, a bright line called a TRA
electrons be stopped, this trac
following the stoppage of the el
coating. The slow decay of the b
slower the decay the higher the 

At the instant the modulator
TRIGGER signal to the indica
electron beam radially from the
trace of the radial movement of
the electron beam is called the
trace and sweep are frequent
descriptive only of the visible ev

Since the electron beam is
with each pulse of the transmitt
even when the lower pulse repe

Figure 1.6 - Slotted waveguide antenna.

Figure 1.7 - Electrom
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Figure 1.8 - The sweep on the plan position indicator.
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ctron beam radially, the electron beam will
iles in its sweep or on the time base. On

roseconds after the instant of the pulse, the
the indicator which in turn acts to intensify

m at the point in its sweep at 123.5
n the time base. This brightening of the trace
point corresponding to the distance to the
sistence of the PPI produces a visible image
lse repetition rate, this painting of an image
mes in a short period, resulting in a steady
rget is a reasonably good reflector.
on avoidance applications of radar, the
rgy radiated from it are rotated at a constant
lutions per minute in order to detect targets

In the preceding discussion of how a target
rence is made only to radial deflection of the
eep or time base. If target images are to be
as well as distances from the center of the
in synchronization with the rotation of the

am may be deflected radially by electrostatic
weep may be rotated by the same means. The
magnetically in modern radars.

past the ship’s heading, the sweep, in
na, is rotated past the 0˚ graduation on the
The image of any target detected ahead is
e bearing and distance from the center of
ted in other directions, their images are

tive bearings and distances from the center

n of how target information is displayed on
w the target images are painted, virtually
es and relative bearings from the reference
It follows that through continuous display
rsistence of the CRT screen and the pulse
f targets on the PPI, their motions relative to
 are also displayed.
this basic radar system provides the means
n a useful form, the relative bearings and
ch reflected echoes may be received. In
e targets relative to the reference ship
he targets relative to the motion of the
rate of 750 pulses per second, the sweep must be repeated 750 times per
second. Thus, it should be quite obvious why the sweep appears as a solid
luminous line on the PPI. The speed of movement of the point of
impingement of the electron beam is far in excess of the capability of
detection by the human eye.

While the sweep must be repeated in accordance with the PRR, the
actual rate of radial movement of the electron beam is governed by the size
of the CRT screen and the distance represented by the radius of this screen
according to the range scale being used. If the 20-mile range scale is
selected, the electron beam must be deflected radially from the center of the
CRT screen having a particular radius at a rate corresponding to the time
required for radio-frequency energy to travel twice the distance of the range
scale or 40 nautical miles. When using the 20-mile range scale, the electron
beam must move radially from the center of the CRT screen to its periphery
in 247 microseconds.

Speed of radio frequency - frequency energy =
0.161829 nm per microsecond

Distance = Speed X Time

40 nm÷ 0.161829 nm per microsecond =
247 microseconds

The objective of regulating the rate of travel of the electron beam in this
manner is to establish a time base on the PPI which may be used for direct
measurements of distances to targets without further need to take into
account the fact that the transmitted pulse and its reflected echo make a
round trip to and from the target. With the periphery of the PPI representing
a distance of 20 miles from the center of the PPI at the 20-mile range scale
setting, the time required for the electron beam to move radially from the
center to the periphery is the same as the time required for the transmitted
pulse to travel to a target at 20 miles and return to the antenna as a reflected
echo or the time to travel 40 miles in this case. It follows that a point on the
sweep or time base halfway between the center of the PPI and its periphery
represents a distance of 10 miles from the center of the PPI. The foregoing
assumes that the rate of travel of the electron beam is constant, which is the
usual case in the design of indicators for navigational radar.

If the antenna is trained on a target at 10 miles while using the 20-mile
range scale, the time for the 20-mile round trip of the transmitted pulse and
the returning echo is 123.5 microseconds. At 123.5 microseconds, following
the instant of triggering the transmitter and sending the timing trigger pulse

to the indicator to deflect the ele
have moved a distance of 10 m
receiving the echo at 123.5 mic
receiver sends a video signal to
or brighten the electron bea
microseconds, i.e., at 10 miles o
produced by the sweep at the
target in conjunction with the per
of the target. Because of the pu
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glow of the target image if the ta
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or electromagnetic means, the s
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As the antenna is rotated
synchronization with the anten
relative bearing dial of the PPI.
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the PPI. As targets are detec
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Up to this point the discussio
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instantaneously, at their distanc
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CHARACTERISTICS OF RADAR PROPAGATION

THE RADAR WAVE

Radar (radio) waves, emitted in pulses of electromagnetic energy in the
radio-frequency band 3,000 to 10,000 megahertz (MHz) used for shipborne
navigational radar, have many characteristics similar to those of other waves.
Like light waves of much higher frequency, radar waves tend to travel in
straight lines or rays at speeds approximating that of light. Also, like light
waves, radar waves are subject to refraction or bending in the atmosphere.
Like waves in the sea, radar waves have energy, frequency, amplitude,
wavelength, and rate of travel.

Whereas waves in the sea have mechanical energy, radar waves have
electromagnetic energy, usually expressed in watt units of power. This
electromagnetic energy has associated electric and magnetic fields, the
directions of which are at right angles to each other. The orientation of the
ELECTRIC AXIS in space establishes what is known as the
POLARIZATION of the wave. Horizontal polarization is normally used with
navigational radars, i.e., the direction of the electric axis is horizontal in
space. Horizontal polarization has been found to be the most satisfactory
type of polarization for navigational radars in that stronger echoes are
received from the targets normally used with these radars when the electric
axis is horizontal.

Each pulse of energy transmitted during a few tenths of a microsecond
or a few microseconds contains hundreds of complete oscillations. A
CYCLE is one complete oscillation or one complete wave, i.e., that part of
the wave motion passing zero in one direction until it next passes zero in the
same direction (see figure 1.9). The FREQUENCY is the number of cycles
completed per second. The unit now being used for frequency in cycles per
second is the HERTZ. One hertz is one cycle per second; one kilohertz (kHz)
is one thousand cycles per second; one megahertz (MHz) is one million
cycles per second.

WAVELENGTH is the distance along the direction of propagation
between successive crests or troughs. When one cycle has been completed,
the wave has traveled one wavelength.

The AMPLITUDE is the maximum displacement of the wave from its
mean or zero value.

Since the speed of radar waves is constant at 300,000 kilometers per

second, there is a definite relatio
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ximate value because the mariner generally
actual refraction conditions exist.

rbulence when there is an upper layer of
er of cold, moist air, a condition known as
cur (see figure 1.11). The effect of super-

nward bending of the radar rays and thus
gets may be detected. Super-refraction occurs
arm land breeze blows over cooler ocean

verrides a shallow layer of warm, dry air, a
ACTION may occur (see figure 1.12). The
d the radar rays upward and thus decrease
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inimum ranges and may result in failure to

t range. This condition may occur in polar
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ware that at certain times they are able to
ranges, but at other times they cannot detect
n though their radars may be in top operating

during extreme cases of super-refraction.
˚ or less may be trapped in a layer of the

- Super-refraction.
Refraction in Standard Atmosphere

Where h is the height of the antenna in feet, the distance, d, to the radar
horizon in nautical miles, assuming standard atmospheric conditions, may be
found as follows:

With the distances to the geometrical and optical horizons being
1.06 and 1.15 , respectively, the radar horizon exceeds the
geometrical horizon by 15% and the optical horizon by 6%. Thus, like light
rays in the standard atmosphere, radar rays are bent or refracted slightly
downwards approximating the curvature of the earth (see figure 1.10).

The distance to the radar horizon does not in itself limit the distance
from which echoes may be received from targets. Assuming that adequate
power is transmitted, echoes may be received from targets beyond the radar
horizon if their reflecting surfaces extend above it. Note that the distance to
the radar horizon is the distance at which the radar rays graze the surface of
the earth.

In the preceding discussion standard atmospheric conditions were
assumed. The STANDARD ATMOSPHERE is a hypothetical vertical
distribution of atmospheric temperature, pressure, and density which is taken
to be representative of the atmosphere for various purposes. While the
atmospheric conditions at any one locality during a given season may differ
considerably from standard atmospheric conditions, the slightly downward
bending of the light and radar rays may be described as the typical case.

While the formula for the distance to the radar horizon
is based upon a wavelength of 3 centimeters, this formula

may be used in the computation of the distance to the radar horizon for other
wavelengths used with navigational radar. The value so determined should

be considered only as an appro
has no means of knowing what 
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Figure 1.10 - Refraction.
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atmosphere called a SURFACE RADIO DUCT. In the surface radio duct
illustrated in figure 1.13, the radar rays are refracted downward to the surface
of the sea, reflected upward, refracted downward again within the duct, and
so on continuously.

The energy trapped by the duct suffers little loss; thus, targets may be
detected at exceptionally long ranges. Surface targets have been detected at
ranges in excess of 1,400 miles with relatively low-powered equipment.
There is a great loss in the energy of the rays escaping the duct, thus
reducing the chances for detection of targets above the duct.

Ducting sometimes reduces the effective radar range. If the antenna is
below a duct, it is improbable that targets above the duct will be detected. In
instances of extremely low-level ducts when the antenna is above the duct,
surface targets lying below the duct may not be detected. The latter situation
does not occur very often.

Ducting Areas
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climate and weather in some a
some parts of the world, partic
variation in the degree of ducting
day to day may not take place. In
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Figure 1.12 - Sub-refraction.
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Figure 1.14 - Ducting areas.
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of Hormuz.
Bay of Bengal (Area 5).The seasonal trend of ducting conditions in the

Bay of Bengal is the same as in the Arabian Sea, with standard conditions
during the summer southwest monsoon. Ducting is found during the dry
season.

Pacific Ocean (Area 6).Frequent occurrences of ducting around
Guadalcanal, the east coast of Australia, and around New Guinea and Korea
have been experienced. Observations along the Pacific coast of the United
States indicate frequent ducting, but no clear indication of its seasonal trend
is available. Meteorological conditions in the Yellow Sea and Sea of Japan,
including the island of Honshu, are approximately like those of the
northeastern coast of the United States. Therefore, ducting in this area
should be common in the summer. Conditions in the South China Sea
approximate those off the southeastern coast of the United States only during
the winter months, when ducting can be expected. During the rest of the
year, the Asiatic monsoon modifies the climate in this area, but no
information is available on the prevalence of ducting during this time. Trade
winds in the Pacific quite generally lead to the formation of rather low ducts
over the open ocean.

THE RADAR BEAM

The pulses of r-f energy emitted from the feedhorn at the focal point of a
reflector or emitted and radiated directly from the slots of a slotted
waveguide antenna would, for the most part, form a single lobe-shaped
pattern of radiation if emitted in free space. Figure 1.15 illustrates this free
space radiation pattern, including the undesirable minor lobes or SIDE
LOBES associated with practical antenna design. Because of the large
differences in the various dimensions of the radiation pattern, figure 1.15 is
necessarily distorted.

Although the radiated energy is concentrated or focused into a relatively
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Figure 1.15 - Free space radiation pattern.
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diagram as illustrated in figure 1.19, while
al radars, does indicate that at the lower
ttern is more coarse than the patterns for

ct and indirect waves.
concentration of power in narrower beam widths. To increase maximum
detection range capabilities, the energy is concentrated into as narrow a
beam as is feasible. Because of practical considerations related to target
detection and discrimination, only the horizontal beam width is quite narrow,
typical values being between about 0.65˚ to 2.0˚. The vertical beam width is
relatively broad, typical values being between about 15˚ to 30˚.

The beam width is dependent upon the frequency or wavelength of the
transmitted energy, antenna design, and the dimensions of the antenna.

For a given antenna size (antenna aperture), narrower beam widths are
obtained when using shorter wavelengths. For a given wavelength, narrower
beam widths are obtained when using larger antennas.

The slotted waveguide antenna has largely eliminated the side-lobe
problem.

EFFECT OF SEA SURFACE ON RADAR BEAM

With radar waves being propagated in the vicinity of the surface of the
sea, the main lobe of the radar beam, as a whole, is composed of a number of
separate lobes as opposed to the single lobe-shaped pattern of radiation as
emitted in free space. This phenomenon is the result of interference between
radar waves directly transmitted and those waves which are reflected from
the surface of the sea. The vertical beam widths of navigational radars are
such that during normal transmission, radar waves will strike the surface of
the sea at points from near the antenna (depending upon antenna height and
vertical beam width) to the radar horizon. The indirect waves (see figure
1.17) reflected from the surface of the sea may, on rejoining the direct waves,
either reinforce or cancel the direct waves depending upon whether they are
in phase or out of phase with the direct waves, respectively. Where the direct
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Figure 1.16 - Radiation diagram.

Figure 1.17 - Dire
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Figure 1.18 - Vertical-plane coverage diagram (3050 MHz, antenna height 125 feet, wave height 4 feet).
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t 0 feet).
Figure 1.19 - Vertical-plane coverage diagram (1000 MHz, vertical beam width 10˚, antenna height 80 feet, wave heigh
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higher frequencies. This particular diagram was constructed with the
assumption that the free space useful range of the radar beam was 50
nautical miles. From this diagram it is seen that the ranges of the useful lobes
are extended to considerably greater distances because of the reinforcement
of the direct radar waves by the indirect waves. Also, the elevation of the
lowest lobe is higher than it would be for a higher frequency. Figure 1.19
also illustrates the vertical view of the undesirable side lobes associated with
practical antenna design. In examining these radiation coverage diagrams,
the reader should keep in mind that the radiation pattern is three-
dimensional.

Antenna height as well as frequency or wavelength governs the number
of lobes in the interference pattern. The number of the lobes and the fineness
of the interference pattern increase with antenna height. Increased antenna
height as well as increases in frequency tends to lower the lobes of the
interference pattern.

The pitch and roll of the ship radiating does not affect the structure of
the interference pattern.

DIFFRACTION

Diffraction is the bending of a wave as it passes an obstruction. Because

of diffraction there is some illum
or target by the radar beam. D
frequencies. Thus, the radar b
illuminate more of the shadow re
radar of higher frequency or sho
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strength. Attenuation is great
wavelengths.

ECHO CHA

While reflected echoes are m
characteristics of their return to
of propagation. The strengths
amount of transmitted energy st
properties of the targets.

FACTORS AFFECTING DETECTION, DISPLAY, AND MEASUREMENT OF RADAR

FACTORS AFFECTING MAXIMUM RANGE

Frequency

The higher the frequency of a radar (radio) wave, the greater is the
attenuation (loss in power), regardless of weather. Lower radar frequencies
(longer wavelengths) have, therefore, been generally superior for longer
detection ranges.

Peak Power

The peak power of a radar is its useful power. Range capabilities of the
radar increase with peak power. Doubling the peak power increases the

range capabilities by about 25 p

Pulse Length

The longer the pulse length,
because of the greater amount of

Pulse Repetition Rate

The pulse repetition rate (P
range of the radar. Ample time m
to return from any target located
system. Otherwise, echoes re
blocked by succeeding transm
determines the highest PRR tha
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The PRR must be high enough, however, that sufficient pulses hit the
target and enough echoes are returned to the radar. The maximum
measurable range can be determined approximately by dividing 81,000 by
the PRR.

Beam Width

The more concentrated the beam, the greater is the detection range of
the radar.

Target Characteristics

Targets that are large can be seen on the scope at greater ranges,
provided line-of-sight exists between the radar antenna and the target.
Conducting materials (a ship’s steel hull, for example) return relatively
strong echoes while nonconducting materials (a wood hull of a fishing boat,
for example) return much weaker echoes.

Receiver Sensitivity

The more sensitive receivers provide greater detection ranges but are
more subject to jamming.

Antenna Rotation Rate

The more slowly the antenna rotates, the greater is the detection range
of the radar.

For a radar set having a PRR of 1,000 pulses per second, a horizontal
beam width of 2.0˚, and an antenna rotation rate of 6 RPM (1 revolution in
10 seconds or 36 scanning degrees per second), there is 1 pulse transmitted
each 0.036˚ of rotation. There are 56 pulses transmitted during the time
required for the antenna to rotate through its beam width.

With an antenna rotation rate of 15 RPM (1 revolution in 4 seconds or
90 scanning degrees per second), there is only 1 pulse transmitted each

0.090˚ of rotation. There are o
required for the antenna to rotat

From the foregoing it is ap
rates, the maximum ranges at w
be detected are reduced.
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FACTORS AFFECTING RANGE ACCURACY

The range accuracy of radar depends upon the exactness with which the
time interval between the instants of transmitting a pulse and receiving the
echo can be measured.

Fixed Error

A fixed range error is caused by the starting of the sweep on the indicator
before the r-f energy leaves the antenna. The zero reference for all range
measurements must be the leading edge of the transmitted pulse as it appears on
the indicator. Inasmuch as part of the transmitted pulse leaks directly into the
receiver without going to the antenna, a fixed error results from the time required
for r-f energy to go up to the antenna and return to the receiver. This error causes
the indicated ranges to be greater than their true values.

A device called a trigger delay circuit is used to eliminate the fixed error.
By this means the trigger pulse to the indicator can be delayed a small
amount. Such a delay results in the sweep starting at the instant an echo
would return to the indicator from a flat plate right at the antenna not at the
instant that the pulse is generated in the transmitter.

Line Voltage

Accuracy of range measurement depends on the constancy of the line
voltage supplied to the radar equipment. If supply voltage varies from its
nominal value, ranges indicated on the radar may be unreliable. This
fluctuation usually happens only momentarily, however, and after a short
wait ranges normally are accurate.

Frequency Drift

Errors in ranging also can be caused by slight variations in the
frequency of the oscillator used to divide the sweep (time base) into equal
range intervals. If such a frequency error exists, the ranges read from the
radar generally are in error by some small percentage of the range.

To reduce range errors caused by frequency drift, precision oscillators in
radars usually are placed in a constant temperature oven. The oven is always
heated, so there is no drift of range accuracy while the rest of the set is
warming up.

Calibration

The range to a target can be measured most accurately on the PPI when
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Radarscope Interpretation

Relatively large range errors can result from incorrect interpretation of a
landmass image on the PPI. The difficulty of radarscope interpretation can
be reduced through more extensive use of height contours on charts.

For reliable interpretation it is essential that the radar operating controls
be adjusted properly. If the receiver gain is too low, features at or near the
shoreline, which would reflect echoes at a higher gain setting, will not
appear as part of the landmass image. If the receiver gain is too high, the
landmass image on the PPI will “bloom”. With blooming the shoreline will
appear closer than it actually is.

A fine focus adjustment is necessary to obtain a sharp landmass image
on the PPI.

Because of the various factors introducing errors in radar range
measurements, one should not expect the accuracy of navigational radar to
be better than + or - 50 yards under the best conditions.

FACTORS AFFECTING RANGE RESOLUTION

Range resolution is a measure of the capability of a radar to display as
separate pips the echoes received from two targets which are on the same
bearing and are close together.

The principal factors that affect the range resolution of a radar are the
length of the transmitted pulse, receiver gain, CRT spot size, and the range
scale. A high degree of range resolution requires a short pulse, low receiver
gain, and a short range scale.

Pulse Length

Two targets on the same bearing, close together, cannot be seen as two
distinct pips on the PPI unless they are separated by a distance greater than
one-half the pulse length (164 yards per microsecond of pulse length). If a
radar has a pulse length of 1-microsecond duration, the targets would have to
be separated by more than 164 yards before they would appear as two pips
on the PPI.

Radio-frequency energy travels through space at the rate of
approximately 328 yards per microsecond. Thus, the end of a 1-microsecond
pulse traveling through the air is 328 yards behind the leading edge, or start,
of the pulse. If a 1-microsecond pulse is sent toward two objects on the same

bearing, separated by 164 yar
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near target. As a result the ech
pip, and range can be measured
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Figure 1.20 - Pulse length and range resolution.
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G BEARING ACCURACY

be made more accurately with the narrower
rrower beam widths afford better definition
urate identification of the center of the target.
ay return echoes which produce pips on the
g accurate determination of the bearing of a

n be reduced through lowering the receiver
sensitivity of the receiver, the maximum
the narrower effective beam width provides

bearing measurements of small targets are
ts because the centers of the smaller pips of
d more accurately.

or slowly moving targets can be measured
gs of faster moving targets.

rovide higher bearing accuracies than
ey are not affected by yawing of the ship.

not accurately centered on the PPI, bearing
reater bearing errors are incurred when the

than when the pip is near the edge of the PPI.
centering error, more accurate bearing

y changing the range scale to shift the pip
 the PPI.
focused into a point of light. The increase in echo image (pip) length and
width varies with the size of the CRT and the range scale in use.

On the longer range scales, the increase in echo size because of spot size
is appreciable.

Range Scale

The pips of two targets separated by a few hundred yards may merge on the
PPI when one of the longer range scales is used. The use of the shortest range
scale possible and proper adjustment of the receiver gain may enable their
detection as separate targets. If the display can be off-centered, this may permit
display of the targets on a shorter range scale than would be possible otherwise.

FACTORS AFFECTIN

Horizontal Beam Width

Bearing measurements can
horizontal beam widths. The na
of the target and, thus, more acc
Several targets close together m
PPI which merge, thus preventin
single target within the group.

The effective beam width ca
gain setting. In reducing the
detection range is reduced, but
better bearing accuracy.

Target Size
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more accurate than large targe
the small targets can be identifie

Target Rate of Movement

The bearings of stationary
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Stabilization of Display

Stabilized PPI displays p
unstabilized displays because th

Sweep Centering Error

If the origin of the sweep is
measurements will be in error. G
pip is near the center of the PPI
Since there is normally some
measurements can be made b
position away from the center of

Figure 1.21 - Receiver gain and range resolution.

CRT Diameter
(Inches)

Nominal Effective

Range Scale
(nautical mi.)

Spot Length or Width
(yards)

9 7.5 0.5 5
24 220

12 10.5 0.5 4
24 185

16 14.4 0.5 3
24 134
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 Angular distortion.
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Parallax Error

Improper use of the mechanical bearing cursor will introduce bearing
errors. On setting the cursor to bisect the pip, the cursor should be viewed
from a position directly in front of it. Electronic bearing cursors used with
some stabilized displays provide more accurate bearing measurements than
mechanical bearing cursors because measurements made with the electronic
cursor are not affected by parallax or centering errors.

Heading Flash Alignment

For accurate bearing measurements, the alignment of the heading flash
with the PPI display must be such that radar bearings are in close agreement
with relatively accurate visual bearings observed from near the radar
antenna.

FACTORS AFFECTING BEARING RESOLUTION

Bearing resolution is a measure of the capability of a radar to display as
separate pips the echoes received from two targets which are at the same
range and are close together.

The principal factors that affect the bearing resolution of a radar are
horizontal beam width, the range to the targets, and CRT spot size.

Horizontal Beam Width

As the radar beam is rotated, the painting of a pip on the PPI begins as
soon as the leading edge of the radar beam strikes the target. The painting of
the pip is continued until the trailing edge of the beam is rotated beyond the
target. Therefore, the pip is distorted angularly by an amount equal to the
effective horizontal beam width.

As illustrated in figure 1.22 in which a horizontal beam width of 10˚ is
used for graphical clarity only, the actual bearing of a small target having
good reflecting properties is 090˚, but the pip as painted on the PPI extends
from 095˚ to 085˚. The left 5˚ and the right 5˚ are painted while the antenna
is not pointed directly towards the target. The bearing must be read at the
center of the pip.

Range of Targets

Assuming a more representative horizontal beam width of 2˚, the pip of
a ship 400 feet long observed beam on at a distance of 10 nautical miles on a

bearing of 090˚ would be painte
actual angular width of the targe

Figure 1.22 -
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eam on the screen of the CRT cannot be
increase in the pip width because of CRT

the CRT and the range scale in use.

ATHER

r are to reduce the ranges at which targets
unwanted echoes on the radarscope which

portant targets or from targets which may be

hich reflect unwanted echoes which appear
turn is normally greater in the direction from
ming. Sea return effects may be reduced by
and anti-clutter controls; however, care must
rgets in the process.

all may return echoes which appear on the
rea. The FTC switch is used to minimize
eal any targets which may be hidden in the
gets which are within the storm area, heavy
of the strength of the pulse and decrease

adar waves going through the earth’s
action and normally bend slightly with the
n atmospheric conditions will produce a
ction.

LENGTH

ing at the shorter wavelengths are more
er than radars transmitting at the longer
observed beam on at the same distance and bearing would be painted on the
PPI between 091.4˚ and 088.6˚, the angular width of the target being 0.8˚.
Since the angular widths of the pips painted for the 400 and 900-foot targets
are 1.4˚ and 1.8˚, respectively, any attempt to estimate target size by the
angular width of the pip is not practical, generally.

Since the pip of a single target as painted on the PPI is elongated
angularly an amount equal to beam width, two targets at the same range must
be separated by more than one beam width to appear as separate pips. The
required distance separation depends upon range. Assuming a 2˚ beam
width, targets at 10 miles must be separated by over 0.35 nautical miles or
700 yards to appear as separate pips on the PPI. At 5 miles the targets must
be separated by over 350 yards to appear as separate pips if the beam width
is 2˚.

Figure 1.23 illustrates a case in which echoes are being received from
four targets, but only three pips are painted on the PPI. Targets A and B are
painted as a single pip because they are not separated by more than one beam
width; targets C and D are painted as separate pips because they are
separated by more than one beam width.

In as much as bearing resolution is determined primarily by horizontal
beam width, a radar with a narrow horizontal beam width provides better
bearing resolution than one with a wide beam.

CRT Spot Size

The bearing separation required for resolution is increased because the

spot formed by the electron b
focused into a point of light. The
spot size varies with the size of 
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Figure 1.23 - Bearing resolution.
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Figure 1.24 illustrates the PPI displays of two radars of different
wavelengths aboard a ship steaming in a rain squall and a choppy sea.
Without use of anti-rain and anti-sea clutter controls, the clutter is more
massive on the PPI of the radar having the shorter wavelength. Also, three
targets, which can be detected on the PPI of the radar having the longer
wavelength, cannot be detected on the PPI of the radar having the shorter
wavelength. Following use of the anti-rain and anti-sea clutter controls, the
three targets still cannot be detected on the PPI of the radar having the
shorter wavelength because too much of the energy has been absorbed or
attenuated by the rain.

Similarly, figure 1.25 illustrates detection of close targets by a radar
having a relatively long wavelength and no detection of these targets by a
radar having a relatively short wavelength.

TARGET CHARACTERISTICS

There are several target characteristics which will enable one target to
be detected at a greater range than another, or for one target to produce a
stronger echo than another target of similar size.

Height

Since radar wave propagation is almost line of sight, the height of the
target is of prime importance. If the target does not rise above the radar
horizon, the radar beam cannot be reflected from the target. Because of the
interference pattern, the target must rise somewhat above the radar horizon.

Size

Up to certain limits, targets having larger reflecting areas will return
stronger echoes than targets having smaller reflecting areas. Should a target
be wider than the horizontal beam width, the strength of the echoes will not
be increased on account of the greater width of the target because the area
not exposed to the radar beam at any instant cannot, of course, reflect an
echo. Since the vertical dimensions of most targets are small compared to the
vertical beam width of marine navigational radars, the beam width limitation
is not normally applicable to the vertical dimensions. However, there is a
vertical dimension limitation in the case of sloping surfaces or stepped
surfaces. In this case, only the projected vertical area lying within the
distance equivalent of the pulse length can return echoes at any instant.

Aspect

The aspect of a target is its
With change in aspect, the effec
upon the shape of the target. Th
and the beam axis is to 90˚, the
the antenna.

Shape

Targets of identical shape
depending on aspect. Thus a fl
such as the side of a steel ship
very strong echoes. As the as
reflect more of the energy of the
rather weak echoes. A concave
back to the antenna while a con
smooth conical surface will not r
echoes may be reflected to the 

Texture

The texture of the target ma
smooth texture tends to increase
strength of the reflection, but un
such that the reflection is focus
surface will give a poor radar ec
another direction. On the other
the reflection, and will improve
targets whose shape and aspec

Composition
The ability of various substa

intrinsic electrical properties of t
good reflectors. Ice is a fair refle
in their reflection qualities depen
and the rock and mineral cont
reflectors. It must be remember
each other to determine the stre
singled out without considering 
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ree ships bearing

ght. There are no
Two identical 8 mile range PPI pictures taken on Raytheon 3 cm. and 10 cm. radars in a rain squall and with a choppy sea. Th
225˚, 294˚ and 330˚ shown on the 10 cm. radar right are not shown on the 3 cm. radar left.

On both radars the anti-rain and anti-sea clutter devices are switched in. The three ships are clearly visible on the 10 cm. radar ri
targets visible on the 3 cm. radar left as the echo power has been absorbed by rain.
Reproduced by Courtesy of the Raytheon Company.

Figure 1.24- Effects of rain and sea on PPI displays of radars having different wavelengths.



10 cm. radar right

visible on the 10
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Two identical 20 mile range PPI pictures taken on Raytheon 3 cm. and 10 cm. radars showing the effects of sea clutter. On the
targets inside the 5 mile range marker are clearly visible. On the 3 cm. radar left the close range targets are missing.

On both radars the anti-sea clutter control has been carefully adjusted to remove sea clutter. The close range targets are clearly
cm. right, whereas they are missing on the 3 cm. radar left.

Reproduced by Courtesy of the Raytheon Company.

Figure 1.25 - Effects of sea on PPI displays of radars having different wavelengths.
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get pips are painted at their measured
own ship, north being upward or at the top

eading of 270˚ detects a target bearing 315˚
045˚ relative to ship’s heading on this

re 2.2 the same target is painted at 315˚ true
ile the target pip is painted 045˚ relative to
lay, the Heading-Upward display provides a
 whether the target lies to port or starboard.

in which the orientation of the display is
e (north) is called a STABILIZED display.
which the orientation changes with changes
an UNSTABILIZED display. Some radar

s which are both stabilized and Heading-
athode-ray tubes must be rotated as own ship
intain ship’s heading upward or at the top of

TION RADAR

own ship and moving objects in their true
dar, own ship’s position is not fixed on the
objects move on the PPI in accordance with
lso unlike relative motion radar, fixed objects
nary, or nearly so, on the PPI. Thus, one
ips moving with respect to landmasses.
n modern indicators through the use of a
t true motion rather than depending on an
phor to leave “trails”.
CHAPTER 2 — RADAR OPERATION

RELATIVE AND TRUE MOTION DISPLAYS

There are two basic displays used to portray target position and motion
on the PPI’s of navigational radars. The relative motion display portrays the
motion of a target relative to the motion of the observing ship. The true
motion display portrays the actual or true motions of the target and the
observing ship.

Depending upon the type of PPI display used, navigational radars are
classified as either relative motion or true motion radars. However, true
motion radars can be operated with a relative motion display. In fact, radars
classified as true motion radars must be operated in their relative motion
mode at the longer range scale settings. Some radars classified as relative
motion radars are fitted with special adapters enabling operation with a true
motion display. These radars do not have certain features normally
associated with true motion radars, such as high persistence CRT screens.

RELATIVE MOTION RADAR

Through continuous display of target pips at their measured ranges and
bearings from a fixed position of own ship on the PPI, relative motion radar
displays the motion of a target relative to the motion of the observing (own)
ship. With own ship and the target in motion, the successive pips of the target
do not indicate the actual or true movement of the target. A graphical
solution is required in order to determine the rate and direction of the actual
movement of the target.

If own ship is in motion, the pips of fixed objects, such as landmasses,
move on the PPI at a rate equal to and in a direction opposite to the motion of
own ship. If own ship is stopped or motionless, target pips move on the PPI
in accordance with their true motion.

Orientations of Relative Motion Display

There are two basic orientations used for the display of relative motion
on PPIs. In the HEADING-UPWARD display, the target pips are painted at
their measured distances in directionrelative to own ship’s heading. In the

NORTH-UPWARD display, tar
distances in true directions from
of the PPI.

In figure 2.1 own ship on a h
true. The target pip is painted
Heading-Upward display. In figu
on a North-Upward display. Wh
the heading flash on each disp
more immediate indication as to

Stabilization

The North-Upward display
fixed to an unchanging referenc
The Heading-Upward display in
in own ship’s heading is called
indicator designs have display
Upward. In these displays, the c
changes heading in order to ma
the PPI.

TRUE MO

True motion radar displays
motion. Unlike relative motion ra
PPI. Own ship and other moving
their true courses and speeds. A
such as landmasses are statio
observes own ship and other sh

True motion is displayed o
microprocessor computing targe
extremely long persistence phos



epending upon the rates of movement, range
, this afterglow may leave a visible echo trail
n of each target. If the afterglow of the
sible trail indicating the true motion of own
eds of the radar targets can be made by
echo trails or tails with that of own ship.
r resetting own ship’s position on the PPI,
gree of persistence (see figure 2.3).

ds

cross the PPI, the position of own ship must
g upon design, own ship’s position may be
or by manually overriding any automatic
ludes a signal (buzzer or indicator light) to
g is required.

ed North-Upward display.
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Stabilization
Usually, the true motion radar display is stabilized with North-Upward.

With this stabilization, the display is similar to a plot on the navigational
chart. On some models the display orientation is Heading-Upward. Because
the true motion display must be stabilized to an unchanging reference, the
cathode-ray tube must be rotated to place the heading at the top or upward.

Radarscope Persistence and Echo Trails

High persistence radarscopes are used to obtain maximum benefit from
the true motion display. As the radar images of the targets are painted
successively by the rotating sweep on the high persistence scope, the images
continue to glow for a relatively longer period than the images on other

scopes of lesser persistence. D
scale, and degree of persistence
or tail indicating the true motio
moving sweep origin leaves a vi
ship, estimates of the true spe
comparing the lengths of their
Because of the requirement fo
there is a practical limit to the de

Reset Requirements and Metho

Because own ship travels a
be reset periodically. Dependin
reset manually, automatically,
method. Usually, the design inc
warn the observer when resettin

Figure 2.1 - Unstabilized Heading-Upward display.

Figure 2.2 - Stabiliz
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tween automatic resets in the true motion

n be extended by manually overriding the

operated with either true motion or relative
n operation being limited to the short and

, the sweep origin can be off-centered to
he view ahead extended, requirements for
educed. Also, the off-center position of the
servation of a radar target on a shorter range
th the sweep origin fixed at the center of the

range scale, the relative motion of the radar

landmasses are stationary, or nearly so, on
ts will be stationary on the PPI only if there
ift are compensated for by controls for this
esign, current compensation may be effected
by speed and course-made-good controls.
radar primarily for collision avoidance

y is preferred generally. The latter type of
tabilizeddisplay only in that there is no
ming that own ship and a radar contact are

sea-stabilized display indicates true courses

m) and Type CRM-N2D-30 (10cm)

, 2, 6, Relative motion range settings
1/2, 1, 2, 6, 16, and 40 miles

Initial view
ahead (miles)

Viewing time
(minutes)

26 66
9.75 41
3.25 24
1.6 16
A design may include North-South and East-West reset controls to
enable the observer to place own ship’s position at the most suitable place on
the PPI. Other designs may be more limited as to where own ship’s position
can be reset on the PPI, being limited to a point from which the heading flash
passes through the center of the PPI.

The radar observer must be alert with respect to reset requirements. To
avoid either a manual or automatic reset at the most inopportune time, the
radar observer should include in his evaluation of the situation a
determination of the best time to reset own ship’s position.

Range setting examples for Radiomarine true motion radar sets having
double stabilization are as follows:

Maximum viewing times be
mode are as follows:

The viewing time ahead ca
automatic reset feature.

Modes of Operation

True motion radars can be
motion displays, with true motio
intermediate range settings.

In the relative motion mode
extend the view ahead. With t
changing the range scale are r
fixed sweep origin can permit ob
scale than would be the case wi
PPI.

Through use of the shorter
target is more clearly indicated.

Types of True Motion Display

While fixed objects such as
true motion displays, fixed objec
is no current or if the set and dr
purpose. Dependent upon set d
through set and drift controls or 

When using true motion
purposes, thesea-stabilizeddispla
display differs from theground-s
compensation for current. Assu
affected by the same current, the

Figure 2.3 - True motion display.

Type CRM-NID-75 (3.2c

True motion range settings 1
and 16 miles

Speed
(knots)

Range setting
(miles)

20 16
12 6
8 2
8 1



djusted in a direction counter to the echo

r procedures, the display can be ground-
display should be considered only as an
speed made good over the ground. Among

e ground-stabilization is dependent upon the
which can be detected on the display. Small
urse inputs and other effects associated with

alse movements to appear on the true motion
ed should be interpreted with due regard to
n compass errors will be greater and when
lt, the radar observer should recognize that
ilization may be degraded appreciably.
, wind, and other factors make it unlikely that
tabilized for long periods. Consequently, the
dically. Such readjustments should be carried
 from the primary duties of the radar observer.

, the only detectable movement may be
’s heading. The movements of echoes of
s to own ship’s heading are usually small
in rivers and estuaries adjustment of the

tment normally required to obtain ground
uracy in these confined waters.

ajority of marine radar systems currently
e.
ated in figures 2.4 and 2.5 are designs that
ny navy and merchant ships and may still be
lotting surface as illustrated in figure 2.4
curvature of the screen of the cathode-ray
concave to the observer. A semi-reflecting

ween the PPI and plotting surface. The
Without this lighting the reflections of the

ear on the PPI.
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and speeds through the water. If own ship has leeway or is being affected by
current, the echoes of stationary objects will move on the sea-stabilized
display. Small echo trails will be formed in a direction opposite to the leeway
or set. If the echo from a small rock appears to move due north at 2 knots,
then the ship is being set due south at 2 knots. The usable afterglow of the
CRT screen, which lasts from about 11/2 to 3 minutes, determines the
minimum rate of movement which can be detected on the display. The
minimum rate of movement has been found to be about 11/2 knots on the 6-
mile range scale and proportional on other scales.

Theground-stabilizeddisplay provides the means for stopping the small
movements of the echoes from stationary objects. This display may be used
to obtain a clearer PPI presentation or to determine leeway or the effects of
current on own ship.

In the ground-stabilizeddisplay own ship moves on the display in
accordance with its course and speed over the ground. Thus, the movements
of target echoes on the display indicate the true courses and speeds of the
targets over the ground. Ground-stabilization is effected as follows:

(1) The speed control is adjusted to eliminate any movements of the
echoes from stationary targets dead ahead or dead astern. If the echoes from
stationary targets dead ahead are moving towards own ship, the speed setting
is increased; otherwise the speed setting is decreased.

(2) The course-made-good control is adjusted to eliminate any
remaining movement at right angles to own ship’s heading. The course-

made-good control should be a
movement.

Therefore, by trial and erro
stabilized rapidly. However, the
approximation of the course and
other factors, the accuracy of th
minimum amount of movement
errors in speed and compass co
any radar set may cause small f
display. The information display
these factors. During a turn whe
speed estimation is more difficu
the accuracy of the ground stab

The varying effects of current
the display will remain ground s
display must be readjusted perio
out only when they do not detract

While in rivers or estuaries
the movement along own ship
stationary objects at right angle
in these circumstances. Thus,
speed control is the only adjus
stabilization of reasonable acc

PLOTTING AND MEASUREMENTS ON PPI

THE REFLECTION PLOTTER

The reflection plotter is a radarscope attachment which enables plotting
of position and motion of radar targets with greater facility and accuracy by
reduction of the effect of parallax (apparent displacement of an object due to
observer’s position). The reflection plotter is designed so that any mark made
on its plotting surface is reflected to a point directly below on the PPI.
Hence, to plot the instantaneous position of a target, it is only necessary to
make a grease pencil mark so that its image reflected onto the PPI just
touches the inside edge of the pip.

The plotter should not be marked when the display is viewed at a very
low angle. Preferably, the observer’s eye position should be directly over the
center of the PPI.

Basic Reflection Plotter Designs

The reflection plotter on a m
offered use a flat plotting surfac

The reflection plotters illustr
were previously used aboard ma
in use. The curvature of the p
matches, but is opposite to the
tube, i.e., the plotting surface is
mirror is installed halfway bet
plotting surface is edge-lighted.
grease pencil marks do not app
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Figure 2.4 - Reflection plotter having curved plotting surface.
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Figure 2.5 - Reflection plotter having flat plotting surface.
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erties appear continuously on the PPI. As
otion of own ship, the pips, as painted

tion of this motion. With lapse of time, the
he PPI. Thus, it is necessary to record the
plotting to permit analysis of this radar
ssive positions of the pips is conducive to
SSISTED COLLISION.
ng the positions of the pips, either on the
over the CRT screen or the reflection

isual indication of the past and present
e available for the required analysis. This
DING FLASH (HEADING MARKER)

 PPI indicating ship’s heading.

isplay

d Heading-Upward display is similar to
th-Upward display. Since the pips are
o the heading of the observer’s ship, a
eading of the observer’s ship is changed.
lot is to be maintained on the unstabilized
on display following course changes by
g surface of the reflection plotter must be
grees as the course or heading change in a
e. Otherwise, the portion of the plot made
ill not be continuous with the previous

unstabilized display is affected by any
lots made while the ship is off the desired

ic plot or a plot of lesser accuracy than
bilized display. Under severe yawing
abilized display must be coordinated with
course if any reasonable accuracy of the

of the CRT screen and the illumination of
relative bearings, as the observer’s ship

d the target pips on the PPI will smear.
bilized Heading-Upward relative motion
a ship’s course and present heading are
ding flash. The ship is yawing about a
ere is slight smearing of the target pips. If
o the right to 340˚ as illustrated in figure
Marking the Reflection Plotter

The modern flat plotting surface uses a mirror which makes the mark
appear on, not above, the surface of the oscilloscope as depicted in figure
2.5.

In marking the older flat plotter shown in figure 2.5, the grease
pencil is placed over the pip and the point is pressed against the plotting
surface with sufficient pressure that the reflected image of the grease
pencil point is seen on the PPI below. The point of the pencil is adjusted
to find the more precise position for the mark or plot (at the center and
leading edge of the radar pip). With the more precise position for the plot
so found, the grease pencil point is pressed harder against the plotting
surface to leave a plot in the form of a small dot.

In marking the plotting surface of the concave glass plotters, the
point of the grease pencil is offset from the position of the pip. Noting
the position of the reflection of the grease pencil point on the PPI, a line
is drawn rapidly through the middle of the leading edge of the radar pip.
A second such line is drawn rapidly to form an “X”, which is the plotted
position of the radar target. Some skill is required to form the
intersection at the desired point.

Cleanliness

The plotting surface of the reflection plotter should be cleaned
frequently and judiciously to insure that previous markings do not
obscure new radar targets, which could appear undetected by the
observer otherwise. A cleaning agent which does not leave a film residue
should be used. Any oily film which is left by an undesirable cleaning
agent or by the smear of incompletely wiped grease pencil markings
makes the plotting surface difficult to mark. A weak solution of ammonia
and water is an effective cleaning agent. During plotting, a clean, soft rag
should be used to wipe the plotting surface.

PLOTTING ON STABILIZED AND UNSTABILIZED DISPLAYS

Stabilized North-Upward Display

Assuming the normal condition in which the start of the sweep is at
the center of the PPI, the pips of radar targets are painted on the PPI at
their true bearings at distances from the PPI center corresponding to
target ranges. Because of the persistence of the PPI and the normally
continuous rotation of the radar beam, the pips of targets having

reasonably good reflecting prop
targets move relative to the m
successively, move in the direc
pips painted earlier fade from t
positions of the pips through
data. Failure to plot the succe
the much publicized RADAR A

Through periodically marki
glass plate (implosion cover)
plotter mounted thereon, a v
positions of the targets is mad
analysis is aided by the HEA
which is a luminous line of the

Unstabilized Heading-Upward D

Plotting on the unstabilize
plotting on the stabilized Nor
painted at bearings relative t
complication arises when the h
If a continuous grease pencil p
Heading-Upward relative moti
the observer’s ship, the plottin
rotated the same number of de
direction opposite to this chang
following the course change w
portion of the plot. Also the
yawing of the observer’s ship. P
heading will result in an errat
would be afforded by a sta
conditions, plotting on the unst
the instants that the ship is on
plot is to be obtained.

Because of the persistence
the pips at their instantaneous
yaws or its course is change
Figure 2.6 illustrates an unsta
display for a situation in which
280˚, as indicated by the hea
heading of 280˚. In this case th
the ship’s course is changed t



RING MEASUREMENT

cursor is a radial line or cross hair
k which can be rotated manually about its
er of the PPI. This cursor is used for
ntly, the disk is inscribed with a series of
ibed through the center of the disk, in
sor is known as a PARALLEL-LINE
X (see figure 2.11.) To avoid parallax
lines are inscribed on each side of the

 change on unstabilized display.
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2.7, the target pips smear to the left through 60˚, i.e., an amount equal
and in a direction opposite to the course change. Thus, to maintain a
continuous grease pencil plot on the reflection plotter it is necessary that
the plotting surface of this plotter be rotated in a direction opposite to
and equal to the course change. Figures 2.8 and 2.9 illustrate the same
situation appearing on a stabilized North-Upward display. There is no pip
smearing because of yawing. There is no shifting in the positions of the
target pips because of the course change. Any changes in the position of
the target pips are due solely to changes in the true bearings and
distances to the targets during the course change. The plot during and
following the course change is continuous with the plot preceding the
course change. Thus, there is no need to rotate the plotting surface of the
reflection plotter when the display is stabilized.

RANGE AND BEA

Mechanical Bearing Cursor

The mechanical bearing
inscribed on a transparent dis
axis coincident with the cent
bearing determination. Freque
lines parallel to the line inscr
which case the bearing cur
CURSOR or PARALLEL INDE
when reading the bearing, the
disk.

Figure 2.6 - Effect of yawing on unstabilized display. Figure 2.7 - Effect of course
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s measured by adjusting the circle described
es the leading (inside) edge of the pip. The
range crank. The distance is read on a range

he VRM should be just bright enough to see
ly as possible.

indicators may include an electronic bearing
ical bearing cursor. This electronic cursor is
ally originating at the sweep origin. It is

ep origin is not at the center of the PPI (see
ined by placing the cursor in a position to
ctronic cursor in this manner, there are no
encountered in the use of the mechanical

play following course change.
When the sweep origin is at the center of the PPI, the usual case for
relative motion displays, the bearing of a small, well defined target pip is
determined by placing the radial line or one of the radial lines of the cross
hair over the center of the pip. The true or relative bearing of the pip can be
read from the respective bearing dial.

Variable Range Marker (Range Strobe)

The variable range marker (VRM) is used primarily to determine the
ranges to target pips on the PPI. Among its secondary uses is that of
providing a visual indication of a limiting range about the position of the
observer’s ship, within which targets should not enter for reasons of safety.

The VRM is actually a small rotating luminous spot. The distance of the
spot from the sweep origin corresponds to range; in effect, it is a variable
range ring.

The distance to a target pip i
by the VRM so that it just touch
VRM is adjusted by means of a
counter.

For better range accuracy, t
and should be focused as sharp

Electronic Bearing Cursor
The designs of some radar

cursor in addition to the mechan
a luminous line on the PPI usu
particularly useful when the swe
figure 2.3). Bearings are determ
bisect the pip. In setting the ele
parallax problems such as are

Figure 2.8 - Stabilized display preceding course change. Figure 2.9 - Stabilized dis



electronic bearing cursors, the cursor is
e bearing is read by cursor and range is read
dvanced designs, the VRM (range strobe)
ic bearing as the range crank is turned. This
f the range and bearing to a pip.

escriptive of various designs of electronic
hich can be varied for determining the range

tinuously on the PPI; the paintings of the
are limited to one painting for each rotation
ous lines of the latter cursors tend to fade

earing with parallel-line cursor.
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bearing cursor. The bearings to the pips or targets are read on an associated
bearing indicator.

The electronic bearing cursor may have the same appearance as the
heading flash. To avoid confusion between these two luminous lines
originating at the sweep origin on the PPI, the design may be such that the
electronic cursor appears as a dashed or dotted luminous line. Another
design approach used to avoid confusion limits the painting of the cursor to
that part of the radial beyond the setting of the VRM. Without special
provision for differentiating between the two luminous lines, their brightness
may be made different to serve as an aid in identification.

In the simpler designs of
independent of the VRM, i.e., th
by the rotating VRM. In more a
moves radially along the electron
serves to expedite the reading o

Interscan

The term INTERSCAN is d
bearing cursors, the lengths of w
to a pip.

Interscans are painted con
other electronic bearing cursors
of the antenna. Thus, the lumin

Figure 2.10 - Off-center display.

Figure 2.11 - Measuring b
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ntered, the bearing dials concentric with the
bearing measurements. If the indicator does
rsor (interscan), the parallel-line cursor may
nts. By placing the cursor so that one of the
th the observer’s position on the PPI (sweep
to the pip can be read on the bearing dial.
ribed on the disk are so spaced that it would
parallel lines could be positioned to pass
. This necessitates placing the cursor so that
a line passing through the sweep origin and

ns have the capability for expanding the
range scale, 1 mile for instance. While using

o range is at one-half inch, for instance, from

panded center display.
between paintings. The continuously luminous line of the interscan serves to
expedite measurements.

In some designs the interscan may be positioned at desired locations on
the PPI; the length and direction of the luminous line may be adjusted to
serve various requirements, including the determination of the bearing and
distance between two pips.

Off-Center Display

While the design of most relative motion radar indicators places the
sweep origin only at the center of the PPI, some indicators may have the
capability for off-centering the sweep origin (see figure 2.10).

The primary advantage of the off-center display is that for any particular
range scale setting, the view ahead can be extended. This lessens the
requirement for changing range scale settings. The off-centering feature is
particularly advantageous in river navigation.

With the sweep origin off-ce
PPI cannot be used directly for
not have an electronic bearing cu
be used for bearing measureme
parallel lines passes through bo
origin) and the pip, the bearing
Generally, the parallel lines insc
be improbable that one of the
through the sweep origin and pip
the inscribed lines are parallel to
the pip (see figure 2.11).

Expanded Center Display
Some radar indicator desig

center of the PPI on the shortest
an expanded center display, zer

Figure 2.12 - Normal display. Figure 2.13 - Ex



f the normal small centering errors of the PPI
target pips permits more accurate bearing

al display in which range is measured from
13 illustrates an expanded center display of

LS—INITIAL ADJUSTMENTS

IGHTNESS.

determines the overall brightness of the
ake the trace of the rotating sweep visible

djusted so that the trace just fades. This
th the receiver gain control at its minimum
judge the right degree of brilliance when

on the PPI. Figures 2.14, 2.15, and 2.16

 Too little brilliance.
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the center of the PPI rather than at its center. With sweep rotation the center
of the PPI is dark out to the zero range circle.

Ranges must be measured from the zero range circle rather than the
center of the PPI. While the display is distorted, the bearings of pips from the
center of the PPI are not changed. Through shifting close target pips radially
away from the PPI center, better resolution or discrimination between the

pips is afforded. Also because o
display, the radial shifting of the
determinations.

Figure 2.12 illustrates a norm
the center of the PPI. Figure 2.
the same situation.

RADAR OPERATING CONTROLS

POWER CONTROLS
Indicator Power Switch

This switch on the indicator has OFF, STANDBY, and OPERATE (ON)
positions. If the switch is turned directly from the OFF to OPERATE
positions, there is a warm-up period of about 3 minutes before the radar set
is in full operation. During the warm-up period the cathodes of the tubes are
heated, this heating being necessary prior to applying high voltages. If the
switch is in the STANDBY position for a period longer than that required for
warm-up, the radar set is placed in full operation immediately upon turning
the switch to the OPERATE position. Keeping the radar set in STANDBY
when not in use tends to lessen maintenance problems. Frequent switching
from OFF to OPERATE tends to cause tube failures.

Antenna (Scanner) Power Switch

For reasons for safety, a radar set should have a separate switch for
starting and stopping the rotation of the antenna. Separate switching permits
antenna rotation for deicing purposes when the radar set is either off or in
standby operation. Separate switching permits work on the antenna platform
when power is applied to other components without the danger attendant to a
rotating antenna.

Special Switches
Even when the radar set is off, provision may be made for applying

power to heaters designed for keeping the set dry. In such case, a special
switch is provided for turning this power on and off.

NOTE: Prior to placing the indicator power switch in the OPERATE
position, the brilliance control, the receiver gain control, the sensitivity time
control, and the fast time constant switch should be placed at their minimum
or off positions. The setting of the brilliance control avoids excessive
brilliance harmful to the CRT on applying power. The other settings are
required prior to making initial adjustments of the performance controls.

PERFORMANCE CONTRO

Brilliance Control

Also called INTENSITY, BR

The brilliance control, which
PPI display, is first adjusted to m
but not too bright. Then it is a
adjustment should be made wi
setting because it is difficult to
there is a speckled background

Figure 2.14 -
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rough use of the receiver gain control alone
PI display is dependent upon the settings of
ontrols. In some radar indicator designs, the
factory. Even so, the brilliance control may

during the life of the cathode-ray tube. Also
y have to be readjusted because of large

ts, a performance monitor, or a tuning
ned by adjusting the manual tuning control

lternative to the use of normal sea clutter
a few hundred yards even when the sea is

the ship’s wake during a turn. When sea
adjustment, all anti-clutter controls should
inimum settings. Also, one of the shorter

xcessive brilliance.
illustrate the effects of different brilliance settings, the receiver gain control
being set so that the speckled background does not appear on the PPI. With
too little brilliance, the PPI display is difficult to see; with excessive
brilliance, the display is unfocused.

Receiver Gain Control

The receiver gain control is adjusted until a speckled background just
appears on the PPI. Figures 2.17, 2.18, and 2.19 illustrate too little gain,
normal gain, and excessive gain, respectively. With too little gain, weak
echoes may not be detected; with excessive gain, strong echoes may not be
detected because of the poor contrast between echoes and the background of
the PPI display.

In adjusting the receiver gain control to obtain the speckled background,
the indicator should be set on one of the longer range scales because the
speckled background is more apparent on these scales. On shifting to a
different range scale, the brightness may change. Generally, the required

readjustment may be effected th
although the brightness of the P
the receiver gain and brilliance c
brilliance control is preset at the
have to be readjusted at times
the preset brilliance control ma
changes in ambient light levels.

Tuning Control

Without ship or land targe
indicator, the receiver may be tu
for maximum sea clutter. An a
which is usually present out to
calm, is the use of echoes from
clutter is used for manual tuning
be either off or placed at their m
range scales should be used.

Figure 2.15 - Normal brilliance. Figure 2.16 - E



e ON position, the FTC circuit through
splay reduces clutter on the PPI which might
l. When used, this circuit has an effect over
s to reduce receiver sensitivity and, thus, the
 on the display.

ides a variable fast time constant. Thus, it
use of FTC according to the operating

fixed or variable, it provides the means for
ise could obscure the echo of a target of

fined waters, the FTC feature provides better
gh better range resolution. Also, the use of

ge capability.

r on the PPI caused by a rain squall. Figure
f this clutter by means of the rain clutter

8 - Normal gain.
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PERFORMANCE CONTROLS-ADJUSTMENTS ACCORDING TO
OPERATING CONDITIONS

Receiver Gain Control

This control is adjusted in accordance with the range scale being used.
Particular caution must be exercised so that while varying its adjustment for
better detection of more distant targets, the area near the center of the PPI is not
subjected to excessive brightness within which close targets may not be detected.

When detection at the maximum possible range is the primary objective,
the receiver gain control should be adjusted so that a speckled background is
just visible on the PPI. However, a temporary reduction of the gain setting
may prove useful for detecting strong echoes from among weaker ones.

Fast Time Constant (FTC) Switch

Also called DIFFERENTIATOR.

With the FTC switch in th
shortening the echoes on the di
be caused by rain, snow, or hai
the entire PPI and generally tend
strengths of the echoes as seen

Rain Clutter Control

The rain clutter control prov
provides greater flexibility in the
conditions. Whether the FTC is
breaking up clutter which otherw
interest. When navigating in con
definition of the PPI display throu
FTC provides lower minimum ran

Figure 2.20 illustrates clutte
2.21 illustrates the break up o
control.

Figure 2.17 - Too little gain. Figure 2.1
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Its purpose is to enable the detection of close
obscured by sea clutter. This control must be
ith the receiver gain control. Generally, one
all sea clutter with this control. Otherwise,
ay be suppressed also.

6 illustrate STC settings which are too low,
ly.

rovides a check of the performance of the
limited to a check of the operation of the

r caused by a rain squall.
Figure 2.22 illustrates the appearance of a harbor on the PPI when the
FTC circuit is not being used. Figure 2.23 illustrates the harbor when the
FTC circuit is being used. With use of the FTC circuit, there is better
definition.

Sensitivity Time Control (STC)

Also called SEA CLUTTER CONTROL, ANTI-CLUTTER
CONTROL, SWEPT GAIN, SUPPRESSOR.

Normally, the STC should be placed at the minimum setting in calm seas.
This control is used with a circuit which is designed to suppress sea clutter out to

a limited distance from the ship.
targets which otherwise might be
used judiciously in conjunction w
should not attempt to eliminate
echoes from small close targets m

Figures 2.24, 2.25, and 2.2
correct, and too high, respective

Performance Monitor
The performance monitor p

transmitter and receiver. Being

Figure 2.19 - Excessive gain. Figure 2.20 - Clutte



ercent of the range to which the plume
s operating at its highest performance is
adjustment. If tuning adjustment does not
specified limits, the need for equipment

erformance monitor, the plume appears as

clutter controls can be checked by inspecting
d by the echo from the echo box.

 - FTC not in use.
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equipment, the performance monitor does not provide any indication of
performance as it might be affected by the propagation of the radar waves
through the atmosphere. Thus, a good check on the performance monitor
does not necessarily indicate that targets will be detected.

When the performance monitor is used, a plume extends from the center
of the PPI (see figure 2.27). The length of the plume, which is dependent
upon the strength of the echo received from the echo box in the vicinity of
the antenna, is an indication of the performance of the transmitter and the
receiver. The length of this plume is compared with its length when the radar
is known to be operating at high performance.

Any reduction of over 20 p
extends when the radar set i
indicative of the need for tuning
produce a plume length within
maintenance is indicated.

With malfunctioning of the p
illustrated in figure 2.28.

The effectiveness of the anti-
their effects on the plume produce

Figure 2.21 - Break up of clutter by means of rain clutter control. Figure 2.22
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STC setting too low.

STC setting correct.
Pulse Lengths and Pulse Repetition Rate Controls

On some radar sets the pulse length and pulse repetition rate (PRR) are
changed automatically in accordance with the range scale setting. At the
higher range scale settings the radar operation is shifted to longer pulse
lengths and lower pulse repetition rates. The greater energy in the longer
pulse is required for detection at longer ranges. The lower pulse repetition
rate is required in order that an echo can return to the receiver prior to the
transmission of the next pulse. At the shorter range scale settings, the shorter
pulse length provides better range resolution and shorter minimum ranges,
the higher power of the longer pulse not being required. Also, the higher

Figure 2.23 - FTC in use.

Figure 2.24 - 

Figure 2.25 - 



ing flash is adjusted by a control, labeled
L. The brightness should be kept at a low

ip on the PPI. The heading flash should be
me reason.

onic bearing cursor is adjusted by a control
tronic bearing cursor appears as a dashed or
ls of the electronic bearing cursor and the
nt to serve as an aid to their identification.
uipped with a spring-loaded switch to

rmance monitor plume.
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pulse repetition rates at the shorter range scale settings provide more
frequent repainting of the pips and, thus, sharper pips on the PPI desirable
for short range observation.

On other radar sets the pulse length and PRR must be changed by
manual operation of controls. On some of these sets pulse length and PRR
can be changed independently. The pulse lengths and PRR’s of radar sets
installed aboard merchant ships usually are changed automatically with the
range scale settings.

LIGHTING AND BRIGHTNESS CONTROLS

Reflection Plotter

The illumination levels of the reflection plotter and the bearing dials are
adjusted by a control, labeled PLOTTER DIMMER.

The reflection plotter lighting must be turned on in order to see reflected
images of the grease pencil plot on the PPI. With yellowish-green
fluorescence, yellow and orange grease pencil markings provide the clearest
images on the PPI; with orange fluorescence, black grease pencil markings
provide the clearest images.

Heading Flash

The brightness of the head
FLASHER INTENSITY CONTRO
level to avoid masking a small p
turned off periodically for the sa

Electronic Bearing Cursor

The brightness of the electr
for this purpose. Unless the elec
dotted line, the brightness leve
heading flash should be differe
Radar indicators are now eq
temporarily disable the flash.

Figure 2.26 - STC setting too high.

Figure 2.27 - Perfo
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l is adjusted by the control labeled PANEL

 ALIGNMENT CONTROLS

red by means of the variable range marker
can be used to measure ranges up to only

um range scale setting is 40 miles. For
 the fixed range rings must be used.
ned for merchant ship installation have

es and tenths of miles. According to the
may be either statute or nautical miles.

igits, the last or third digit indicating the
he VRM setting is adjusted, the range is
e. The VRM control may have coarse and
ting permits rapid changes in the range
tting permits the operator to make small
eadily. For accurate range measurements,
should be adjusted so that it just touches

bearings are measured by setting the
ect the target pip and reading the bearing on

pward displays, true bearings are read on
is set either manually or automatically to

rd displays, true bearings are read on the
input to the indicator, the bearings as read
me radar indicators designed for stabilized
otatable relative bearing dials, the zero
et to the heading flash for reading relative

ecially those having true motion displays,
cursor and associated bearing indicator. The
seful when the display is off-centered.
Fixed Range Markers

The brightness of the fixed range markers is adjusted by a control,
labeled FIXED RANGE MARK INTENSITY CONTROL. The fixed range
markers should be turned off periodically to avoid the possibility of their
masking a small pip on the PPI.

Variable Range Marker

The brightness of the variable range marker is adjusted by the control
labeled VARIABLE RANGE MARK INTENSITY CONTROL. This control
is adjusted so that the ring described by the VRM is sharp and clear but not
too bright.

Panel Lighting
The illumination of the pane

CONTROL.

MEASUREMENT AND

Range

Usually, ranges are measu
(VRM). On some radars the VRM
20 miles although the maxim
distances greater than 20 miles,

The radar indicators desig
range counter readings in mil
range calibration, the readings
The range counter has three d
range in tenths of a mile. As t
read in steps of tenths of a mil
fine settings. The coarse set
setting of the VRM. The fine se
adjustments of the VRM more r
the circle described by the VRM
the inside edge of the pip.

Bearing

On most radar indicators
mechanical bearing cursor to bis
the bearing dial.

With unstabilized Heading-U
the outer, rotatable dial which
ship’s true heading.

With stabilized North-Upwa
fixed dial. With loss of compass
on the latter dial are relative. So
North-Upward displays have r
graduations of which can be s
bearings.

Some radar indicators, esp
may have an electronic bearing
electronic cursor is particularly u

Figure 2.28 - Appearance of plume when performance monitor is malfunctioning.



or simultaneous visual and radar bearing
 having a small and distinct pip on the PPI.
es near the maximum range of the scale in
ss than 2 nautical miles away.

rings from a position as close to the radar

r the average of the differences of several
bservations.
h adjustment, check the accuracy of the
ar and visual observations.

indicator should be checked at least once
quiring high accuracy, and more often if there
racy of the calibration. A calibration check
r a radar set has been turned on should be
 or after the set has warmed up thoroughly.
ply the comparison of VRM and fixed range
le settings. In this check the assumptions are
ange rings is more accurate than that of the
f the fixed range rings is relatively stable.
f the range ring calibration is the linearity of
range rings are produced by brightening the
s during the radial sweep of this beam, equal
icative of the linearity of the time base.
ors in calibrated fixed range rings are 75 yards
f the range scale in use, whichever is greater.
ting the error in the range of a pip just touching
rds or about 0.1 nautical mile. Since fixed range
ans generally available for determining range
t pip is at the range ring, it follows that ranging
any may assume. One should not expect the
be better than + or - 50 yards under the best

is made by setting the VRM to the leading
mparing the VRM range counter reading with
ed range ring. The VRM reading should not
lue by more than 1 percent of the maximum

ple, with the radar indicator set on the 40-mile
he 20-mile range ring, the VRM range counter
nd 20.4 miles.
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Sweep Centering

For accurate bearing measurement by the mechanical bearing cursor, the
sweep origin must be placed at the center of the PPI. Some radar indicators
have panel controls which can be used for horizontal and vertical shifting of
the sweep origin to place it at the center of the PPI and, thus, at the pivot
point of the mechanical bearing cursor. On other radar indicators not having
panel controls for centering the sweep origin, the sweep must be centered by
making those adjustments inside the indicator cabinet as are prescribed in
the manufacturer’s instruction manual.

Center Expansion

Some radar indicators have a CENTER EXPAND SWITCH which is
used to displace zero range from the center of the PPI on the shortest range
scale setting. With the switch in the ON position, there is distortion in range
but no distortion in the bearings of the pips displayed because the expansion
is radial. Using center expansion, there is greater separation between pips
near the center of the PPI and, thus, better bearing resolution. Also, bearing
accuracy is improved because centering errors have lesser effect on accuracy
with greater displacement of pips from the PPI center. When center
expansion is used, the fixed range rings expand with the center. However, the
range must be measured from the inner circle as opposed to the center of the
PPI.

The use of the center expansion can be helpful in anticlutter
adjustment.

Heading Flash Alignment

For accurate bearing measurements, the alignment of the heading flash
with the PPI display must be such that radar bearings are in close agreement
with relatively accurate visual bearings observed from near the radar
antenna.

On some radar indicators, the heading flash must be set by a PICTURE-
ROTATE CONTROL according to the type of display desired. Should there
be any appreciable difference between radar and visual bearings, adjustment
of the heading flash contacts is indicated. The latter adjustment should be
made in accordance with the procedure prescribed in the manufacturer’s
instruction manual. However, the following procedures should prove helpful
in obtaining an accurate adjustment:

(1) Adjust the centering controls to place the sweep origin at the center
of the PPI as accurately as is possible.

(2) In selecting an object f
measurements, select an object

(3) Select an object which li
use. This object should be not le

(4) Observe the visual bea
antenna as is possible.

(5) Use as the bearing erro
simultaneous radar and visual o

(6) After any heading flas
adjustment by simultaneous rad

Range Calibration

The range calibration of the
each watch, before any event re
is any reason to doubt the accu
made within a few minutes afte
checked again 30 minutes later,

The calibration check is sim
ring ranges at various range sca
that the calibration of the fixed r
VRM, and that the calibration o
One indication of the accuracy o
the sweep or time base. Since
electron beam at regular interval
spacing of the range rings is ind

Representative maximum err
or 1.5% of the maximum range o
Thus, on a 6-mile range scale set
a range ring may be about 180 ya
rings are the most accurate me
when the leading edge of the targe
by radar is less accurate than m
accuracy of navigational radar to
conditions.

Each range calibration check
edge of a fixed range ring and co
the range represented by the fix
differ from the fixed range ring va
range of the scale in use. For exam
range scale and the VRM set at t
reading should be between 19.6 a
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rmits the resetting of own ship’s position at

when actuated prevents automatic resetting
ontrol is particularly useful if a critical
r to the time of automatic resetting. Shifting

an also provide more time for evaluating a
.

trol
e being necessary inputs to the true motion
input selector control permits either manual

ic input of speed from a speed log. With the
hip’s speed in knots and tenths of knots can
.

eir equivalent, provide means for ground
splay. When there is accurate compensation
ovement of stationary objects on the PPI.
ht movements of stationary objects may be
ntrol may be labeled DRIFT DIRECTION;

DRIFT SPEED.

Controls
clude speed and course made good controls
to effect ground stabilization of the true

ade good control permits the input of a
25˚ to the course input to the radar set. The
of a correction to the speed input from the
 artificial (dummy) log.

ero speed control stops the movement of
E position own ship moves on the PPI at a
TRUE MOTION CONTROLS

The following controls are representative of those additional controls
used in the true motion mode of operation. If the true motion radar set design
includes provision for ground stabilization of the display, this stabilization
may be effected through use of either set and drift or speed and course-
made-good controls.

Operating Mode

Since true motion radars are designed for operation in true motion and
relative motion modes, there is a control on the indicator panel for selecting
the desired mode.

Normal Reset Control

Since own ship is not fixed at the center of the PPI in the true motion
mode, own ship’s position must be reset periodically on the PPI. Own ship’s
position may be reset manually or automatically. Automatic reset is
performed at definite distances from the PPI center, according to the radar
set design. With the normal reset control actuated, reset may be performed
automatically when own ship has reached a position beyond the PPI center
about two thirds the radius of the PPI. Whether own ship’s position is reset
automatically or manually, own ship’s position is reset to an off-center
position on the PPI, usually at a position from which the heading flash passes
through the center of the PPI. This off-center position provides more time
before resetting is required than would be the case if own ship’s position
were reset to the center of the PPI.

Delayed Reset Control

With the delayed reset control actuated, reset is performed automatically
when own ship has reached a position closer to the edge of the PPI than with
normal reset. With either the normal or delayed reset control actuated, there is an
alarm signal which gives about 10 seconds forewarning of automatic resetting.

Manual Reset Control
The manual reset control pe

any desired time.

Manual Override Control
The manual override control

of own ship’s position. This c
situation should develop just prio
from normal to delayed reset c
situation before resetting occurs

Ship’s Speed Input Selector Con
Own ship’s speed and cours

radar computer, the ship’s speed
input of ship’s speed or automat
control in the manual position, s
be set in steps of tenths of knots

Set and Drift Controls
Set and drift controls, or th

stabilization of the true motion di
for set and drift, there is no m
Without such compensation, slig
detected on the PPI. The set co
the drift control may be labeled

Speed and Course Made Good 
The radar set design may in

in lieu of set and drift controls
motion display. The course m
correction, within limits of about
speed control permits the input
underwater speed log or from an

Zero Speed Control
In the ZERO position, the z

own ship on the PPI; in the TRU
rate set by the speed input.
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permit maximum interchangeability for

g controls on the Raytheon Bright Display

Hood or Curtains

an be viewed directly in ambient light
can view the scope simultaneously without

s

ional radars is determined by the speed of
ional display time on the1/4-mile range is
very little time to light the phosphor of the
nts for a typically dim radar picture and

the short display time problem by storing
em back at a slower display rate during the
ses. As shown in figure 2.30 this effectively

time on the1/4-mile range from 3 to 111
daylight viewable picture displaying even weak
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BRIGHT DISPLAY RADARS AND THEIR OPERATING CONTROLS

Bright display radars produce a sharp, bright picture that is easily
viewed in daylight without hoods or curtains. The information that follows
describes two state-of-the-art bright display radars currently in use.

RAYTHEON RADAR

The Raytheon 3 and 10 centimeter Mariners Pathfinder radar with 12
and 16-inch displays features the following:

Unique signal processing that provides daylight viewing without hoods or
curtains and thus permits simultaneous observation by two or more persons.

Two-level digitized video enhances targets and minimizes clutter.
“Interference Rejection” (IR) which assures a radar picture that is free

of RF interference and noise.
Logarithmic receiver for improved target detection.
Ten range scales from 1/4 to 64 miles with off-centering available up to

the 24-mile range scale.
Microprocessor Adaptive Compass Drive (ACD) provides continuous

North stabilization.
Variable Range Marker (VRM).
Continuously visible Electronic Bearing Line (EBL) with VRM dot.
Digital readouts of ship’s heading, electronic bearing line, and variable

range marker.
Nighttime operation with adjustable backlighting for all controls and

special CRT phosphor for minimum eye strain and night vision impairment.
High-power 3 and 10-cm transmitters for superior resolution and long-

range performance.

Interswitchable 3 and 10-cm
Modular components that

minimum spares requirements.
See figure 2.29 for operatin

radar.

Direct Daylight Viewing Without 

The Bright Display Units c
conditions. Two or more persons
a viewing hood.

Video Processor Brightens Echo

The display time of convent
light. For example, the convent
about 3 microseconds. This is
CRT for one sweep and accou
apparent loss of weak targets.

A video processor solves
returning echoes and playing th
interval between transmitted pul
increases the sweep, or display
microseconds, thus presenting a
targets.
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Figure 2.29 - Operating controls, Raytheon radar.



minates interference from other radars.

rocessor.
ontrols.
h–Cancels heading line flash and enables

elects any of 11 available ranges.
rol & Switch–Reduces rain clutter (FTC).
ides enhanced video.
ol & Switch–Suppresses display of sea

ts transmitter power on 3NM range.
E intensity Controls.

rol.
rol.

tenna rotation.

l for positioning floating EBL and own ship
ndard with RAYCAS V and True-Motion
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Operating Controls

1. Distance Traveled Chart–for convert time and speed to distance
traveled.

2. Annunciators–Display range/mark interval selected and GYRO STAB.
3. EBL Numeric Display–Provides true bearing readout of the electronic

bearing line (EBL). Regardless of point of origin.
4. HEADING Numeric Display–Provides readout of own ship’s true

heading.
5. VRM Numeric Display–Readout of the variable range marker.
6. Bearing Scale.
7. OFFSET Switch–Off-centers display.
8. VRM Handwheel–Controls range of VRM.
9. CURSOR Handwheel–Provides rotation of mechanical parallel line

cursor.
10. EBL/HDG SET Control–Provides rotation of EBL, used to set

HEADING display.
11. EBL RD/EBL DIM Control & Switch–Controls intensity of EBL. EBL

returns to center when EBL RD is depressed.
12. POWER Switch–

OFF.
STBY.
TX ON.
PERF–Activates performance monitor.

13. TUNE Control and Indicator meter.
14. GAIN Control.

15. INTRF REJECT Switch–Eli
16. ACD Function Switch–

HD UP.
GYRO STAB.
HDG SET.
RESET–Resets ACD microp

17. VRM/READOUT Intensity c
18. FTE ON/FLASH OFF Switc

false target detection.
19. RANGE SELECT Switch–S
20. ANTI-CLUTTER RAIN Cont

TGT STRETCHER ON prov
21. ANTI-CLUTTER SEA Contr

clutter (STC).
22. PWR BOOST Switch–boos
23. RANGE RINGS/BRILLIANC
24. BRG SCALE intensity Cont
25. PNL LIGHTS intensity Cont
26. CONTRAST Control.
27. ANTENNA Switch–Stops an
28. Status Indicator LED.
29. JOYSTICK–Optional contro

off-centering goes here. (Sta
Unit.)

The illustrations and text describing the Raytheon
Mariners Pathfinder® radar are used by permission and

courtesy of the Raytheon Marine Company.

RANGE MILES 0.25 0.5 0.75 1.5 3 6 12 24 48 64 12 RT

RANGE RING
SPACING

0.125 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.5 1 2 4 8 8 2

12RT.–REAL TIME is conventional 12 nm radar video picture.
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erformance

ower is shown by comparison of the two
2.35. Both are made from the same Raytheon
the 3-mile range, one with regular power
r with the 3-mile “power boost” (0.5µsec
ith “Power Boost” is apparent.

ction of random signals.

rference rejection off.
Interference Rejection Reduces Noise, Improves Contrast, and Provides
Positive After-glow Trails

“Interference Rejection” provides a picture that is free of RF interference
and noise. Conventional radars display all signals, including random signals such
as clutter, radar interference, and noise. As shown in figure 2.31, Raytheon’s
Interference Rejection Unit stores and compares signals from two successive
sweeps and then only passes the consistently positioned target signals, resulting
in a noise-free picture. Figures 2.32 and 2.33 display radar pictures with
Interference Rejection on and off, respectively.

Two-level Video Enhances Targets and Minimizes Clutter

All 12 and 16-inch Mariners Pathfinding Radars feature Raytheon’s
two-level digitized video. As a result, stronger targets are displayed more
brilliantly than weaker targets. The two-tone effect is quite useful; buildings,
vessel superstructures, and similar targets can be differentiated. With two
levels of video, rain and sea clutter appear at a lower signal level than targets.
This improves the effectiveness of clutter suppression circuits and increases
target definition.

Night time Operation

Identification of all operating controls and legends on Raytheon 12 and
16-inch radars is provided by back-lighted, adjustable illumination. In
addition, a specially selected phosphor is used for the CRT. The end result is
more efficient night time operation...even for prolonged periods, without
excessive eye strain or impaired night vision.

High Average Power Improves P

Raytheon’s high average p
radar pictures, figures 2.34 and
3-cm Bright Display Radar on
(0.06 µsec pulse) and the othe
pulse). The increased pick-up w

Figure 2.30 - Video processor brightens echo.

Figure 2.31 - Reje

Figure 2.32 - Inte



iated alongside the main beam. If not
azimuth definition on the short range

painted as arcs and semi-circles. When
d (ARPA), these unwanted signals can
arget.

D 10-CM SYSTEMS

m Dual Radar Systems

such as rain, snow, hail, sleet, and
10-cm radar will give from 30% to 60%
-cm radar with similar specifications.
shown that the reflected energy from
r (19 dB’s) at 3 cm compared to 10 cm.

play small targets in areas of dense sea
han do 3-cm radars. See figure 2.36.

of the 12-foot 10-cm radar provides
or most needs. However, the narrow
ed with 6-foot antennas (1.2˚), 9-foot

ge) 3-cm radar, 3 mile range.
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Sidelobe Suppression

Raytheon slotted waveguide antennas deliver improved short and long-
range performance and precise pictures because of their very low sidelobe
level (up to -30 dB), and sharply focused main beams.

Sidelobes are small beams rad
heavily suppressed, they will destroy
scales. This results in targets being
using an Automatic Radar Plotting Ai
compromise desired tracking of the t

INTERSWITCHABLE 3 AN

Advantages of Switchable 3 and 10-c

In adverse weather conditions,
sandstorms, experience shows that a
better range performance than a 3
Scientific measurements have also
choppy rough seas is 78 times greate
As a result, 10-cm radars usually dis
clutter at 2 to 3 times greater range t

3-cm Offers Higher Resolution

The 1.8˚ horizontal beamwidth
adequate resolution and definition f
beam widths of the 3-cm radars fitt

Figure 2.33 - Interference rejection on.

Figure 2.34 - Normal power (10.8 W average) 3-cm radar, 3 mile range.

Figure 2.35 - “Power boost” (45 W avera
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e performance, while 10-cm radar provides
ormance during adverse weather.

tting Aid (ARPA)

r Raytheon Collision Avoidance System)
play Mariners Pathfinder radar indicator and

adar video as input to the computer. The
bols are then electronically superimposed

ar picture. As a result, observers are using a
by target vectors, potential collision points,
ta.

CAS V, Raytheon’s VTS units are designed
trol, long-range coastal surveillance, off-shore

illing vessels, anti-smuggling and infiltration,
fety, each customized for specified use.
AS V features, the VTS computer has
perators to program a video map consisting
20 navigation markers. This video map of
sandbanks, and navigation markers is

ture along with ships and their course and
erators to control vessel traffic much in the
s using air traffic control radar.

otter with a flat plotting surface is available
displays.

16-inch Bright Displays, Raytheon River
or river navigation. They feature:
r sit-down operation.
antennas (0.8˚) and 12-foot antennas (0.6˚) make them more suitable for
river and harbor navigation. In a calm sea, during good weather conditions,
the 3-cm radar gives a better range performance than the 10-cm radar on low
lying targets just above sea level.

To meet all the varying conditions at sea, an interswitchable 3-cm and
10-cm radar system is ideal. The 3-cm radar provides high definition pictures

and maximum fair weather rang
the best pictures and range perf

Optional items

RAYCAS V Automatic Radar Plo

RAYCAS V (an acronym fo
combines the 16-inch Bright Dis
tracking computer.

User Oriented Presentation

RAYCAS V digitizes basic r
computer-generated ARPA sym
directly on the bright display rad
real radar presentation assisted
and other collision avoidance da

Vessel Traffic Systems (VTS)

A fixed-based version of RAY
for harbor and approach traffic con
protection of oil platforms and dr
and artillery and missile range sa

In addition to all the RAYC
special software which permits o
of up to 60 lines (doglegs), and
coastlines, fairway channels,
superimposed on the radar pic
speed vectors. VTS enables op
same manner as flight controller

Reflection Plotter

A quick-release reflection pl
for use with the 12 and 16-inch 

River Radars

Available with both 12 and
Radars are specially designed f

A low mounting base fo

Figure 2.36 - 3-cm and 10-cm scope pictures, respectively, of the Swedish Coast taken on
the 24 mile range during a rainfall of 4 mm per hour. Notice the absence of many targets on
the 3-cm radar compared with the 10-cm radar because of the rain.



to 96 nautical miles).
argets at a distance of up to 12

circuitry.
ller.

e features-Fully described in Chapter 3.

and only)

) antenna has switchable, back-to-back,
zed elements.
s a very significant advantage over
ction methods. Radar reflections from
in drops, are rejected by the antenna while
and terrain, are more readily received. The

sic RASCAR System.
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Range Scales in statute miles or kilometers.
Low-persistence CRT (no-smear display).
Head and stern flash with a 70% off-set display that
extends forward viewing area without compression.

Performance Monitor

Using a small transponder at the back of the antenna pedestal, the
performance monitor alerts the operator when radar performance declines 10
dB (down 78%).

Floating EBL Off-centering Kit

Standard with RAYCAS V and Tru-motion Units, this accessory uses a
joystick control to perform two important functions.

Positions own ship’s origin at any point on the display when using off-
centering together with a North stabilized presentation.
Positions the EBL (Electronic Bearing Line) at any point on the display
for measuring the distance between any two targets.

The Sperry MarineRASCAR 3400C

The RASCAR (RASterscanCollision AvoidanceRadar) is a solid-
state, computer-controlled radar system with built-in radar plotting and
maneuver simulation capability.

The RASCAR system integrates all conventional radar functions, as
well as the ARPA functions, into a single system which utilizes a high
resolution rasterscan display format with touchscreen controls. The
system provides full color enhancement capacity for all display, control,
and threat or alarm conditions. The system RF operating bands and pulse
rates are the same as those used in conventional X and S band marine
radar systems.

The basic RASCAR unit consists of a Display Control Unit, a
Transceiver Unit, an Antenna, and the associated interconnecting cables.
(See Figure 2.37.) Systems may contain multiple Display Control Units
operating as master units, slave units, or as switchable master/slave units.

The RASCAN system features the following:
Bright tube display with 8 levels of video intensity.
Touchscreen control functions.
Dual electronic bearing lines (EBL).
Dual variable range markers (VRM).
Three display orientations Head-Up, North-Up, and

Course-Up.
Eleven range scales (1/4 
Power pulse to enhance t
nautical miles.
Off-center capability.
FTC and STC anti-clutter 
Radar interference cance
Stern flasher.
Parallel indexing.
CAS IV Collision Avoidanc

Optional Items

Circular Polarized Antenna (X-B

The Circular Polarized (CP
horizontally and circularly polari

Circular polarization offer
conventional rain clutter redu
symmetrical objects, such as ra
irregular objects, such as ships

Figure 2.37 - Ba
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blank out up to two arc sectors on the
lanker will suppress transmission over a

lank area will appear on the screen.

ture RASCAR display to be connected to
perry Marine radars, as an intelligent slave.

ator to draw and display digital maps. Maps
nd locked. Up to 10 maps can be stored in

nd text describing the Sperry Marine
rmission and courtesy of the Sperry Marine
inia.
circular polarization function is operator selectable in lieu of the normally
used horizontal polarization. The horizontally polarized antenna is included
in the same antenna housing as the CP antenna.

Figure 2.39 illustrates the difference between linear polarization and
circular polarization.

Performance Monitor

Enables comparative evaluation of equipment performance to be
obtained whenever required.

Target Tails

Target tails enhance the radar video presentation by providing either a
relative motion or true motion decaying history of all echos displayed. The
length and direction of the tail gives an indication of the echo’s relative (or
true, if selected) speed and heading. The length and intensity of the tail can
be adjusted.

Sector Blanking Kit

This option is configured to
RASCAR display. The sector b
defined arc, and a pie-shaped b

Adaptive Interface

This option allows a full fea
most radar systems, even non-S

Navlines

This feature allows the oper
can be own ship locked or grou
memory.

Note.—The illustrations a
RASCAR system are used by pe
Corporation, Charlottesville, Virg
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Figure 2.38 - Operating panel and display screen Sperry Marine RASCAR Model 3400M.
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Figure 2.39 - Linear polarization and circular polarization.
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ns employing relative and true vectors are

movements of two ships, R and M, with
similar to the plot made in ordinary chart
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a constant speed passes through successive
spaced at equal time intervals. Therefore,
uccessive positions represent direction and
to the earth. Thus they are true velocity
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qual time intervals represent true velocity
movement of R relative to M or M relative
nal graphical construction or by visualizing
tances between plots coordinated in time, the

motion between two ships.
CHAPTER 3 — COLLISION AVOIDANCE

RELATIVE MOTION

The actual or true motion of an object usually is defined in terms of its
direction and rate of movement relative to the earth. If the object is a ship,
this motion is defined in terms of the true course and speed. The motion of
an object also may be defined in terms of its direction and rate of movement
relative to another object also in motion. The relative motion of a ship, or the
motion of one ship relative to the motion of another ship, is defined in terms
of the Direction of Relative Movement (DRM)and theSpeed of Relative
Movement (SRM). Each form of motion may be depicted by a velocity
vector, a line segment representing direction and rate of movement. Before
further discussion ofvelocity vectorsand their application, a situation
involving relative motion between two ships will be examined.

In figure 3.1, ship A, at geographic position A1, on true course 000˚ at
15 knots initially observes ship B on the PPI bearing 180˚ at 4 miles. The
bearing and distance to ship B changes as ship A proceeds from geographic
position A1 to A3. The changes in the positions of ship B relative to ship A
are illustrated in the successive PPI presentations corresponding to the
geographic position of ships A and B. Likewise ship B, at geographic
position B1, on true course 026˚ at 22 knots initially observes ship A on the
PPI bearing 000˚ at 4 miles. The bearing and distance to ship A changes as
ship B proceeds from geographic position B1 to B3. The changes in the
positions of ship A relative to ship B are illustrated in the successive PPI
presentations corresponding to the geographic positions of ships A and B.

If the radar observer aboard ship A plots the successive positions of ship
B relative to his position fixed at the center of the PPI, he will obtain a plot
called the RELATIVE PLOT or RELATIVE MOTION PLOT as illustrated
in figure 3.2. If the radar observer aboard ship B plots the successive
positions of ship A relative to his position fixed at the center of the PPI, he
will obtain a relative plot illustrated in figure 3.3. The radar observer aboard
ship A will determine that the Direction of Relative Movement (DRM) of
ship B is 064˚ whereas the radar observer aboard ship B will determine that
the DRM of ship A is 244˚.

Of primary significance at this point is the fact that the motion depicted
by the relative plot on each PPI is not representative of the true motion or
true course and speed of the other ship. Figure 3.4 illustrates the actual
heading of ship B superimposed upon the relative plot obtained by ship A.
Relative motion displays do not indicate the aspects of ship targets.For
either radar observer to determine the true course and speed of the other ship,

additional graphical constructio
required.

Figure 3.5 illustrates thetimed
respect to the earth. This plot,
navigation work, is called a g
proceeding on course 045˚, at
positions R1, R2, R3, R4... equally
the line segments connecting s
rate of movement with respect
vectors. Likewise, for ship M on
the equally spaced plots for e
vectors of ship M. Although the
to R may be obtained by additio
the changes in bearings and dis

Figure 3.1 - Relative 
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he same time intervals.
itions of other ship M in the same situation
the PPI of the radar set aboard own ship R
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l segments of the plot corresponding to
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r in direction only.

ame situation as figure 3.7 plotted on a

f ship A relative to ship B.
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geographical plot does not provide adirect presentation of the relative
movement.

Figure 3.6 illustrates a modification of figure 3.5 in which the true
bearing lines and ranges of other ship M from own ship R are shown at equal
time intervals. On plotting these ranges and bearings from a fixed point R,
the movement of M relative to own ship R is directly illustrated. The lines
between the equally spaced plots at equal time intervals provide direction
and rate of movement of M relative to R and thus are relative velocity
vectors.

The true velocity vector depicting own ship’s true motion is calledown
ship’s true (course-speed) vector; the true velocity vector depicting the other
ship’s true motion is calledother ship’s true (course-speed) vector; the
relative velocity vector depicting therelative motionbetween own ship and
the other ship is called therelative (DRM-SRM)vector.

In the foregoing discussion and illustration of true and relative velocity
vectors, the magnitudes of each vector were determined by the time interval
between successive plots.

Actually any convenient tim
same for each vector. Thus with
(course-speed) vector magnitud
R1 and R3, R1 and R4, R2 and R4, e
two vectors are determined by t

A plot of the successive pos
on a relative motion display on
would appear as in figure 3.7. W
through the plot, the individua
relative distances traveled per el
although the arrowheads are n
PLOT or RELATIVE MOTION P
distances of ship M from own s
magnitude would not be indicat
related to the (DRM-SRM) vecto

Figure 3.8 illustrates the s

Figure 3.2 - Motion of ship B relative to ship A. Figure 3.3 - Motion o
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Maneuvering Board. The center of the Maneuvering Board corresponds to
the center of the PPI. As with the PPI plot, all ranges and true bearings are
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Figure 3.4 - The actual heading of ship B.

Figure 3.5 - True velocity vectors.
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(course-speed) vector, unless otherwise specified.
The resultant vector, the true (course-speed) vector of other ship M, is

found by drawing a vector from the origin of the two connected vectors to
their end point. Unless the two vectors added have the same or opposite
directions, a triangle called the vector triangle is formed on drawing the
resultant vector.

Insight into the validity of this procedure may be obtained through the
mariner’s experience with the effect of a ship’s motion on the wind.

If a ship is steaming due north at 15 knots while the true wind is 10
knots from due north, the mariner experiences a relative wind of 25 knots
from due north. Assuming that the mariner does not know the true wind, it
may be found by laying own ship’s true (course-speed) vector and the

relative wind (DRM-SRM) vecto
In figure 3.9, own ship’s true

north direction, using a vector m
the latter vector, the relative win
south direction, using a vector m
the resultant vector from the orig
point, a true wind vector of 10 kn

If own ship maintains a du
direction shifts, the relative wind
vector triangle is formed on add
own ship’s true (course-speed) v

Returning now to the probl

Figure 3.7 - Relative Plot. Figure 3.8 - Relative Plo
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 EQUATIONS

peed) vector.

ed) vector.

r.

ind vector triangle.
using the same situation as in figure 3.7, atimedplot of the motion of other
ship M relative to own ship R is made on the PPI as illustrated in figure 3.11.

Assuming that the true (course-speed) vector of other ship M is
unknown, it may be determined by adding the relative (DRM-SRM) vector
to own ship’s true (course-speed) vector.

The vectors are laid end to end, while maintaining their respective
directions and magnitudes. The resultant vector, the true (course-speed)
vector of other ship, is found by drawing a vector from the origin of the two
connected (added) vectors to their end point.

VECTOR

Where:

em is other ship’s true (course-s

er is own ship’s true (course-spe

rm is relative (DRM-SRM) vecto

em = er + rm
er = em - rm
rm = em - er
(See figure 3.12)

Figure 3.9 - Relative and true wind vectors.

Figure 3.10 - W



, with its direction reversed, at the end of
ltant vector from the origin of the two
oint (see figure 3.15).

e and relative vectors.

rse-speed) vector and the relative (DRM-SRM)
-speed) vector of the other ship.
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To determine vectorem from vectorser andrm, vectorser andrm are
added by laying them end to end and drawing a resultant vector,em, from the
origin of the two connected vectors to their end point (see figure 3.13).

To determine vectorer from vectorsemandrm, vectorrm is subtracted
from vectoremby laying vector rm, with its direction reversed, at the end of
vector em and drawing a resultant vector,er, from the origin of the two
connected vectors to their end point (see figure 3.14).

To determine vectorrm from vectorsemander, vectorer is subtracted

from vectoremby laying vectorer
vector em and drawing a resu
connected vectors to their end p

Figure 3.11 - Vector triangle on PPI.

Figure 3.12 - Tru

Figure 3.13 - Addition of own ship’s true (cou
vector to find the true (course
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 (course-speed) vector from other ship’s true
 the relative (DRM-SRM) vector.
Figure 3.14 - Subtraction of the relative (DRM-SRM) vector from other ship’s true (course-

speed) vector to find own ship’s true (course-speed) vector.

Figure 3.15 - Subtraction of own ship’s true
(course-speed) vector to find
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MANEUVERING BOARD

The Maneuvering Board is a diagram which can be used in the solution
of relative motion problems.

MANEUVERING BOARD FORMAT

The Maneuvering Board, printed in green on white, is issued in two
sizes, 10 inches and 20 inches, charts 5090 and 5091, respectively.

Chart 5090, illustrated in figure 3.16, consists primarily of a polar
diagram having equally spaced radials and concentric circles. The radials are
printed as dotted lines at 10˚ intervals. The 10 concentric circles are also
dotted except for the inner circle and the outer complete circle, which has a
10-inch diameter. Dotted radials and arcs of concentric circles are also
printed in the area of the corners of the 10-inch square framing the polar
diagram.

The 10-inch circle is graduated from 0˚ at the top, through 360˚ with the
graduations at each 10˚ coinciding with the radials.

The radials between concentric circles are subdivided into 10 equal
parts by the dots and small crosses from which they are formed. Except for
the inner circle, the arcs of the concentric circles between radials are
subdivided into 10 equal parts by the dots and small crosses from which they
are formed. The inner circle is graduated at 5˚ intervals.

Thus, except for the inner circle, all concentric circles and the arcs of
concentric circles beyond the outer complete circle are graduated at one-
degree intervals.

In the labeling of the outer complete circle at 10˚ intervals, the
reciprocal values are printed inside this circle. For example, the radial
labeled as 0˚ is also labeled as 180˚.

In the left-hand margin there are two vertical scales (2:1 and 3:1); in the
right-hand margin there are two vertical scales (4:1 and 5:1).

A logarithmic time-speed-distance scale and instructions for its use are
printed at the bottom.

Chart 5090 is identical to chart 5091 except for size.

PLOTTING ON MANEUVERING BOARD

If radar targets to be plotted lie within 10 miles of own ship and the
distances to these targets are measured in miles, and tenths of miles, the

Maneuvering Board format is pa
transfer plotting, i.e., plotting ta
from the radarscope.

The extension of the dotted
corners of the Maneuvering Bo
when the distances to the target
correspond to these regions.

In plotting the ranges and b
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As illustrated in figure 3.18
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The distance scale is selected in
avoid mistakes, the distance sca

As illustrated in figure 3.19,
speed) vector scaled in knots
Maneuvering Board also requi
dividers.

In the use of a separate rela
the direction of the relative (DRM
relative plot by parallel rules or b
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Figure 3.16 - Maneuvering Board.
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Figure 3.17 - Speed triangle and relative plot on the Maneuvering Board.
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Figure 3.18 - Plotting relative positions on the Maneuvering Board.
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Figure 3.19 - Constructing a true vector on the Maneuvering Board.
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THE LOGARITHMIC TIME-SPEED-DISTANCE NOMOGRAM

At the bottom of the Maneuvering Board a nomogram consisting of
three equally spaced logarithmic scales is printed for rapid solution of time,
speed, and distance problems.

The nomogram has a logarithmic scale for each of the terms of the basic
equation:

Distance = Speed times Time

The upper scale is graduated logarithmically in minutes of time; the
middle scale is graduated logarithmically in both miles and yards; and the
lower scale is graduated logarithmically in knots. By marking the values of
two known terms on their respective scales and connecting such marks by a
straight line, the value of the third term is found at the intersection of this
line with the remaining scale.

Figure 3.20 illustrates a solution for speed when a distance of 4 miles is
traveled in 11 minutes. Only one of the three scales is required to solve for
time, speed, or distance if any two of the three values are known. Any one of
the three logarithmic scales may be used in the same manner as a slide rule
for the addition or subtraction of logarithms of numbers. Because the upper
scale is larger, its use for this purpose is preferred for obtaining greater
accuracy.

When using a single logarithmic scale for the solution of the basic equation
with speed units in knots and distance units in miles or thousands of yards, either
60 or 30 has to be incorporated in the basic equation for proper cancellation of
units.

Figure 3.20 illustrates the use of the upper scale for finding the speed in
knots when the time in minutes and the distance in miles are known. In this
problem the time is 11 minutes and the distance is 4 miles. One point of a
pair of dividers is set at the time in minutes, 11, and the second point at the
distance in miles, 4. Without changing the spread of the dividers or the right-
left relationship, set the first point at 60. The second point will then indicate
the speed in knots, 21.8. If the speed and time are known, place one point at
60 and the second point at the speed in knots, 21.8. Without changing the
spread of the dividers or the right-left relationship, place the first point at the
time in minutes, 11. The second point then will indicate the distance in
miles, 4.

In the method described, there was no real requirement to maintain the
right-left relationship of the points of the pair of dividers except to insure
that for speeds of less than 60 knots the distance in miles is less than the time
in minutes. If the speed is in excess of 60 knots, the distance in miles will

always be greater than the time
If the distance is known in th

found in such units, a divider po
miles. If the speed is less than
thousands of yards will always b
is in excess of 30 knots, the dis
greater than the time in minutes
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On substituting known nu
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The ratio 10/20 has the same
Since each ratio has the same n
logarithmic scale between the di
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Thus, on measuring the length
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--------------------------------------=
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NAUTICAL SLIDE RULES

Several slide rules have been designed for the solution of time, speed,
and distance problems. The circular slide rule illustrated in figure 3.21 has
distance graduations in both nautical miles and yards. One nautical mile is
assumed to be equal to 2,000 yards. On setting two known values to their
respective arrowheads, the value sought is found at the third arrowhead.
Thus, there is relatively little chance for error in the use of this slide rule.
While the nautical miles and yards graduations are differentiated clearly by
their numbering, the nautical miles graduations are green and the yards
graduations are black. There is a notation on the base of the slide rule with
respect to this color code.

There are straight slide rules designed specifically for the solution of

time, speed, and distance probl
so as to avoid blunders in their u

GRAPHICAL RELATIV

This section provides exam
problems encountered while avo
problems may be derived from
plotter mounted on the PPI, or
separate polar plotting diagram 

Until recently, transfer plotti
information to a separate pol

Figure 3.20 - Logarithmic time-speed-distance nomogram.
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Figure 3.21 - Nautical slide rule.
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TRANSFER PLOTTING

Relative motion solutions derived from radar data transferred to a
plotting diagram can be determined through the direct use of a timed
segment of the relative plot as the relative (DRM-SRM) vector of the vector
triangle as in rapid radar plotting. Usually, however, the vector triangle is
scaled in knots with the origin of each true vector at the center of the plotting
diagram. In this transfer plotting technique, the separate relative plot and
vector triangle are related in that the relative (DRM-SRM) vector of the
vector triangle scaled in knots is derived from the relative plot.

As illustrated in figure 3.22, own ship’s true (course-speed) vectorer is
constructed from the center of the Maneuvering Board in the direction of
own ship’s true course (090˚) with its magnitude scaled in knots. The 2:1
scale in the left margin is used for scaling the vectors of the vector triangle
(speed triangle) in knots. Using a pair of dividers, own ship’s speed of 12
knots is picked off the 2:1 scale to determine the length of vectorer.

Using the distance scale on which the relative plot is based, i.e., the 2:1
scale (circled as an aid in avoiding the subsequent use of the wrong distance
scale), the relative distance between timed plots M1/0720 and M2/29 is
measured as 3.3 miles. With other ship M having moved 3.3 miles in 9
minutes relative to own ship R, the speed of relative movement (SRM) is 22
knots.

Since the direction of the relative (DRM-SRM) vector is that of the
direction of relative movement (DRM), i.e., the direction along the relative
movement line (RML) from M1 to M2, all information needed for
constructing the relative (DRM-SRM) vector is available.

Transferring the DRM from the relative plot by parallel rulers or other
means, a line is drawn from the extremity of own ship’s true (course-speed)
vectorer in the same direction as the DRM. The length of the relative vector
rm is taken from the 2:1 scale used in constructing own ship’s true vectorer.
The true (course-speed) vector of other ship M, vectorem, is found by
completing the triangle. The speed of other ship M in knots is found by
setting the length of the vectorem to the 2:1 scale.

SELECTION OF PLOTTING TECHNIQUES

The primary advantage of transfer plotting is the higher accuracy
afforded by the large vector triangles scaled in knots. Also, the plotting
diagrams used provide a permanent record. For a specific situation, the
selection of the basic technique to be used should be based upon the relative
advantages and disadvantages of each technique as they pertain to that
situation. While the individual’s skill in the use of a particular technique is a

legitimate factor in technique se
be skilled in the use of both basi
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During daylight when the ho
radar plotting technique genera
holes in the hood, direct plotting
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derived from time consuming me
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Figure 3.22 - Determining the true course and speed of the other ship by transfer plotting.
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ct solution by transfer plotting.
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attention primarily to the transfer plotting task. Particularly if there were
three radar contacts initially imposing danger, the probability for solution
mistakes generally would be significantly greater because of the greater
possibility of confusion associated with the overlapping vectors. If one or
more of the contacts should change course or speed during the solution,
evaluation of the situation could become quite difficult.

The use of rapid radar plotting techniques in a multiple radar contact
situation should tend to reduce solution mistakes or blunders because of the
usual separation of the vector triangles. Through constructing the vector
triangles directly on the PPI or reflection plotter, the probability of timely
detection of new contacts and any maneuvers of contacts being plotted
should be greater while using rapid radar plotting techniques than while
using transfer plotting.

Should the radar observer choose to use a separate plotting sheet for
each of the contacts in a multiple radar contact situation to avoid any
overlapping of vector triangles in transfer plotting, this multiple usage of
plotting sheets can introduce some difficulty in relating each graphical
solution to the PPI display. Through constructing the vector triangles directly
on the PPI display, the graphical solutions can be related more readily to the
PPI display. Also, the direct plotting is compatible with a technique which
can be used to evaluate the effect of any planned evasive action on the
relative movements of radar contacts for which true course and speed
solutions have not been obtained.

The foregoing discussion of the comparative advantages of rapid radar
plotting over transfer plotting in a multiple radar contact situation does not
mean to imply that rapid radar plotting techniques always should be used
whenever feasible. Each basic technique has its individual merits. In some
situations, the more accurate solutions afforded by transfer plotting may
justify the greater time required for problem solution. However, the radar
observer should recognize that the small observational and plotting errors
normally incurred can introduce significant error in an apparently accurate
transfer plotting solution. A transfer plotting solution may indicate that a
contact on a course nearly opposite to that of own ship will pass to starboard
while the actual situation is that each ship will pass port to port if no evasive
action is taken. If in this situation own ship’s course is changed to the left to
increase the CPA to starboard, the course of the other ship may be changed

to its right to increase the CPA
action taken by own ship could r

Figure 3.23 - Multiple-conta
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 TRIANGLE

Meaning

ship’s true (course-speed) vector; fixed with
th.

ip’s true (course-speed) vector, er; the origin
M-SRM) vector, rm.

native true (course-speed) vectors for own

ourse-speed) vector.
hip’s true (course-speed) vector, em; the end
M-SRM) vector, rm.

course-speed) vector.
-SRM) vector; always in the direction of M 1→
RADAR PLOTTING SYMBOLS

(See Alternative Radar Plotting Symbols)

RELATIVE PLOT VECTOR

Symbol Meaning Symbol

R Own Ship. e The origin of any
respect to the earM Other Ship.

M1 First plotted position of other ship. r The end of own sh
of the relative (DRM2, M3 Later positions of other ship.

Mx Position of other ship on RML at planned time of evasive
action; point of execution. r1, r2 The ends of alter

ship.NRML New relative movement line.
RML Relative movement line. er Own ship’s true (c
DRM Direction of relative movement; always in the direction of

M1→ M2→ M3........
m The end of other s

of the relative (DR

SRM Speed of relative movement.
MRM Miles of relative movement; relative distance traveled. em Other ship’s true (

rm The relative (DRM
M2→ M3........CPA Closed point of approach.
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Figure 3.24 - Examples of use of radar plotting symbols.
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cursor until its lines are parallel to the
e 3.26, place the appropriate plastic rule so
htedge is parallel to the lines of the cursor
s scaled for a 6-minute run between notches.
rule used with rapid radar plotting, see page

for the solution, 12 minutes for example.
ip’s true (course-speed) vectorer is at the

sest point of approach.
GRAPHICAL SOLUTIONS ON THE REFLECTION PLOTTER
RAPID RADAR PLOTTING

CLOSEST POINT OF APPROACH

To determine the closest point of approach (CPA) of a contact by
graphical solution on the reflection plotter, follow the procedure given
below.

(1) Plot at least three relative positions of the contact. If the relative
positions lie in a straight or nearly straight line, fair a line through the
relative positions. Extend this relative movement line (RML) past the center
of the PPI.

(2) Crank out the variable range marker (VRM) until the ring described
by it is tangent to the RML as shown in figure 3.25. The point of tangency is
the CPA.

(3) The range at CPA is the reading of the VRM counter; the bearing at
CPA is determined by means of the mechanical bearing cursor, parallel-line
cursor, or other means for bearing measurement from the center of the PPI.

NOTE.—The RML should be reconstructed if the contact does not
continue to plot on the RML as originally constructed.

TRUE COURSE AND SPEED OF CONTACT

To determine the true course and speed of a contact by graphical
solution on the reflection plotter, follow the procedure given below.

(1) As soon as possible after a contact appears on the PPI, plot its
relative position on the reflection plotter. Label the position with the time of
the observation as shown in figure 3.25. When there is no doubt with respect
to the hour of the plot, it is only necessary to show the last two digits, i.e., the
minutes after the hour. In those instances where an unduly long wait would
not be required it might be advantageous to delay starting thetimedplot until
the time is some tenth of an hour..., 6 minutes, 12 minutes, 18 minutes, etc.,
after the hour. This timing could simplify the use of the 6-minute plotting
interval normally used with the rapid radar plotting technique.

(2) Examine the relative plot to determine whether the contact is on a
steady course at constant speed. If so, the relative positions plot in a straight
or nearly straight line; the relative positions are equally spaced for equal time
intervals as shown in figure 3.25.

(3) With the contact on a steady course at constant speed, select a
suitable relative position as the origin of the relative speed (DRM-SRM)
vector; label this plot r as shown in figure 3.26.

(4) Crank the parallel-line
heading flash. As shown in figur
that one notch is atr and its straig
and the heading flash. The rule i

For constructing the plastic
91.

(5) Select the time interval
Accordingly, the origineof own sh

Figure 3.25 - Clo



S AT SPECIFIED CPA

ing own ship’s new course and/or speed to
en below.
ot used in finding the true course and

point of execution (Mx) on the RML as
e position of the contact on the RML at
action. This action may be taken at a
range to the contact has decreased to a

sired distance at CPA. This is normally the
r buffer zone. If the fixed range rings are

cursor to find true course of contact.
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second notch fromr; m, the head of the contact’s true (course-speed) vector,
is at the plot 12 minutes beyondr in the direction of relative movement.

(6) Construct the contact’s true (course-speed) vectorem.

(7) Crank the parallel-line cursor so that its lines are parallel to vector
em as shown in figure 3.27. The contact’s true course is read on the true
bearing dial using the radial line of the parallel-line cursor; the contact’s true
speed is estimated by visual comparison with own ship’s true vectorer. For
example ifem is about two-thirds the length ofer, the contact’s speed is
about two-thirds own ship’s speed. Or, the notched rule can be used to
determine the speed corresponding to the length ofem.

COURSE TO PAS

The procedure for determin
reduce the risk of collision is giv

(1) Continuing with the pl
speed of the contact, mark the
shown in figure 3.28. Mx is th
the planned time of evasive
specific clock time or when the
specified value.

(2) Crank the VRM to the de
distance specified for thedanger o

Figure 3.26 - Use of the notched plastic rule. Figure 3.27 - Use of parallel-line 
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relative speed (DRM-SRM) vector will be
head (m) of the new vector (r'm) will lie in

gin, r'.
ange only, the magnitude of own’s true
constant. Therefore, the same number of
for own ship’s true vector for the contact’s
sed for own ship’s new true vectorer'. With
sted so that the third notch away intersects
new RML. As shown in figure 3.28, the
he required new true vector for own ship
lative speed vector,r'm.
e of the plastic ruler, in effect, rotates vector
he vector describes an arc which intersects
 RLM atr'.

were greater than own ship’s speed, there
, thus, two courses available to produce the
lly, the preferred course is that which results

e longer relative speed vector) in order to

IAL CASES

ts are on courses opposite to own ship’s
e as own ship but at slower or higher speeds,
arallel to own ship’s course line. If a contact

d as own ship, there is no relative movement
one point at a constant true bearing and
tact is stationary or dead in the water, the
true vectorer are equal and opposite, and

nt, there is no vectorem.
ial cases can be effected in the same manner

conventional vector triangle. However, no
ctors lie in a straight line and are coincident.
B, C, and D are plotted for a 12-minute
is scaled in accordance with this time.
A reveals that the DRM is opposite to own

ed is equal to own ship’s speed plus the
on a course opposite to own ship’s course at

tact B reveals that the DRM is opposite to
peed is equal to own ship’s speed minus the
n the same course as own ship at about one-
displayed and one range ring is equal to this distance, it will not be necessary
to use the VRM.

(3) From Mx draw the new RML tangent to the VRM circle. Two lines
can be drawn tangent to the circle, but the line drawn in figure 3.28 fulfills
the requirement that the contact pass ahead of own ship. If the new RML
crosses the heading flash, the contact will pass ahead.

To avoid parallax, the appropriate sector of the VRM may be marked on
the reflection plotter and the new RML drawn to it rather than attempting to
draw the new RML tangent to the VRM directly.

(4) Using the parallel-line cursor, draw a line parallel to the new RML
throughm or the final plot (relative position) used in determining the course
and speed of the contact. This line is drawn fromm in a direction opposite to

the new DRM because the new
parallel to the new RML and the
the new DRM away from the ori

(5) Avoiding by course ch
(course-speed) vector remains
notches on the plastic rule used
course and speed solution are u
one notch set ate, the ruler is adju
the line drawn parallel to the
intersection atr' is the head of t
(er'); it is the origin of the new re

The previously described us
er about its origin; the head of t
the line drawn parallel to the new

If the speed of the contact
would be two intersections and
desired distance at CPA. Genera
in the higher relative speed (th
expedite safe passing.

SPEC

In situations where contac
course or are on the same cours
the relative movement lines are p
has the same course and spee
line; all relative positions lie at
distance from own ship. If a con
relative vectorrm and own ship’s
coincident. Withe andm coincide

The solutions of these spec
as those cases resulting in the
vector triangle is formed; the ve

In figure 3.29 contacts A,
interval; own ship’s true vectorer
Inspection of the plot for contact
ship’s course; the relative spe
contact’s speed. The contact is
about the same speed.

Inspection of the plot for con
own ship’s course; the relative s
contact’s speed. The contact is o
half own ship’s speed.

Figure 3.28 - Evasive action.



tact D reveals that the DRM is the same as
peed is equal to the contact’s speed minus

is on the same course as own ship at about
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Inspection of the plot for contact C reveals that the DRM is opposite to
own ship’s course; the relative speed is equal to own ship’s speed plus the
contact’s speed. The contact is on a course opposite to own ship’s course at
about the same speed.

Inspection of the plot for con
own ship’s course; the relative s
own ship’s speed. The contact
twice own ship’s speed.
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Figure 3.29 - Special cases.
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.2, 11.3, and 13.4 miles to obtain other scale
e length between scale marks at 5.0 and 7.1
f 6-minute vectors at 21 knots; the length

d 9.2 provides the magnitudes of 12-minute

31, lay the plastic strip adjacent to the
ion plotter and parallel to the heading flash.
ks onto the plastic strip. With the scale
a permanent rule is made by notching the
otches in the rule shown in figure 3.31 have
r illustration purposes only. They should be
cross-section of the lead used in the grease

ally used, each graduated for a particular
hip speed. The range and speed should be
e.

Graduating the rule.
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CONSTRUCTING THE PLASTIC RULE USED WITH RAPID RADAR PLOTT

When plotting by the rapid radar plotting technique, a colored 6 to 8-
inch flexible plastic straightedge is normally used to construct the vectors
and other line segments on the reflection plotter. The following procedure
can be used to construct the desired scale for vector magnitudes on the
straightedge.

(1) Switch the radar indicator to an appropriate plotting range, 24 miles
for example.

(2) Crank out the variable range marker (VRM) to an integral value of
range, 5 miles for example. Mark the reflection plotter at the intersection of
the VRM and the heading flash as shown in figure 3.30. This point will
represent zero on the scale to be constructed for subsequent transfer to the
plastic strip.

(3) Compute the distance own ship will travel in 6 minutes at a speed
expected to be used in collision avoidance. At a speed of 21 knots, own ship
will travel 2.1 miles in 6 minutes.

(4) Since the zero mark is at 5 miles on the PPI, crank out the VRM to
7.1 miles and mark the reflection plotter at the intersection of the VRM and
the heading flash to obtain the scale spacing for 2.1 miles. Repeat this

procedure with the VRM set at 9
graduations 2.1 miles apart. Th
miles provides the magnitude o
between scale marks at 5.0 an
vectors at 21 knots, etc.

(5) As shown in figure 3.
graduation marks on the reflect
Extend the grease pencil mar
transferred to the plastic strip,
scale on the plastic strip. The n
been drawn large and angular fo
about the size and shape of the
pencil.

(6) Several rules are norm
range scale setting and own s
prominently marked on each rul

Figure 3.30 - Constructing the scale.
Figure 3.31 - 
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EXAMPLE 1

DETERMINATION OF CLOSEST POINT OF APPROACH (CPA)

Situation:

With own ship on course 070˚ and the radar set on the 12-mile range
scale, other ship M is observed as follows:

Required:

(1) Direction of relative movement (DRM).
(2) Speed of relative movement (SRM).
(3) Bearing and range at closest point of approach (CPA).
(4) Estimated time of arrival at CPA.

Solution:

(1) Plot and label the relative positions, M1, M2, and M3, using the 1:1
scale; fair a line through the relative positions; extend this line, therelative
movement line (RML), beyond the center of the Maneuvering Board.

(2) The direction of the RML from the initial plotM1, is the direction of

relative movement (DRM): 236˚.
(3) Measure the relative d

plots on the RML, preferably be
time separation. In this instanc
M3: 3.0 miles. Using the corr
12m), obtain the speed of
Logarithmic Time-Speed-Dist
Maneuvering Board: 15 knots.

(4) From the center of th
perpendicular to the RML; label
CPA from the center of the plo
bearing of the CPA: 326˚; the d
range at CPA: 0.9 mile.

(5) Measure the distance fro
and the speed of relative mov
interval from 1012 (the time of
Distance Scale: 24m. The estimat
1036.

Answers:

(1) DRM 236˚; (2) SRM 15
CPA 1036.

Time Bearing Range (miles) Rel. position

1000 050˚ 9.0 M1
1006 049˚ 7.5 M2
1012 047˚ 6.0 M3
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EXAMPLE 1

otes:

1. There should be sufficient plots to
sure accurate construction of the
ML faired through the plots. Should
nly two plots be made, there would be
o means of detecting course or speed
hanges by the other ship. The
olution is valid only if the other ship
aintains course and speed constant.
referably, the timed plots should be
ade at equal time intervals. Equal

pacing of the plots timed at regular
tervals and the successive plotting
f the relative positions in a straight
ne indicate that the other ship is
aintaining constant course and

peed.
2. This transfer plotting solution

equired individual measurements and
ecording of the ranges and bearings
f the relative position of ship M at
tervals of time. It also entailed the
ormal requirement of plotting the
elative positions on the PPI or
eflection plotter. Visualizing the
oncentric circles of the Maneuvering
oard as the fixed range rings of the
PI, a faster solution may be obtained
y fairing a line through the grease
encil plot on the PPI and adjusting the
RM so that the circle described is

angent to or just touches the RML.
he range at CPA is the setting of the
RM; the bearing at CPA and the DRM
ay be found by use of the parallel-line

ursor (parallel index). The time of the
PA can be determined with

easonable accuracy through visual
spection, i.e., the length along the
ML from M 3 to CPA by quick visual
spection is about twice the length
etween M 1 and M3 representing about
4 minutes.
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e VRM and the heading flash. Crank the
he intersection of the VRM and the heading
wo marks (1.5 mi.) is transferred to a short

veals that between 1000 and 1006, M is on
ed (successive plots form a straight line on the
vals are equally spaced). Draw the relative
000 plot (M1) through the 1006 plot (M3),

the PPI.
l-line cursor to heading flash. At the 1000
marked for the 6-minute run of own ship,
irection of own ship’s course, draw a line
at the 1000 plot. Two sides of the vector

and rm). The solution is obtained by
rue (course-speed) vectorem.
le, the third side, vectorem, represents the
ent of M. The true course may be read by
r parallel to the third side, true vectorem.
e estimated by comparing the length ofem
rse-speed) vector of own ship R, the speed

nots.
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EXAMPLE 2

COURSE AND SPEED OF A RADAR CONTACT

Situation:

Own ship R is on course 340˚, speed 15 knots. The radar is set on the
12-mile range scale. A radar contact, ship M, is observed to be changing
course, and possibly speed, between times 0953 and 1000. While keeping a
close watch of the relative movement, the relative positions of M are marked
at frequent intervals on the reflection plotter by grease pencil.

Required:

(1) Course and speed of ship M when M has steadied on course and
speed.

Solution:

(1) With the decision made that the solution will be obtained by rapid
radar plotting, the solution is started while M is still maneuvering through
determining: (a) the distance own ship will travel through the water during a
time lapse of 6 minutes and (b) the length of such distance on the PPI at the
range setting in use.

(i) The distance traveled by own ship in 6 minutes is one-tenth of the
speed in knots, or 1.5 nautical miles.

(ii) The length of 1.5 nautical miles on the PPI may be found through
use of the variable range marker (VRM). Crank the VRM out to a convenient
starting point, 6 miles for instance.

Mark the intersection of th
VRM out to 7.5 miles and mark t
flash. The length between the t
plastic rule.

(2) Observation of the PPI re
a steady course at constant spe
scope; plots for equal time inter
movement line (RML) from the 1
extending beyond the center of 

(3) Set center line of paralle
plot (M1) place the plastic rule,
parallel to the cursor lines. In thed
of 1.5 miles length which ends
triangle have been formed (er
completing the triangle to form t

(4) On completing the triang
true course and rate of movem
adjusting the parallel-line curso
The speed of M in knots may b
with the length ofer, the true (cou
of which in knots is known.

Answers:

(1) Course 252˚, speed 25 k
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EXAMPLE 2

Heading-Upward
Unstabilized PPI Display

with
Stabilized True
Bearing Dial

Scale: 12-mile range setting

 Note:

In some cases it may be
desirable to construct own
ship’s true vector originating at
the end of the segment of the
relative plot used directly as
the relative vector rm. If applied
to this case, the 6-minute run of
own ship would be drawn from
the 1006 plot in the direction of
own ship’s course. On completing
the triangle, the third side
would represent the true
course and rate of movement
of M.
Figure 3.33
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ourse-speed) vectorer in the direction of
head of the vector at the 0506 plot; the
multiples of 6-minute runs of own ship and
to form a ladder. Since thetimedplot on the
0506, the starting point of the 6-minute run
arting point of the 12-minute run is labeled

ed at time 0512 by drawing a line from the
der to the 0512 plot on the RML. This line,

ngle for a 6-minute run, represents the true
the contact. The true course and speed of the
 step (4) of Example 2.

btained at time 0515 by drawing a line from
e ladder to the 0515 plot on the RML. This
r triangle for a 9-minute run, represents the
nt of the contact.

knots.
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EXAMPLE 3

COURSE AND SPEED OF RADAR CONTACT BY THE LADDER METHO

Situation:

Own ship R is on course 120˚, speed 15 knots. The radar is set on the 6-
mile range scale because small wooden vessels are expected to be
encountered. The range scale setting is being shifted periodically to longer
ranges for possible detection of distant targets. A radar contact is being
plotted on the reflection plotter. Inspection of the plot reveals that the contact
is on steady course at constant speed (see solution step (2) of example 2).

Required:

(1) Course and speed of the radar contact.

Solution:

(1) With the decision made that the solutions will be obtained by rapid
radar plotting, the radar observer further elects to use the Ladder Method in
order to be able torefine the solution as the relative plot for the contact
develops with time.

(2) For a 6-minute interval of time, own ship at 15 knots runs 1.5
nautical miles through the water; the run for 12 minutes is 3.0 nautical miles.

(3) Draw own ship’s true (c
own ship’s true course, with the
length of this vector is drawn in
subsequently subdivided by eye
relative movement line starts at
of own ship is labeled 12; the st
18.

(4) The first solution is obtain
12-graduation or rung on the lad
which completes the vector tria
course and rate of movement of
contact is obtained as in solution

(5) The second solution is o
the 15-graduation or rung on th
line, which completes the vecto
true course and rate of moveme

Answers:

(1) Course 072˚, Speed 17 
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EXAMPLE 3

Heading-Upward
Unstabilized PPI Display

with
Stabilized True Bearing

Dial

Scale: 6-mile range setting

Notes:

1. Using the ladder method,
the radar observer is able to
obtain an approximate solution
quickly and then refine the
solution as the plot develops.

2. This solution was
simplified by starting the timed
plot at some tenth of an hour
after the hour.
Figure 3.34



ip R will not change speed in the maneuver,
PPI length of own ship’s true vector (1.8

n of own ship at 18 knots) is used as the

rsor, draw a line through M2 parallel to the
e arc drawn in (2).

rc with the line through M2 parallel to the
of the own ship’s new true (course-speed)
fore, own ship’s new course when other
Mx is represented by the true vector drawn
t1.

n a direction opposite to the new DRM would also intersect the same

f own ship based upon this intersection would reverse the new DRM or

 new RML.

n own ship R, there would be two courses available at 18 knots to produce

course is that which results in the highest relative speed in order to expedite
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EXAMPLE 4

COURSE TO PASS A SHIP AT A SPECIFIED CPA
(Own ship’s speed is greater than that of other ship)

Situation:

Own ship R is on course 188˚, speed 18 knots. The radar is set on the
12-mile range scale. Other ship M, having been observed and plotted
between times 1730 and 1736, is on course 258˚ at 12 knots. Ships M and R
are on collision courses. Visibility is 2.0 nautical miles.

Required:

(1) Course of own ship R at 18 knots to pass ahead of other ship M with
a CPA of 3.0 nautical miles if course is changed to the right when the range
is 6.5 nautical miles.

Solution:

(1) Continuing with the plot on the PPI used in finding the true course
and speed of other ship M, plot Mx bearing 153˚, 6.5 nautical miles from R.
Adjust the VRM to 3.0 nautical miles, the desired distance at CPA. From Mx
draw a line tangent to the VRM circle at M3. From Mx two lines can be
drawn tangent to the circle, but the point of tangency at M3 fulfills the
requirement that own ship pass ahead of the other ship or that other ship M
pass astern of own ship R.

(2) From the origin of the true vectors of the vector triangle used in
finding the true course and speed of ship M, pointe, describe an arc of radius

1.8 nautical miles. Since own sh
the distance and corresponding
nautical miles for a 6-minute ru
radius of the arc.

(3) Using the parallel-line cu
new RML (Mx M3) to intersect th

(4) The intersection of the a
new RML establishes the head
vector drawn from pointe. There
ship M reaches relative position
from point e to the intersection ar

Answers:

(1) Course 218˚.

Notes:
1. Actually the arc intersecting the line drawn M2 i

line if extended in the new DRM. But a new course o

reverse the direction the other ship would plot on the

2. If the speed of other ship M were greater tha

the desired distance at CPA. Generally, the preferred

the safe passing.
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EXAMPLE 4

North-Upward
Stabilized PPI Display

Scale: 12-mile range setting

Notes: (Continued)

3. After own ship’s course
has been changed, other ship
R should plot approximately
along the new RML, as drawn
and in the desired direction of
relative movement. This
continuity of the plot following
a course change by own ship is
one of the primary advantages
of a stabilized display.
Immediately following any
evasive action, one should
inspect the PPI to determine
whether the target’s bearing is
changing sufficiently and in the
desired direction. With the
stabilized display, the answer is
before the radar observer’s
eyes.
Figure 3.35



n of own ship at 15 knots) is used as the

rsor, draw a line through M2 parallel to the
e arc drawn in (2).
r ship M is greater than that of own ship R,
ugh M2 at two points. Each intersection
le new own ship’s true vector. Of the two
higher speed of relative movement than the
which provides the higher SRM or longer

dite the passing. However, in this example a
ecified. This requires the use of vectorer1,

Heading-Upward PPI display, there is a
t shifting equal and opposite to the amount
nge. Some reflection plotter designs have

automatic shifting of their plotting surfaces
the plot. Without this capability, there is no
lot following course changes by own ship.

o erase the plot and replot the other ship’s
steadies on course. With the VRM set to 3.0
awn tangent to the circle described by the
watched closely to insure that its relative
w RML.
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EXAMPLE 5

COURSE TO PASS SHIP AT A SPECIFIED CPA
(Own ship’s speed is less than that of other ship)

Situation:

Own ship R is on course 340˚, speed 15 knots. The radar is set on the
12-mile range scale. Other ship M, having been observed and plotted
between times 0300 and 0306, is on course 249˚ at 25 knots. Since the CPA
will be 1.5 nautical miles at 310˚ if both ships maintain their courses and
speeds until they have passed, the distance at CPA is considered too short for
adequate safety.

Required:

(1) Course of own ship R at 15 knots to pass astern of other ship M with
a CPA of 3.0 nautical miles if course is changed to the right when the range
to ship M is 6.0 nautical miles.

Solution:

(1) Continuing with the plot on the PPI used in finding the true course,
speed, and CPA of ship M, plot Mx on the RML 6.0 nautical miles from own
ship R. Set the VRM to 3.0 nautical miles, the desired distance at CPA (in
this case the VRM setting is coincident with the first fixed range ring). From
Mx two lines can be drawn tangent to the VRM circle, but the point of
tangency at M3 fulfills the requirement that own ship pass astern of other
ship M.

(2) From the origin of the true vectors of the vector triangle used in
finding the true course and speed of ship M, pointe, describe an arc of radius
1.5 nautical miles. Since own ship will not change speed in the maneuver,
the distance and corresponding PPI length of own ship’s true vector (1.5

nautical miles for a 6-minute ru
radius of the arc.

(3) Using the parallel-line cu
new RML (Mx M3) to intersect th

(4) Since the speed of othe
the arc intersects the line thro
establishes a head of a possib
possible vectors one provides a
other. Generally, the true vector
relative vector is chosen to expe
course change to the right is sp
which provides the higher SRM.

(5) With this unstabilized,
complication arising from the plo
and direction of the course cha
provisions for either manual or
to compensate for the shifting of
continuity in the grease pencil p
Consequently, it is necessary t
relative position when own ship
miles, the new RML must be dr
VRM. The other ship must be
movement conforms with the ne

Answers:

(1) Course 030˚.
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EXAMPLE 5

 Heading–Upward
Unstabilized PPI Display

with
Stabilized True
Bearing Dial

Scale: 12-mile range setting

NOTE:

Examination of the plot
reveals that if own ship R
maintains its original true
course (340˚), the intersection
of the original true vector er of
own ship with the line drawn
through M 2 parallel to the new
RML provides the head of the
vector er2 required to effect the
desired CPA without course
change. Since the length of
vector er2 is approximately half
that of the original vector er, an
instantaneous change to
approximately half the original
speed would produce the
desired results. A lesser change
of course to the right in
conjunction with a speed
reduction could be used to
compensate for deceleration.
Figure 3.36



ATER

reflection plotter mounted thereon, plot M1,
vement line (RML) through the relative

scale as the radar range setting, determine
peed) vectorer of own ship R for a time

e direction of own ship’s coursewith its
er such graphical construction, the vector

M3, the length of theemvector would be
observed contact would be zero. Even if the
ter or a fixed object, small observational and

dicate a small value of true speed for the
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EXAMPLE 6

VERIFICATION OF FIXED OBJECTS OR RADAR CONTACTS DEAD IN THE W

Situation:

Own ship R is on course 340˚, speed 20 knots. The radar is set at the 24-
mile range scale. Radar observations are made as follows:

The RML is parallel to and the DRM is opposite to own ship’s course, 340˚.

Required:

Course and speed of M in order to verify whether M is dead in the water
or a terrestrial object.

Solution:

(1) On the PPI, preferably a
M2, M3. Draw the relative mo
positions, M1, M2, M3.

(2) Using the same distance
the length of the true (course-s
interval of 36 minutes: 12 miles.

(3) Draw true vectorer in th
head at relative position M1. If, aft
origin e lies over relative position
zero. Thus, the true speed of the
observed target is dead in the wa
plotting errors will frequently in
contact.

Time Bearing Range (miles) Rel. position

1200 017˚ 22.8 M1
1218 029˚ 17.4 M2
1236 046˚ 14.4 M3
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EXAMPLE 6

Heading-Upward
Unstabilized PPI Display

with
Stabilized True
Bearing Dial

Scale: 24-mile range setting
Figure 3.37



 TRUE

, offset the initial plots (A1, B1, and C1) in
as the dashed liner-r' ; label each such offset

w a straight line from the offset initial plot,
or C2). The linesr' A2, r' B2, andr' C2
would result from a course change to 065˚
t time 1006.

DRM 280˚
RM 051˚

DRM 028˚
relative movement lines for all contacts
tain course and speed, all contacts will plot
ovement lines at a safe distances from own
 knots.

the use of the relative plot as the relative
aining true course and speed, theemvector
hile own ship’ser' vector is rotated aboute
d in magnitude corresponding to the new
100

EXAMPLE 7

AVOIDANCE OF MULTIPLE CONTACTS WITHOUT FIRST DETERMINING THE
COURSES AND SPEEDS OF THE CONTACTS

Situation:

Own ship R is on course 000˚, speed 20 knots. With the stabilized
relative motion display radar set at the 12-mile range setting, radar contacts
A, B, and C are observed and plotted directly on the PPI or reflection plotter.
The plots at time 1000 are considered as the initial plots in the solution.

Required:

(1) Determine the new relative movement lines for contacts A, B, and C
which would result from own ship changing course to 065˚ and speed to 15
knots at time 1006.

(2) Determine whether such course and speed change will result in
desirable or acceptable CPA’s for all contacts.

Solution:

(1) With the center of the PPI as their origin, draw own ship’s true
vectorser ander' for the course and speed in effect or to be put in effect at
times 1000 and 1006, respectively. Using the distance scale of the radar
presentation, draw each vector of length equal to the distance own ship R
will travel through the water during the time interval of the relative plot
(relative vector), 6 minutes. Vectorer, having a speed of 20 knots, is drawn
2.0 miles in length in true direction 000˚; vectorer', having a speed of 15
knots, is drawn 1.5 miles in length in true direction 065˚.

(2) Draw a dashed line betweenr andr'.

(3) For contacts A, B, and C
the same direction and distance
plot r'.

(4) In each relative plot, dra
r', through the final plot (A2 or B2
represent the new RML's which
and speed change to 15 knots a

Answers:

(1) New RML of contact A-
New RML of contact B-D
New RML of contact C-

(2) Inspection of the new
indicates that if all contacts main
along their respective relative m
ship R on course 065˚, speed 15

Explanation:

The solution is based upon
vector. With each contact maint
for each contact remains static w
to the new course and change
speed.
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EXAMPLE 7

North-Upward
Stabilized PPI Display

 Scale: 12-mile range setting
Figure 3.38



AL PLOT

nd true direction of travel for each ship, each
ive plots represents a true velocity vector.
ed at regular intervals and the successive

straight line indicate that the other ship is
 speed.
lly a reversal of the procedure in relative

the relative plot and own ship’s true vector,
is determined. Accordingly, the true vectors
ame time interval, 0206-0212 for example,
tive vector (rm = em - er).
) vectorrm is extended beyond own ship’s
e movement line (RML).
oach (CPA) is found by drawing a line from
lar to the relative movement line.
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EXAMPLE 8

DETERMINING THE CLOSEST POINT OF APPROACH FROM THE GEOGRAPHIC

Situation:

Own ship R is on course 000˚, speed 10 knots. The true bearings and
ranges of another ship are plotted from own ship’s successive positions to
form a geographical (navigational) plot:

Required:

(1) Determine the closest point of approach.

Solution:

(1) Since the successivetimedpositions of each ship of the geographical

plot indicate rate of movement a
line segment between success
Equal spacing of the plots tim
plotting of the true positions in a
maintaining constant course and

(2) The solution is essentia
motion solutions in which, from
the true vector of the other ship
from the two true plots for the s
are subtracted to obtain the rela

(3) The relative (DRM-SRM
0212 position to form the relativ

(4) The closest point of appr
own ship’s 0212 plot perpendicu

Answers:

(1) CPA 001˚, 2.2 miles.

Time Bearing Range (miles) Rel. position

0200 074˚ 7.3 T1
0206 071˚ 6.3 T2
0212 067˚ 5.3 T3
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EXAMPLE 8

Note:

Either the time 0200, 0206, or
0212 plots of the other ship can
be used as the origin of the
true vectors of the vector
diagram. Using the time 0200
plot as the origin and a time
interval of 6 minutes for vector
magnitude, the line
perpendicular to the extended
relative movement line would
be drawn from the time 0206
plot of own ship.

While the Maneuvering Board
has been used in illustrating
the solution, the technique is
applicable to solutions for CPA
on true motion displays. See
PRACTICAL SOLUTION FOR
CPA IN TRUE MOTION MODE.
Figure 3.39
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ALTERNATIVE RADAR PLOTTING SYMBOLS

ative vector of the vector diagram (triangle),
vectors or sides of the triangle are now

aretrue vectors, the symbolT is used to
s at a common point. One of the true vectors

true vectorT-R is own ship’s (reference

ve and true motion plots.
The alternative radar plotting symbols described in this section were
derived from those used inReal Time Method of Radar Plottingby Max H.
Carpenter and Captain Wayne M. Waldo of the Maritime Institute of
Technology and Graduate Studies, Linthicum Heights, Maryland. The above
manual should be referred to for a more complete explanation of the symbols
and their use in radar plotting.

The explanation of the alternative symbols as given here follows an
approach different from that used by Carpenter and Waldo. The two
approaches should be helpful to the student.

The alternative symbols are deemed to provide simpler and more
representational symbology for Rapid Radar Plotting than does the
Maneuvering Boardsymbology, which has value for relative motion
solutions of greater variety than those normally associated with collision
avoidance. Greater simplicity is afforded by using the same symbols for the
relative motion plot and the corresponding side of the vector diagram
(triangle). The symbols are deemed to be more representational in that the
symbols suggest their meaning.

As shown in figure 3.32, the relative motion plot is labeledR-M; the true
motion plot is labeledT-M. In the relative motion case, the first plot is atR;
the second plot (or the plot for the time interval to be used in the solution) is
labeledM. Thus,R-M is descriptive of the relative motion plotted. Likewise
with the first plot being labeledT in the true motion case,T-M is descriptive
of the true motion plotted.

As is also shown in figure 3.32, the plots are annotated with time in two
digits (for minutes of time). Preferably the first plot is for zero time rather
than clock time. Such practice is enhanced with the use of a suitable timer
which can be readily reset as required. Such practice, which is followed here,
facilitates plotting at desired intervals and also enables more accurate timing
of the plot.

When using this symbology in textual references, time interval from
zero time is indicated as a subscript of a symbol when appropriate. For
example, the relative plot (or relative vector) for plotting interval 3 minutes
may be shown as

R00—M03

In actual plotting on the reflection plotter, the placement of the time
annotation is affected by practical considerations, including clutter.

With consideration at this point that Rapid Radar Plotting makes direct

use of the relative plot as the rel
the symbols for the other two
described.

Since the other two vectors
indicate the origin of both vector
must end atR, the other atM. The

Figure 3.40 - Relati
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al. After such construction, the triangle is
M).

LOTTING PERIOD

d, which varies in a simple, easily
the range scale setting, can be used to
ing STM fromT-M. The use of standard
n the PPI has six fixed range rings and the

, and 48 miles.
d enables the direct use of the range ring
s shown below. On a given properly adjusted

 - R-T-M triangle.
ship R in the other symbology) true (course-speed) vector; the other true
vector T-M is the other ship’s (other shipM in the other symbology) true
(course-speed) vector.

Own ship’s true vectorT-Rbeing suggestive of the abbreviationTR for
track, in turn suggests true course and speed. Or, using a combination of
symbologies, the symbolT-Rsuggests true vector for reference shipR (own
ship).

The other ship’s true vectorT-M is suggestive of true motion (of the
other ship, or of other ship M, using a combination of symbologies). See
figure 3.33 for the R-T-M triangle.

Now thinking in terms of true motion rather than true course and speed
of the other ship, the abbreviations DTM and STM are used to indicate
direction of true motion and speed of true motion, respectively.

In brief the vectors are comprised of the following elements:
R-M: DRM & SRM
T-R: Course & Speed (of own ship)
T-M: DTM & STM (of other ship)

Abbreviations common to both symbologies are CPA (Closest Point
Approach), DRM (Direction of Relative Movement), SRM (Speed of
Relative Movement) and NRML (New Relative Movement Line). In
addition to DTM (Direction of Contact’s True Motion) and STM (Speed of
Contact’s True Motion), the alternative symbology uses MCPA for minutes
to CPA. The symbol R is used to indicate the head of own ship’s true vector
following a change of course or speed or both to obtain a new RML. The
symbol M is also used to indicate the point of execution.

The following is an alternative presentation of theR-T-M triangle which
does not use vector terminology.

By examining the combination geographic (true) and relative plot in
figure 3.34, it can be seen thatT-M of the triangle is the path actually
followed by the other ship at the rate of its actual speed. At the time of the
first observation fromT', the other ship was actually atT, not R. Also own
ship was atT', not R'. However, at the end of the plotting interval, the other
ship was actually atM and own ship was actually atR'. But all observations
of the other ship were actually plotted fromR'. Thus, the first observation
placed the other ship atR; successive observations place the other ship at
points alongR-M until M was reached at the end of the plotting interval.

In the above presentation the true motion of the other ship is given. But
in the normal course of radar observation for collision avoidance purposes,
this motion must be determined. WithR-Mderived by plotting, it can be seen
by inspection thatT of the triangle can be located by constructingT-R in the
direction of own ship’s course and scaled according to the distance own ship

travels during the plotting interv
completed to findT-M (DTM & ST

STANDARD P

A standard plotting perio
remembered relationship with
facilitate scalingT-R or determin
plotting period is enhanced whe
range scales are 11/2, 3, 6, 12, 24

The standard plotting perio
separation as the speed scale a

Figure 3.41



ently used 12-mile scale, a vessel steaming
els a distance (relative or true) equal to the
eters or 2 nautical miles) in the number of
he range scale in miles (12). With the range
sel at 20 knots (relative or true) still travels a
to the range ring separation (5 centimeters
l mile) during the number of minutes (3)
ale in miles (6).
ship or of the other ship may be, for the six-
escribed above, the standard plotting period
al to one half of the range scale in miles.

e and using the associated 6-minute standard
0 knots travels one ring separation (5
eriod; at 10 knots the vessel travels one half
same period. Thus a single speed scale can

h different range scales. But the associated
 used with each range scale.

plotting period makes one range ring
whatever the range scale setting may be.
his one range ring separation for 20 knots
n in figure 3.35.

als based upon the six-ring PPI and range
n one range ring separation corresponding to
ows:

ge rings, standard plotting periods can be
ne range ring separation equal to 20 knots.
ndard plotting period doubles as the range
nce is that the standard plotting period is
setting, instead of one-half.

Standard Plotting Period
6 min.
3 min.
90 sec.
45 sec.
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(for linearity) PPI with six range rings, the ring separation is 5 centimeters.
On the 6-mile scale, this separation (5 centimeters) represents 1 nautical
mile. On the 12-mile scale, the same separation between rings (5
centimeters) represents 2 nautical miles; and on the 24-mile scale, 4 nautical
miles, etc. With distance in miles traveled in 6 minutes being numerically
equal to one-tenth of the speed in knots, at 20 knots a vessel travels 2 miles

in 6 minutes. Thus, on the frequ
at 20 knots (relative or true) trav
range ring separation (5 centim
minutes (6) equal to one half of t
scale changed to 6 miles, a ves
distance (relative or true) equal
now corresponding to 1 nautica
equal to one half of the range sc

Whatever the speed of own
ring PPI having the scales as d
remains:a period in minutes equ
For example on the 12-mile scal
plotting period, a vessel at 2
centimeters) during the plotting p
of the ring separation during the
be calibrated linearly for use wit
standard plotting period must be

In summary, the standard
separation equal to 20 knots
Multiples and sub-multiples of t
establish other speeds as show

The standard plotting interv
scales described above and upo
20 knots are summarized as foll

If the PPI has four fixed ran
established in like manner for o
As with the six-ring PPI, the sta
scale doubles. The only differe
three-fourths of the range scale 

Figure 3.42 - Combination geographic (true) and relative plot.

Range Scale (miles)
12
6
3

1.5
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nd to be most useful.
Figure 3.43 - Standard plotting period scale. Under “black light” illumination a plastic scale of chartreuse color has been fou



Meaning

lotting period used to construct the

’s true (course-speed) vector,
the relative (DRM-SRM) vector,

se-speed) vector.
rse-speed) vector. The subscript is
d to construct the triangle.

ip’s true motion.
true motion.
M) vector; always in the direction

....

ship’s true (course-speed) vector
eed change or both to obtain a new

M) vector; always in the direction
x+3 Mx+6...).

se-speed) vector required to obtain
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SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVE PLOTTING SYMBOLS
R-T-M TRIANGLE

RELATIVE PLOT Symbol

Symbol Meaning The subscript is the p
triangle.

R00 First plotted position of other ship; plotted position of
other ship at time 00.

R00 The head of own ship
T03-R00; the origin of
R00-M03.M03, M06 Plotted positions of other ship at times 03 and 06,

respectively. T03-R00 Own ship’s true (cour
Mx Position of other ship on RML at planned time of evasive

action; point of execution.
T03-M03 Other ship’s true (cou

the plotting period use

RML Relative movement line.
NRML New relative movement line. DTM Direction of other sh
DRM Direction of relative movement; always in the direction of

R00→ M03→ M06........
STM Speed of other ships 
R00-M03 The relative (DRM-SR

of R00→ M03→ M06....SRM Speed of relative movement.
CPA Closest point of approach.
MCPA Minutes to CPA. Rc The head of own

following course or sp
RML.

TCPA Time to CPA.

VECTOR TRIANGLE
Rc-M03 The relative (DRM-SR

of the new RML (Mx MSymbol Meaning

T03 The origin of any ship’s true (course-speed) vector; fixed
with respect to the earth.

T03-Rc Own ship’s true (cour
new RML.
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Figure 3.44 - Alternative plotting symbols.



R

cursor until its lines are parallel to the
re 3.38, place the standard plotting period
parallel to the lines of the cursor and the

d graduation is atR00.
course 000˚ at 30 knots and the range scale

d plotting period is 6 minutes; the 30-knot

sest point of approach.
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ALTERNATIVE GRAPHICAL SOLUTIONS ON THE REFLECTION PLOTTE

R-T-M TRIANGLE

CLOSEST POINT OF APPROACH

To determine the closest point of approach (CPA) of a contact by
graphical solution on the reflection plotter, follow the procedure given
below.

(1) Plot at least three relative positions of the contact. If the relative
positions lie in a straight or nearly straight line, fair a line through the
relative positions. Extend this relative movement line (RML) past the center
of the PPI.

(2) Crank out the variable range marker (VRM) until the ring described
by it is tangent to the RML as shown in figure 3.37. The point of tangency is
the CPA.

(3) The range at CPA is the reading of the VRM counter; the bearing at
CPA is determined by means of the mechanical bearing cursor, parallel-line
cursor, or other means for bearing measurement from the center of the PPI.
NOTE.—The RML should be reconstructed if the contact does not continue
to plot on the RML as originally constructed.

TRUE COURSE AND SPEED OF CONTACT

To determine the true course and speed of a contact by graphical
solution on the reflection plotter, follow the procedure given below.

(1) As soon as possible after a contact appears on the PPI, plot its
relative position on the reflection plotter. Label the position with the time of
the observation as shown in figure 3.37. As recommended in Alternative
Plotting Symbols, the first plot is labeled as time zero. Subsequent relative
positions are plotted and labeled at 3-minute intervals, preferably using a
suitable timing device which can be reset to zero time when desired.

(2) Examine the relative plot to determine whether the contact is on a
steady course at constant speed. If so, the relative positions plot in a straight
or nearly straight line; the relative positions are equally spaced for equal time
intervals as shown in figure 3.37.

(3) With the contact on a steady course at constant speed,R00, the plot for
zero time, is the origin of the relative (DRM-SRM) vector. At plot time 03, this
vector isR00-M03; at plot time 06, this vector isR00-M06. Note that the relative
motion and relative vector are always in the direction ofR00M03M06.

(4) Crank the parallel-line
heading flash. As shown in figu
scale so that its straightedge is
heading flash and the zero spee

(5) Given that own ship is on
setting is 12 miles, the standar

Figure 3.45 - Clo
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ng dial using the radial line of the parallel-
d of true motion (STM) is measured by the
r estimated by visual comparison with own
ample, ifT00-M06 is about two-thirds the
s speed of true motion is about two-thirds

cursor to find true course of contact.
graduation on the scale corresponds toT06. The head of the other ship’s true
(course-speed) vector is atM06 beyond R00 in the direction of relative
movement (DRM).

(6) Construct the other ship’s true (course-speed) vectorT06-M06.
(7) Crank the parallel-line cursor so that its lines are parallel to vector

T06-M06 as shown in figure 3.39. The other ship’s direction of true motion

(DTM) is read on the true beari
line cursor; the other ship’s spee
standard plotting period scale o
ship’s true vectorT06-R00. For ex
length ofT06-R00, the other ship’
own ship’s speed.

Figure 3.46 - Use of the standard plotting period scale. Figure 3.47 - Use of parallel-line 



IAL CASES

ts are on courses opposite to own ship’s
e as own ship but at slower or higher speeds,
arallel to own ship’s course line. If a contact

d as own ship, there is no relative movement
one point at a constant true bearing and
tact is stationary or dead in the water, the
’s true vectorT-R are equal and opposite,
cident, there is no vectorT-M.
ial cases can be effected in the same manner

conventional vector triangle. However, no

 - Evasive action.
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COURSE TO PASS AT SPECIFIED CPA

The procedure for determining own ship’s new course and/or speed to
reduce the risk of collision is given below.

(1) Continuing with the plot used in finding the true course and speed of
the other ship, mark the point of execution(Mx) on the RML as shown in
figure 3.40. Mx is the position of the contact on the RML at the planned time
of evasive action. This action may be taken at a specific clock time or when
the range to the other ship has decreased to a specified value.

(2) Crank the VRM to the desired distance at CPA. This is normally the
distance specified for thedanger or buffer zone. If the fixed range rings are
displayed and one range ring is equal to this distance, it will not be
necessary to use the VRM.

(3) FromMx draw the new RML tangent to the VRM circle. Two lines
can be drawn tangent to the circle, but the line drawn in figure 3.40 fulfills
the requirement that the other ship pass ahead of own ship. If the new RML
crosses the heading flash, the other ship will pass ahead.

(4) Using the parallel-line cursor, draw a line parallel to the new RML
through M06 or the final plot (relative position) used in determining the
course and speed of the contact. This line is drawn fromM06 in a direction
opposite to the new DRM because the new relative speed (DRM-SRM)
vector will be parallel to the new RML and the head (M06) of the new vector
(RcM06) will lie in the new DRM away from the origin,Rc.

(5) Avoiding by course change only, the magnitude of own ship’s true
(course-speed) vector remains constant. Therefore, the same speed
graduation on the standard plotting interval scale used to constructT06-R00 is
set atT06. The scale is then adjusted so that its zero graduation intersects the
line drawn parallel to the new RML. As shown in figure 3.40, the
intersection atRc is the head of the required new true (course-speed) vector
for own ship,T06-Rc.

The previously described use of the plastic ruler, in effect, rotates vector
T06-Rc about its origin; the head of the vector describes an arc which
intersects the line drawn parallel to the new RML atRc.

If the speed of the contact were greater than own ship’s speed, there
would be two intersections and, thus, two courses available to produce the
desired distance at CPA. Generally, the preferred course is that which results
in the higher relative speed (the longer relative speed vector) in order to
expedite safe passing.

SPEC

In situations where contac
course or are on the same cours
the relative movement lines are p
has the same course and spee
line; all relative positions lie at
distance from own ship. If a con
relative vectorR-M and own ship
and coincident. WithT andM coin

The solutions of these spec
as those cases resulting in the

Figure 3.48
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peed is equal to the contact’s speed minus
is on the same course as own ship at about

 ILLUMINATION

e reflection plotter permits the use of the
ithout the use of notches in the scale that
owever, when this type of illumination is

ans of a graduated scale, such illumination
g because it tends to make the video on the
ns should be readily available to extinguish
quired.
ncil as well as the standard plotting period
vector triangle is formed; the vectors lie in a straight line and are coincident.
In figure 3.41 contacts A, B, C, and D are plotted for a 12-minute

interval; own ship’s true vectorT12-R00 is scaled in accordance with this
time. Inspection of the plot for contact A reveals that the DRM is opposite to
own ship’s course; the relative speed is equal to own ship’s speed plus the
contact’s speed. The contact is on a course opposite to own ship’s course at
about the same speed.

Inspection of the plot for contact B reveals that the DRM is opposite to
own ship’s course; the relative speed is equal to own ship’s speed minus the
contact’s speed. The contact is on the same course as own ship at about one-
half own ship’s speed.

Inspection of the plot for contact C reveals that the DRM is opposite to
own ship’s course; the relative speed is equal to own ship’s speed plus the
contact’s speed. The contact is on a course opposite to own ship’s course at
about the same speed.

Inspection of the plot for contact D reveals that the DRM is the same as

own ship’s course; the relative s
own ship’s speed. The contact
twice own ship’s speed.

BLACK LIGHT

“Black light” illumination of th
standard plotting period scale w
would otherwise be required. H
used to facilitate scaling by me
should be used only while scalin
PPI less visible. Therefore, mea
this illumination when it is not re

The shaft of the grease pe
scale should be fluorescent.
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from the initial plotR00 is the direction of

tance between any two timed plots on the
two best plots with the greatest time

asure the distance betweenR00 andM12: 3.0
ime interval (1000 - 1012 = 12m), obtain the
RM) from the Logarithmic Time-Speed-

the Maneuvering Board: 15 knots.
the Maneuvering Board, draw a line
the intersection CPA. The direction of the

tting sheet, i.e., own ship’s position, is the
istance from the center or own ship is the

fromM12 to CPA: 6.0 miles. Using this
tive movement (SRM): 15 knots, obtain the
12 (the time of plotM12) by means of the
m. The estimated time of arrival at CPA is

nots; (3) CPA 326˚, 0.9 mile; (4) ETA at
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EXAMPLE 9

DETERMINATION OF CLOSEST POINT OF APPROACH (CPA)

Situation:

With own ship on course 070˚ and the radar set on the 12-mile range
scale, the other ship is observed as follows:

Required:

(1) Direction of relative movement. (DRM)
(2) Speed of relative movement. (SRM)
(3) Bearing and range at closest point of approach. (CPA)
(4) Estimated time of arrival at CPA.

Solution:

(1) Plot and label the relative positions,R00, M06, andM12, using the 1:1
scale; fair a line through the relative positions; extend this line, therelative
movement line (RML), beyond the center of the Maneuvering Board.

(2) The direction of the RML
relative movement (DRM): 236˚.

(3) Measure the relative dis
RML, preferably between the
separation. In this instance, me
miles. Using the corresponding t
speed of relative movement (S
Distance Scale at the bottom of 

(4) From the center of
perpendicular to the RML; label
CPA from the center of the plo
bearing of the CPA: 326˚; the d
range at CPA: 0.9 mile.

(5) Measure the distance
distance and the speed of rela
minutes to CPA (MCPA) from 10
Time-Speed-Distance Scale: 24
1012 + 24m = 1036.

Answers:

(1) DRM 236˚ (2) SRM 15 k
CPA 1036.

Time Bearing Range (miles) Rel. position

1000 050˚ 9.0 R00
1006 049˚ 7.5 M06
1012 047˚ 6.0 M12
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EXAMPLE 9

NOTES:
1. There should be sufficient plots to

insure accurate construction of the
RML faired through the plots. Should
only two plots be made, there would be
no means of detecting course or speed
changes by the other ship. The
solution is valid only if the other ship
maintains course and speed constant.
Preferably, the timed plots should be
made at equal time intervals. Equal
spacing of the plots timed at regular
intervals and the successive plotting
of the relative positions in a straight
line indicate that the other ship is
maintaining constant course and
speed.

2. This transfer plotting solution
required individual measurements and
recording of the ranges and bearings
of the relative position of ship M at
intervals of time. It also entailed the
normal requirement of plotting the
relative positions on the PPI or
reflection plotter. Visualizing the
concentric circles of the Maneuvering
Board as the fixed range rings of the
PPI, a faster solution may be obtained
by fairing a line through the grease
pencil plot on the PPI and adjusting the
VRM so that the circle described is
tangent to or just touches the RML.
The range at CPA is the setting of the
VRM; the bearing at CPA and the DRM
may be found by use of the parallel-line
cursor (parallel index). The time of the
CPA can be determined with
reasonable accuracy through visual
inspection, i.e., the length along the
RML from M 12 to CPA by quick visual
inspection is about twice the length
between R 00 and M12, representing
about 24 minutes.
Figure 3.50



reveals that between 1000 and 1006, the
at constant speed (successive plots form a
for equal time intervals are equally spaced).
e (RML) from the 1000 plot (R00) through
yond the center of the PPI.
lel-line cursor to heading flash. Place the
arallel to the lines on the cursor and with its
ot graduation on the scale corresponds to
gram (triangle) have been formed:T06-R00
ined by completing the triangle to form the
ctorT06-M06.
tact’s true motion (DMT) can be read by
parallel toT06-M06. After such adjustment,
ates the DTM or true course of the contact.
e motion (STM) can be measured by the
r it can be estimated by comparing the length
d of which in knots is known.

nots.
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EXAMPLE 10

COURSE AND SPEED OF A RADAR CONTACT

Situation:

Own ship is on course 340˚, speed 15 knots. The radar is set on the 12-
mile range scale. A radar contact is observed to be changing course, and
possibly speed, between times 0953 and 1000. While keeping a close watch
of the relative movement, the relative positions of the contact are marked at
frequent intervals on the reflection plotter by grease pencil.

Required:

(1) Course and speed of the contact when it has steadied on course and
speed.

Solution:

(1) The solution is started before the contact steadies on course and
speed through planning:

(a) Since the contact is being observed on the 12-mile range scale, the
standard plotting period for use with the six fixed range rings is 6 minutes.

(b) The observer anticipates that after the contact has been observed
to be on a steady course at constant speed for 6 minutes he will be able to
obtain a rapid solution by using the spacing between range rings as a speed

scale.
(2) Observation of the PPI

contact is on a steady course
straight line on the scope; plots
Draw the relative movement lin
the 1006 plot (M06), extending be

(3) Set center line of paral
standard plotting period scale p
zero graduation atR00. The 15-kn
T06. Two sides of the vector dia
andR00-M06. The solution is obta
contact’s true (course-speed) ve

(4) The direction of the con
adjusting the parallel-line cursor
the radial line of the cursor indic
The speed of the contact’s tru
standard plotting period scale, o
of T06-M06 with T06-R00, the spee

Answers:

(1) Course 252˚, speed 25 k
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EXAMPLE 10

Heading-Upward
Unstabilized PPI Display

with
Stabilized True Bearing

Dial

Scale: 12-mile range setting

Notes:

1. In this example with the
contact observed to be
changing course, and possibly
speed, between times 0953 and
1000, it was necessary to delay
construction of own ship’s true
vector ( T06-R00) until after 1000.
However, when it is not known
that the contact is on other
than a steady course at
constant speed, the solution
can often be expedited by
constructing T06-R00 soon after
the initial observation and then
determining whether the
contact is on a steady course
at constant speed. If such is
the case, the triangle is
completed at time 06.

2. With the display of the
fixed range rings, a practical
solution can be obtained
without the use of the standard
plotting period scale by
visualizing the vector diagram
(triangle) using the spacing
between range rings as the
speed scale.
Figure 3.51



D

ultiples and sub-multiples toT03-R00: The
toT06; the 30-knot graduation corresponds

on corresponds toT1.5.
the contact is on a steady course at constant
ed at time 1.5 (90 seconds) by constructing
en that the contact is on a steady course at
tained at time 03 by completing vectorT03-
rlier solution. Assuming that the contact
lutions obtained at later times should be of

act’s true motion (DTM) at time 06 can be
ine cursor parallel toT06-M06. After such
cursor indicates the DTM or true course of
ntact’s true motion (STM) can be measured

cale, or it can be estimated by comparing the
e speed of which in knots (20) is known.
graduation on the standard plotting period
ectorsT1.5-R00, T03-R00, T4.5-R00, andT06-

knots.
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EXAMPLE 11

COURSE AND SPEED OF RADAR CONTACT BY THE LADDER METHO

Situation:

Own ship is on course 120˚, speed 20 knots. The radar is set on the 6-
mile range scale because small wooden vessels are expected to be
encountered. The range scale setting is being shifted periodically to longer
ranges for possible detection of distant targets. A radar contact is being
plotted on the reflection plotter. Inspection of the plot reveals that the contact
is on steady course at constant speed (see solution step (2) of example 10).

Required:

(1) Course and speed of the radar contact.

Solution:

(1) With the decision made that the solutions will be obtained by rapid
radar plotting, the radar observer further elects to use the Ladder Method in
order to be able torefine the solution as the relative plot for the contact
develops with time.

(2) Since the contact is being observed on the 6-mile range scale, the
standard plotting period for use with the six fixed range rings is 3 minutes.

(3) Set the center line of the parallel-line cursor to heading flash. Place
the standard plotting period scale parallel to the lines of the cursor and with
its zero graduation atR00. The 20-knot graduation on the scale corresponds

to T03. The ladder is drawn in m
40-knot graduation corresponds
to T4.5; and the 10-knot graduati

(4) With the assumption that
speed, the first solution is obtain
vectorT1.5-M1.5. At time 03 it is se
constant speed. The solution ob
M03 is a refinement of the ea
maintains course and speed, so
increasing accuracy.

(5) The direction of the cont
read by adjusting the parallel-l
adjustment, the radial line of the
the contact. The speed of the co
by the standard plotting period s
length ofT06-M06 with T06-R00, th
Note that although the 40-knot
scale corresponds to time 06, v
R00 are all 20-knot vectors.

Answers:

(1) Course 072˚, Speed 22 
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EXAMPLE 11

Heading-Upward
Unstabilized PPI Display

with
Stabilized True Bearing

Dial

Scale: 6-mile range setting

Notes:

1. Using the ladder method,
the radar observer is able to
obtain an approximate solution
quickly and then refine the
solution as the plot develops.

2. This solution was
simplified by starting the timed
plot at some tenth of an hour
after the hour.
Figure 3.52



rue vectors of the vector triangle used in
other ship,T06, describe an arc of radius

llel-line cursor, draw a line throughM06
ect the arc drawn in (2).
with the line throughM06 parallel to the new
ctorT06-Rc, own ship’s true (course-speed)

L.

ing the line drawn fromM06 in a direction
also intersect the same line if extended in

e of own ship based upon this intersection
reverse the direction the other ship would

hip were greater than that of own ship, there
t 18 knots to produce the desired distance at
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EXAMPLE 12

COURSE TO PASS A SHIP AT A SPECIFIED CPA
(Own ship’s speed is greater than that of other ship)

Situation:

Own ship is on course 188˚, speed 18 knots. The radar is set on the 12-
mile range scale. Between times 1730 and 1736 a ship has been observed to
be on a collision course with own ship. By rapid radar plotting, it is found to
be on course 258˚ at 12 knots. The visibility is 2.0 nautical miles.

Required:

(1) Course of own ship at 18 knots to pass ahead of the other ship with a
CPA of 3.0 nautical miles if course is changed to the right when the range is
6.5 nautical miles.

Solution:

(1) Continuing with the plot on the PPI used in finding the true course
and speed of the other ship, plotMx on the RML 6.5 nautical miles from own
ship. Adjust the VRM to 3.0 nautical miles, the desired distance at CPA.
FromMx draw a line tangent to the VRM circle. FromMx two lines can be
drawn tangent to the circle, but the line as drawn fulfills the requirement that
own ship pass ahead of the other ship or that the other ship pass astern of
own ship.

(2) From the origin of the t
finding the DTM and STM of the
equal to the length ofT06-R00.

(3) With the aid of the para
parallel to the new RML to inters

(4) The intersection of the arc
RML establishes the head of ve
vector required to obtain new RM

Answers:

(1) Course 218˚.

Notes:

1. Actually the arc intersect
opposite to the new DRM would
the new DRM. But a new cours
would reverse the new DRM or
plot on the new RML.

2. If the speed of the other s
would be two courses available a
CPA.
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EXAMPLE 12

North-Upward
Stabilized PPI Display

Scale: 12-mile range setting

Notes: (continued)

Generally, the preferred
course is that which results in
the highest relative speed in
order to expedite the safe
passing.

3. After own ship’s course
has been changed, the other
ship should plot approximately
along the new RML, as drawn
and in the desired direction of
relative movement. This
continuity of the plot following
a course change by own ship is
one of the primary advantages
of a stabilized display.
Immediately following any
evasive action, one should
inspect the PPI to determine
whether the target’s bearing is
changing sufficiently and in the
desired direction. With the
stabilized display, the answer is
before the radar observer’s
eyes.
Figure 3.53



rc drawn in (2).
ther ship is greater than that of own ship, the
hM06 at two points. Each intersection
le new own ship’s true vector. Of the two
higher speed of relative movement than the
hich provides the higher SRM or longer
dite the passing. However, in this example a
ecified. This requires the use of vectorT06-
RM.
Heading-Upward PPI display, there is a
t shifting equal and opposite to the amount
nge. Some reflection plotter designs have

automatic shifting of their plotting surfaces
the plot. Without this capability, there is no
lot following course changes of own ship.

o erase the plot and replot the other ship’s
steadies on course. With the VRM set to 3.0
awn tangent to the circle described by the
atched closely to insure that its movement
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EXAMPLE 13

COURSE TO PASS SHIP AT A SPECIFIED CPA
(Own ship’s speed is less than that of other ship)

Situation:

Own ship is on course 340˚, speed 15 knots. The radar is set on the 12-
mile range scale. Between times 0300 and 0306, a ship has been observed to
be on a collision course with own ship. By rapid radar plotting, it is found to
be on course 249˚ at 25 knots. The visibility is 2.0 nautical miles.

Required:

(1) Course of own ship at 15 knots to pass astern of the other ship with
CPA of 3.0 nautical miles if course is changed to the right when the range is
6.0 nautical miles.

Solution:

(1) Continuing with the plot on the PPI used in finding the true course,
speed, and CPA of the other ship, plotMx on the RML 6.0 nautical miles from
own ship. Adjust the VRM to 3.0 nautical miles, the desired distance at CPA.
FromMx two lines can be drawn tangent to the VRM circle, but the line as drawn
fulfills the requirement that own ship pass astern of the other ship.

(2) From the origin of the true vectors of the vector triangle used in
finding the DTM and STM of the other ship,T06, describe an arc of radius
equal toT06-R00.

(3) With the aid of the parallel-line cursor, draw a line throughM06 parallel

to the new RML to intersect the a
(4) Since the speed of the o

arc intersects the line throug
establishes a head of a possib
possible vectors one provides a
other. Generally, true vector w
relative vector is chosen to expe
course change to the right is sp
Rc1, which provides the higher S

(5) With this unstabilized,
complication arising from the plo
and direction of the course cha
provisions for either manual or
to compensate for the shifting of
continuity in the grease pencil p
Consequently, it is necessary t
relative position when own ship
miles, the new RML must be dr
VRM. The other ship must be w
conforms with the new RML.

Answers:

(1) Course 030˚.
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EXAMPLE 13

 Heading-Upward
Unstabilized PPI Display

with
Stabilized True

Bearing Dial

Scale: 12-mile range setting

NOTE:

Examination of the plot
reveals that if own ship
maintains its original true
course (340˚), the intersection
of the original true vector T 06-
R00 of own ship with the line
drawn through M 06 parallel to
the new RML provides the head
of the vector T 06-RC2 required
to effect the desired CPA
without course change. Since
the length of vector T 06-RC2 is
approximately half that of the
original vector T 06-R00, an
instantaneous change to
approximately half the original
speed would produce the
desired results. A lesser
change of course to the right in
conjunction with a speed
reduction could be used to
compensate for deceleration.
Figure 3.54



ATER

e with a reflection plotter mounted thereon,
tive movement line (RML) through these

scale as the radar range setting, determine
speed) vectorT-R of own ship for a time

n the direction of own ship’s coursewith
If after such graphical construction, the
sitionM36, the length of theT36-M36 vector
eed of the observed contact would be zero.

dead in the water or a fixed object, small
s will frequently indicate a small value of
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EXAMPLE 14

VERIFICATION OF FIXED OBJECTS OR RADAR CONTACTS DEAD IN THE W

Situation:

Own ship is on course 340˚, speed 20 knots. The radar is set at the 24-
mile range scale. Radar observations are made as follows:

The RML is parallel to and the DRM is opposite to own ship’s course,
340˚.

Required:

Course and speed of contact in order to verify whether it is dead in the
water or a terrestrial object.

Solution:

(1) On the PPI, preferably on
plot R00, M18, M36. Draw the rela
relative positions.

(2) Using the same distance
the length of the true (course-
interval of 36 minutes: 12 miles.

(3) Draw true vectorT36-R00 i
its head at relative positionR00.
vector origin lies over relative po
would be zero. Thus, the true sp
Even if the observed target is
observational and plotting error
true speed for the contact.

Time Bearing Range (miles) Rel. position

1200 017˚ 22.8 R00
1218 029˚ 17.4 M18
1236 046˚ 14.4 M36
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EXAMPLE 14

Heading-Upward
Unstabilized PPI Display

with
Stabilized True

Bearing Dial

Scale: 24-mile range setting
Figure 3.55



 COURSES

, offset the initial plots (A1, B1, and C1) in
e as the broken lineR-Rc; label each such

w a straight line from the offset initial plot
or C2). The linesRc A2, Rc B2, andRc C2
would result from a course change to 065˚
t time 1006.

—DRM 280˚
—DRM 051˚
—DRM 028˚

relative movement lines for all contacts
tain course and speed, all contacts will plot
ovement lines at safe distances from own
nots.

the use of the relative plot as the relative
ining true course and speed, the true vector

while own ship’s true vector is rotated about
changed in magnitude corresponding to the
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EXAMPLE 15

AVOIDANCE OF MULTIPLE CONTACTS WITHOUT FIRST DETERMINING THE TRUE
AND SPEEDS OF THE CONTACTS

Situation:

Own ship is on course 000˚, speed 20 knots. With the stabilized relative
motion display radar set at the 12-mile range setting, radar contacts A, B,
and C are observed and plotted directly on the PPI or reflection plotter. The
plots at time 1000 are considered as the initial plots in the solution.

Required:

(1) Determine the new relative movement lines for contacts A, B, and C
which would result from own ship changing course to 065˚ and speed to 15
knots at time 1006.

(2) Determine whether such course and speed change will result in
desirable or acceptable CPA’s for all contacts.

Solution:

(1) With the center of the PPI as their origin, draw own ship’s true
vectorsT-RandT-Rc for the course and speed in effect or to be put in effect
at times 1000 and 1006, respectively. Using the distance scale of the radar
presentation, draw each vector of length equal to the distance own ship will
travel through the water during the time interval of the relative plot (relative
vector), 6 minutes. VectorT-R, having a speed of 20 knots, is drawn 2.0
miles in length in true direction 000˚; vectorT-Rc, having a speed of 15
knots, is drawn 1.5 miles in length in true direction 065˚.

(2) Draw a broken line betweenR andRc.

(3) For contacts A, B, and C
the same direction and distanc
offset plot Rc.

(4) In each relative plot, dra
Rc, through the final plot (A2 or B2
represent the new RMLs which
and speed change to 15 knots a

Answers:

(1) New RML of contact A
New RML of contact B
New RML of contact C

(2) Inspection of the new
indicates that if all contacts main
along their respective relative m
ship on course 065˚, speed 15 k

Explanation:

The solution is based upon
vector. With each contact mainta
for each contact remains static
its originT to the new course and
new speed.
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EXAMPLE 15

North-Upward
Stabilized PPI Display

 Scale: 12-mile range setting
Figure 3.56



time the contact moves in deduced true
to M03 as shown in figure 3.44. With the

ontact producing the two true vectors of the
mpleted to provide the relative vectorR03-
ides the RML, by means of which the CPA

itial range and bearing, it follows that the
e end of the EBL from the initial position
iangle. Therefore theR-T-M triangle can
een times 00 and 03 by constructing the
e EBL to the position the contact occupies
ows the completion of theR-T-M triangle at
r, as indicated above, the triangle can be
ative vector and the RML can be obtained
n of plot time. This fact enhances the
ables real-time visualization of the RML
nt position of the contact in relation to the
turn, enables the observer to determine the

n desired, a procedure similar to obtaining
tion display (see examples 12 and 13) can
7, the CPA is increased by course change
the position own ship occupies on the PPI

A in the true motion mode was devised by
ad, All-weather Navigation Department,
and Graduate Studies, Linthicum Heights,
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PRACTICAL SOLUTION FOR CPA IN TRUE MOTION MODE

A practical solution for CPA in the true motion mode is dependent upon
a feature normally provided with a true motion radar: some form of
electronic bearing line (EBL) that can hold the range and bearing to which
set. With the EBL originating at own ship moving in true motion on the PPI,
it follows that if the EBL is held at an initial setting, theend of the EBL
moves at the same speed as own ship along a parallel path. Or theendof the
EBL follows own ship in true motion.

The true motions of own ship and of a contact are shown in figure 3.42
after observation for about 3 minutes. With own ship (at the center of the
range rings) on course 000˚ at 20 knots, its tail has a length about equal to
the 1-mile range ring interval, 1 mile being the distance own ship travels in 3
minutes at 20 knots. The tail of the contact bearing 045˚ at 4 miles indicates
that the contact is on true course 280˚ at 30 knots. At this point it should be
noted that the accuracy of the true motion displayed is dependent upon the
accuracies of own ship course and speed inputs, particularly the speed input,
and other errors associated with dead reckoning, such as those due to
currents. Therefore, true motion solutions should be considered more
approximate than those derived from stabilized relative motion displays.

Due to the fact that unlike relative motion, the true motion is not
actually observed but is deduced from observed relative motion and
estimatedown ship course and speed over ground inputs, the true motion
displayed on the PPI is better calleddeduced true motion.

Figure 3.43 shows the EBL set at the contact at the initial position (time
00), which is labeledT00. Own ship’s position at this time is also labeled 00.
If own ship is dead reckoned to the time 03 position as shown in figure 3.44,
with the EBL holding the range and bearing to which set at time 00, the end
of the EBL, moving in parallel motion at the same rate as the true motion of
ship, arrives atR03 at the same time as own ship reaches the time 03 dead

reckoning position. During this
motion from its initial position,T00
motions of own ship and of the c
R-T-M triangle, the triangle is co
M03, the extension of which prov
is determined. See figure 3.45.

With the EBL holding the in
motions of the contact and of th
continuously generate theR-T-M tr
be completed at any time betw
relative vector from the end of th
at the same time. Figure 3.46 sh
times 01, 02, and 03. Howeve
completed at any time. The rel
without any direct consideratio
practicality of the solution. It en
through observation of the curre
end of the moving EBL. This, in
CPA very quickly.

Should the CPA be less tha
a desired CPA on a relative mo
be used. As shown in figure 3.4
only. The CPA is measured from
at plot time 03.

This practical solution for CP
Captain Wayne M. Waldo, He
Maritime Institute of Technology
Maryland.
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Own ship’s course 000˚
speed 20 knots

Contact’s course 280˚
speed 30 knots

Range-ring interval: 1 mile
Figure 3.57 True motion display



Own ship’s course 000˚
speed 20 knots

Contact’s course 280˚
speed 30 knots

Range-ring interval: 1 mile
132

Figure 3.58 - Electronic bearing line set at initial time position of contact moving in true motion.
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Own ship’s course 000˚
speed 20 knots

Contact’s course 280˚
speed 30 knots

Range-ring interval: 1 mile
Figure 3.59 - True motion display with electronic bearing line holding the bearing and range at which initially set.



Own ship’s course 000˚
speed 20 knots

Contact’s course 280˚
speed 30 knots

Range-ring interval: 1 mile
134

Figure 3.60 - Solution for CPA on true motion display.
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Own ship’s course 000˚
speed 20 knots

Contact’s course 280˚
speed 30 knots
Figure 3.61 - Construction of R-T-M triangle at any time.



Own ship’s course 000˚
speed 20 knots

Contact’s course 280˚
speed 30 knots

Range-ring interval: 1 mile

Desired CPA: 1.5 miles
136

Figure 3.62 - Solution for desired CPA.
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IRECTION OF
PLAY

to the left if the relative plot curves to the

espective of the position of the contact in

e-scope contact will curve to its left when

-the-scope contact will curve to its right

urse, left or right, will have little effect on
e contact until the contact’s classification is
pe contact or a down-the-scope contact. Then
riate rule.

the exception of a speed increase, ANY
r speed reduction-will cause an across-the-
relative to the heading flash position at the

t, again barring a speed increase, a target
s maximum downscope position and cannot
ope by any maneuver of the observer’s ship.

)

g maneuver depends, in part, upon the SRM
ose SRM is high will show less change in
ocated contact with a low SRM.
llision courses approaching the observer’s
one contact 40˚ on the observer’s port bow

A right turn will result in a small change in
ard and a much larger change in the one to
RAPID PREDICTIONS OF THE EFFECTS OF EVASIVE ACTION ON THE COMPASS D
RELATIVE MOVEMENT WHEN USING A STABILIZED RELATIVE MOTION DIS

INTRODUCTION

In a risk of collision situation, thetrue or compassdirection of relative
movement must be changed. Simple rules for rapid prediction of the change
in the compass direction of relative movement (DRM) of a radar contact
resulting from a course or speed change by own ship can be invaluable,
particularly in confusing multiple-contact situations. Such rules presented
here are based on those developed by Mr. Max H. Carpenter and Captain
Wayne M. Waldo, members of the faculty of the Maritime Institute of
Technology and Graduate Studies, Linthicum Heights, Maryland.

The rules can be used only when using astabilized relative motion
display. Attempting to apply these rules using an unstabilized radar display
could be very dangerous since a high degree of compass orientation is
required to discover and avoid the risk of collision. Preferably, the
radarscope should have high persistence.

CLASSIFICATION OF RADAR CONTACTS

Through brief inspection of the DRMs of the several contacts on the
radarscope with respect to the direction of the heading flash, a particular contact
can be classified as beingup-the-scopeif its relative motion is generally in the
same direction as the heading flash anddown-the-scopeif its relative motion is
generally in the opposite direction to the heading flash. A contact is considered
anacross-the-scope, or “limbo” contact,if its relative motion is at right angles
to the heading flash.

RULES FOR COURSE CHANGE

The following rules provide predictions of how a contact’s relative plot
and DRM will change as a result of a course change by own ship to the right.
If the course change is to the left, the opposite effect can be predicted.

Changes in the relative plot and DRM are described as being to the right
if, following a course change, the relative plot curves to the right of its

original direction; the change is
left of its original direction.

The predictions are valid irr
range and bearing.

Up-the-scope

The relative plot of an up-th
own ship turns right.

Down-the-scope

The relative plot of a down
when own ship turns right.

Across-the-scope

Any change of own ship’s co
the DRM of an across-the-scop
changed to either an up-the-sco
the contact will follow the approp

Stated another way, with
maneuver—right turn, left turn, o
scope target to go UPSCOPE,
start of the maneuver.

A corollary of this states tha
moving across-the-scope is at it
be made to move further downsc

Speed of Relative Motion (SRM

The effectiveness of a turnin
of the radar target. A target wh
relative motion than a similarly l

Assume two contacts on co
vessel at the same speed, with
and the other 40˚ to starboard.
the DRM of the contact to starbo



if own ship were the faster ship. Note that
wn ship in the up-the-scope and across-

cisions using the DRM technique, speed
adequate. The observer need only know

about one-half, three-fourths, or twice own

course change against targets
eds of relative motion.
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port. The difference is explained by the fact that the turn toward the
starboard contact raised its SRM, making it more difficult to change. The
port contact’s SRM was reduced. As a result, the amount of DRM change
was greater.

Thus, the effectiveness of a turn to avoid a contact is enhanced by
turning away from the contact. This is illustrated in Figure 3.48.

RULES FOR SPEED CHANGE

The following rules provide predictions of how a contact’s relative
motion changes with a speed change by own ship. The predictions are valid
irrespective of the position of the contact in range and bearing.

Reduced Speed

The relative plot moves up-the-scope when own ship reduces speed or
stops.

Increased Speed

The relative plot moves down-the-scope when own ship increases speed.

APPLICATION

Figures 3.49 to 3.52 illustrate the use of the rules in evaluating the
effects of evasive action by own ship.

When the contact is faster than own ship, the effect of own ship’s
evasive action on the compass direction of relative movement is

generally less than it would be
the contact isalways fasterthan o
the-scope cases.

In making maneuvering de
information on a ratio basis is
whether the contact’s speed is
ship’s speed for example.

Figure 3.63 - Effects of a 
with different spe
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tive plots reveal risks of collisions with the
action is now taken.

ning to base course since a 1.5-mile CPA is

yland.
View A.— Upon switching from standby to operate on the 6-mile range setting, three
contacts are detected.

View B.—After 3 minutes the high persistence rela
contacts on the starboard bow and beam. Evasive 

View C.—After 5 minutes a 60˚ turn to the right has resulted in changes in the DRM of all
contacts. The up-the-scope contact is swinging to its left and is nearly an across-the-
scope contact; the down-the-scope contact is swinging to its right; and the originally
across-the-scope has become a down-the-scope contact.

View D.—After 9 minutes own ship can begin retur
being achieved on the closest contact.

Reproduced by Courtesy of Maritime Institute of Technology and Graduate Studies, Linthicum Heights, Mar
Figure 3.64 - Predicting effects of evasive action.



chieving a 1.5-mile CPA. The beam contact
s true course and speed is about the same

esulted in a close quarters situation.

yland.
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View E.— At 3 minutes the evasive action taken was a 35˚ turn to the left instead of the
60˚ turn to the right shown in view C of figure 3.49. After 5 minutes the down-the-scope
contact is swinging to its left; the up-the-scope contact is swinging to its right and is an
across-the-scope contact now.

View F.—After 9 minutes the 35˚ turn to the left is a
has lost most of its relative motion, revealing that it
as that of own ship at this time.

View G.—At 3 minutes the evasive action taken was that of stopping instead of course
change. After 5 minutes the relative plots are swinging up-the-scope.

View H.—After 11 minutes, the action to stop has r

Reproduced by Courtesy of Maritime Institute of Technology and Graduate Studies, Linthicum Heights, Mar
Figure 3.65 - Predicting effects of evasive action.
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ntacts will pass clear, but contact whose

ituation illustrated in View K the conning
otes that the contact bearing 125˚ will pass
25˚.
yland.
View I.— After 3 minutes the evasive action taken is that of increasing speed from half to
full speed ahead. After 5 minutes the relative plots are swinging down-the-scope. It is
apparent that the contact whose DRM is 195˚ will pass close but clear.

View J.—After 10 minutes it is obvious that all co
DRM is 195˚ will clear by only one-half mile.

View K.—A high density situation. View L.—Trying for a 1-mile CPA in the high density s
officer comes to course 060˚. After 2 minutes he n
too close. Therefore, he starts to come to course 1

Reproduced by Courtesy of Maritime Institute of Technology and Graduate Studies, Linthicum Heights, Mar
Figure 3.66 - Predicting effects of evasive action.



n  resume his original course.
yland.
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View M.— The relative plots of all contacts are changing according to the rules. View N.— After 6 minutes the conning officer ca
Reproduced by Courtesy of Maritime Institute of Technology and Graduate Studies, Linthicum Heights, Mar

Figure 3.67 - Predicting effects of evasive action.
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cking.
pass Drive provides an accurate north
ly interfaces with most gyro compasses. A 3
capability also assures compliance with
l installations.
dar video as an input to the computer. The
bols are then electronically superimposed

e radar picture. As a result, observers are
assisted by target vectors, potential collision
ance data.

argets out to 40 nautical miles. By pressing
he EBL (Electronic Bearing Line) joystick
a circle over the target, a vector will grow,
gth and direction will show the target’s

e figures 3.54 and 3.55) may be selected to
he vector time base may be set to STD
vector whose length is 25 mm (1 in.) for

on the selected range scale. In the dynamic
se may be continuously adjusted from 1 to

is displayed by four continuously updated
 in course and speed.

a safety zone that warns of dangerous
(Closest Point of Approach) and Time to

y the SAFE LIMITS thumbwheel switches.
fe CPA/TCPA limits will alert the navigator
AUTOMATIC RADAR PLOTTING AIDS (ARPA’s)

Automatic radar plotting aids are computer assisted radar data
processing systems which generate predictive vectors and other ship
movement information which is then used in collision avoidance. The
predictive vectors and other information produced are based upon historical
data.

Depending upon the orientation of the display, systems may be
described as North-Upward (stabilized), Course-Upward (stabilized), or
Heading-Upward (unstabilized).

Depending upon the type of motion, the displays are classified as true
motion or relative motion.

While many different models of ARPA’s are available on the market, the
following functions are common to all ARPA’s:

1. The ability to track targets and display collision assessment
information about these targets. This information includes, but may not be
limited to:

a. Range and bearing to the target.
b. Course and speed of the target.
c. Closest point of approach.
d. Time to closest point of approach.

2. The ability to acquire and track targets in a manual and/or automatic
setting.

3. The ability to display collision assessment information directly on the
PPI, using vectors (true or relative) or a graphical Predicted Area of Danger
(PAD) display.

4. The ability to perform trial maneuvers, including course changes,
speed changes, and combined course/speed changes.

COMPUTER GENERATED SYSTEMS

Raytheon Collision Avoidance System (RAYCAS V)

RAYCAS V (an acronym for Raytheon Collision Avoidance System)
combines a Mariners Pathfinder 16-inch Bright Display Radar and a tracking
computer.

The RAYCAS V can be interfaced to operate with other marine radar
systems as well as with Raytheon Bright Display Radars.

A key element in the effectiveness of RAYCAS V is the Raytheon 16-
inch Bright Display Unit (see figure 3.53). Two-level video daylight viewing
and automatic interference rejection provide a clear picture essential for

reliable target acquisition and tra
Raytheon’s Adaptive Com

stabilized presentation and easi
and 10-cm radar interswitch
regulatory requirements for dua

RAYCAS V digitizes basic ra
computer-generated ARPA sym
directly on the bright display liv
using a real radar presentation
points, and other collision avoid

Acquisition and Tracking

RAYCAS V tracks up to 20 t
ACQUIRE TARGET and using t
on the radar display to position
and within a short time its len
accurate speed and course.

Vectors, True or Relative

True or Relative vectors (se
show target’s future position. T
(Standard) which will produce a
each 15 knots of target speed
vector mode, the vector time ba
100 minutes.

Target Trails

A target’s past true position
plot markers that show changes

Safe Limits Setting

To surround own ship with
targets, the minimum safe CPA
CPA (TCPA) may be selected b
A tracked target violating the sa
by:
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Figure 3.68 - RAYCAS V display unit.

The illustrations and text describing Raytheon’s
RAYCAS V and RAYPATH collision avoidance radar

systems are used by permission and courtesy of the
Raytheon Marine Company.
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presentation. An electronic marker at the
ly shows the North reference.

)

collision could occur when target maintains
 maintains speed.
re displayed with TRUE vectors, their PCPs
. PCPs are illustrated in figure 3.57.

is available on the 6, 12, and 24 nm range
ly centered with two guard zones appearing.
at 4 nm, while the outer zone may be set by
een the inner guard zone and 22 nm. The
et presentation for extended viewing.
enters the guard zones will be automatically
TO ACQUIRED warning. The target will
its range/bearing, speed/course, and CPA/
al display. Within a short time, its True or

ure 3.54, but with True Vectors.)
ctor and no target trails. The tips of own and
me CPA as shown in the relative-vector, figure
Visual “Target Danger” light and audible beeps.
Flashing vector.
Designating each dangerous target as it occurs: gives automatic readout

of its CPA/TCPA and course/speed.

Trial Maneuvers

Trial maneuvers (see figure 3.56) can be carried out with Relative or
True vectors, which will flash on the display if they fall within the minimum
CPA/TCPA settings. After pressing TRIAL MAN, a large T appears at the
bottom of the scope to alert the operator of the simulated presentation.

To select a trial course and/or speed change, the EBL POSITION and
TRIAL SPEED controls are turned smoothly until the vectors stop flashing
and are positioned outside the minimum CPA/TCPA settings. The selected
trial course and speed are also shown in the numerical display.

North Up/Course Up Scope Presentations

The RAYCAS system can be selected to operate in either a NORTH UP

or COURSE UP stabilized PPI
periphery of the PPI continuous

Potential Collision Points (PCPs

A PCP is a point at which a
course and speed and own ship

When targets under track a
(small circles) may be displayed

Auto Acquire

The AUTO ACQUIRE mode
scales; the presentation is initial
The inner zone is generally set
the Variable Range Marker betw
operator may then select an offs

Any approaching target that
acquired, initiating TARGET AU
be designated by a circle, and
TCPA will appear in the numeric
Relative vector will appear.

Figure 3.69 - (6 N.M. Range) Centered, Course Up, Relative Vectors.
With the True North marker at 333˚, CPA at 1 N.M., and TCPA at 15 minutes, the relative

vectors above show the target’s future relative position at 10 minutes as selected by the
VECTOR TIME control. Target trails indicate the past true positions.

Target at 325˚ violates our safe CPA/TCPA and is dangerous. It shows a flashing vector
and numerical CPA readout of 0.25 miles with TCPA at 10 minutes. Target at 015˚ is
stationary and shows no target trails.

Figure 3.70 - (Same as fig
Stationary target at 015˚ shows no ve

dangerous target’s true vectors indicate the sa
3.54.
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des permit easy access to special functions

ary Lines

d Drift in Auto Drift Mode

 Correction
used with the alignment program, and for

ograms (pre-programmed fairways, channel

larms alert the navigator of hazardous
 malfunction.

 Up, True Motion, True Vectors.
rgets with trails, true vectors and PCP points.
course with two potential collision points. The

 an impending collision.
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Acquisition Exclusion Boundaries (AEB’s)

Two exclusion boundary lines may be positioned on the display to
exclude unwanted targets from being acquired by the guard zones. These
lines may be positioned relative to own ship or fixed to the land as shown in
figure 3.58.

Numerical Display

RAYCAS V continuously computes and updates data for all targets
being tracked. Any tracked target can be designated for numerical
presentation of speed and course, CPA and TCPA, as well as either Range
and Bearing or BCR (Bow Crossing Range) and BCT (Bow Crossing Time).

To select a target for numerical display, press DESIG TARGET and
position the circle over the target with the joystick. The target’s
COURSE/SPEED and CPA/TCPA is immediately displayed. By pressing
RANGE/BEARING or BCR/BCT push buttons, either can be shown.
Own ship Speed and Course, as well as Own vector Length and Time,

can also be selected for displa

Data Entry

Keyboard entry of simple co
such as:

Acquisition Exclusion Bound
Centered PPI and EBL
Numerical readout of Set an
Data Printer Activation
Small Acquisition Window
High Lat. Gyro/Speed Error
In addition, the Keyboard is

existing and future navigation pr
routing, etc.).

Warnings

Both visual and audible a
navigation conditions or system

Figure 3.71 - (Centered, Course-Up, Relative Vectors, Trial Maneuver.)
Having analyzed the situation in figures 3.54 and 3.55, a Trial Maneuver is exercised.
With a simulated course change of 025˚, to the right, the relative vector of the

dangerous target at 325˚ now moves outside the CPA at 1 N.M. and stops flashing. The
dotted EBL shows the planned course change with the trial course and speed displayed in
the numerical readout panel (COURSE 052˚ and SPEED 16 knots). The trial course 052˚ is
counted from the True North marker at 333˚ to 025˚.

Figure 3.72 - Offset, North
This True Motion presentation shows ta

The target at 318˚ has high speed and is on a
second point is on our heading line predicting
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NLY eliminate all target vectors and trails
ets which violate the selected CPA/TCPA
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o 100 minutes ahead. TRIAL SPEED sets
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ed.
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ever is appropriate for the existing weather.
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 with one 16-inch or 12-inch
.

med Fairways Option

e pre-programmed with up to 1,500
se can be used to display courses to be
t navigational points.
dar operator enters range/bearing or x/y
Electronic Bearing Line (EBL)

A continuously visible EBL with a range dot may be fixed to own
ship for range and bearing measurements or positioned “free” anywhere
on the display to measure the distance and direction between any two
points.

Targets

ACQUIRE TARGET is used for manual acquisition.
TRUE MARK places a true motion compensated circle at any desired

position on PPI.
CANCEL TARGET and CANCEL ALL TARGETS cancel tracking of

individual or all Targets/True Marks.
DESIG TARGET provides readout of target data on the numerical

display.
AUTO ACQUIRE initiates automatic acquisition and Guard Zones.
POTENTIAL COLLISION POINTS presents both True Vectors and

PCP’s simultaneously.

Vectors

DANGEROUS VECTORS O
on the picture, except for targ
SAFE LIMITS.

Own Ship

Push buttons select presen
Speed input, log or manual (thu

RESET returns own ship’s o
30% view aft) with heading line 

OFFSET permits own ship’s
70% radius on scope.

Manual Control Panel

DRIFT DIRECTION and DR
drift data when AUTO-DRIFT is
can show the future traffic situat
vectors to a future position up t
trial maneuvering speed.

Raytheon Interswitched Radar S

The Raytheon Interswitch p
Display Radars to be interswitch

For example, a single RAYC
X-band or S-band radars, which

The Interswitch Unit permits
combinations with two radar tran

Two RAYCAS V display
One RAYCAS display w
True Motion Display.
One RAYCAS V display
Relative Motion Display

RAYCAS V Accessories Program

The RAYCAS V may b
predetermined waypoints. The
steered, fairways, and significan

Using the keyboard, the ra

Figure 3.73 - (Acquisition Exclusion Boundaries [AEB’s].)
This display shows two AEB’s excluding unwanted land masses.
The target at 220˚, which has entered the outer guard zone, has been automatically

acquired and designated (circle over the target) for readout in the numerical display. Manual
acquisition of targets may also be used in the AUTO ACQUIRE mode.
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coordinates of the waypoint into the battery protected memory. When
recalled, these positions will define fairways or reference points. If need be,
these positions may be updated by a simple keyboard operation to reflect
current navigation situations.

The tracking of a pre-programmed fixed reference target will–in
conjunction with the AUTO-DRIFT mode–ensure stable and accurate
fairways, independent of manual drift settings.

Printer Interface

A hard copy printer may be installed with RAYCAS V for periodic data
logging of own ship and targets under track.

The data shown for each tracked target is identical to the target data
available in the numerical display panel. The data will also list the time and
identification of newly acquired, dangerous and designated targets.

Performance Monitor

Provides the operator with an accurate means to monitor radar
performance and a means of tuning receiver in absence of actual
targets.

Using RAYCAS V With Other Radars

The Raytheon Adaptive Interface Unit permits a RAYCAS V display to
be interfaced with other radars.

RAYPATH ARPA Operation Panel

Operation panel, figure 3.59, features front panel illumination with a
backlit keyboard for comfortable viewing at night, twilight, and in daylight.
High-intensity red LED numerals are provided on Designated Target section
and Data Set section. LEDs also indicate other functions in operation.
Automatic warning symbols immediately indicate target-hazard information,
equipment failures, or operator errors. Built-in self-test capability ensures
that all functions are operating correctly. “Trackball” makes target
acquisition fast and precise. Permits RAYPATH operator to quickly
designate targets, cancel targets, move EBL, place a “true mark,” and offset
own ship.

Display Choices

With RAYPATH, the CRT dis
Motion, stabilized North-up or C

With any of these selections
direction to provide greater rang

For CRT display see figures

Significant Operating Features

RAYPATH generates true or
targets are selected, a∆ symbol wi

Target vectors build up to fu
scans of target acquisition.

RAYPATH maintains contin
vectors during own ship’s course

RAYPATH calculates accu
Collision Points) during own ship

CPA and TCPA of the de
DESIGNATED TARGET panel.

In relative vector mode, CPA
and with a TCPA of less than 3
head indicates CPA, arrow shaf
PCPs are indicated by a cross.
target.

RAYPATH accurately tracks
targets, by—

Continuously adjusting the
minimizes window overlapping
eliminates vector swap.

Keyboard selection of a min
targets close to shorelines and r

Tracking of up to 6 targets o
information.

Displaying relative speeds t
RAYPATH changes from No

delay.
Navigation marks remain ac

gyro and speed input informatio
Autodrift corrects for errors

stabilizes scope presentation, p
Relative course and speed o

and information is displayed in D
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Figure 3.74 - RAYPATH Operation panel.



ge. Relative vectors, with VRM set at 0.5 nm to
to starboard in Trial Maneuver to indicate new

CPA.

nge. Relative vectors have been extended with
tify target’s Closest Point of Approach ↑.
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Figure 3.75 - North-up presentation, 3 nm range. True vectors with PCP’s. VRM set at 0.5 nm
to show CPA circle. (Two targets will enter CPA.) PCP’s ✝ Indicate Point of Possible Collision
for each target when each target maintains course and speed and ownship maintains speed.

Figure 3.76 - North-up presentation, 3 nm range. Relative vectors, with VRM set at 0.5 nm to
show CPA circle. CPA symbols ↑ Inside VRM indicate Closest Point of Approach for two
targets. If targets and ownship maintain speed and course. Trail dots indicate past true

position of targets.

Figure 3.77 - North-up presentation, 3 nm ran
show CPA circle. Course has changed 30˚ 

Figure 3.78 - North-up presentation, 3 nm ra
RAYPATH Vector Time Control to iden
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s up to 20 targets at ranges from 0.1 to 20
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cross over the target, a vector will grow
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GET legend will appear on WARNING
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ppear on the DESIGNATED TARGET panel

in the OWNERSHIP panel section, a large
e scope presentation to indicate that the
RAYPATH operator, using the DATA SET
ction, adjusts “OWNERSHIP SPEED” and
Acquisition and Tracking

The RAYPATH system track
nm. By selecting ACQUIRE mo
using the trackball to position a
within 60 seconds, or less, and
the target’s course and speed.

True and Relative Vectors

True and relative vectors m
produce a vector whose length i
the dynamic vector mode, the v
from 0 to 100 minutes.

 Target Trails

Five to 30 minutes of th
continuously-updated plot mark
interval between the plot marker
Keyboard Mode.

Setting Safe Limits

To surround own ship with a
dangerous targets, the minimum
by selecting CPA-TCPA input an

The navigator will receive th
the CPA-TCPA limits.

A visual DANGEROUS TAR
panel, and audio beeps will sou

A flashing vector and✲ symb
dangerous target.

Automatic numeric read-ou
speed, range, and bearing will a
section.

Trial Maneuvers

After selecting TRIAL mode
T appears at the bottom of th
presentation is simulated. The
controls on the INPUT panel se

Figure 3.79 - North-up presentation, 3 nm range. True vectors. True markers x have been
placed over aids to navigation, using the RAYPATH trackball, to clearly indicate harbor

entrance channel. symbol at bottom of display indicates least dangerous target.

Figure 3.80 - North-up presentation, 3 nm range. True vectors. A dangerous target is
indicated within CPA circle. symbol over target indicates designated target. Read-outs

on headset panel will display target information.
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“OWNERSHIP HEADING” to indicate on the readouts the speed and
heading desired in simulating a trial maneuver. This information is
automatically transferred graphically onto the scope presentation, where it is
shown with existing displays of targets’ positions and movements. This
combined scope presentation allows the navigator to determine at a glance
whether a planned maneuver will safely avoid a collision with a potentially
dangerous target, and with all other targets in the area.

Systems Test Mode

Using a keyboard entry, the RAYPATH system may be tested by the
operator to determine whether or not inputs, outputs, alignment, and
processor are functioning correctly.

Interswitch Capability

RAYPATH interswitch capability permits any two models of Raytheon
Bright Display Radars to be interswitched.

Adaptive Interface Unit

The Raytheon Adaptive Interface Unit permits a RAYPATH display to
be interfaced with certain other selected models of radar systems.

THE SPERRY CASTTM IV COLLISION
AVOIDANCE SYSTEM

 Patented PADTM Method

In the assessment of potential collision situations, the Sperry Predicted
Area of Danger (PAD) method uses computer-generated graphics to provide
the solution to the radar plotting problem. The navigator does not need to
operate vector length controls, or switch from relative to true tracks in order
to obtain target threat information.

The PAD method solves the problem directly and automatically. It
displays a presentation of possible collision threats. Each computer-
generated PAD is displayed on the PPI as a graphic hexagonal symbol (see
figure 3.66). The size of the PAD shown on the PPI is determined by the
operator-selected Closest Point of Approach (CPA) input. Therefore,
entering the boundaries of the PAD will result in a passing distance which is
less than the preselected margin of safety. Such an intrusion heightens the

possibility of a collision.
The watch officer sees at

intersects, indicating a CPA less
He also sees what course he ca
that his own ship’s heading line
determines the PAD, is made
heading. Collision areas, therefo
ship, even astern. The PAD’s sim
The operator treats the PAD as 

The illustrations and text
system and Predicted Area of D
and courtesy of the Sperry Mari

Acquisition and Tracking

Up to 20 targets can be sel
on the range scale selected, targ
up to 72 nautical miles.

When selected for tracking
identifying number and is bracke
consisting of two short parallel
track; the centering of the target
of how well the target is being tr

For each target being track
speed are initially determined;
Tracked targets which move out
range scale will be automaticall
which are no longer of interest
command.

The system also calculates
time to the closest point of app
own ship. This information is us
the Target Threat alarms.

Vectors—True or Relative

Vectors can be selected to
length, including own ship’s spee
travel in a selected time interval.
it can be an arbitrary selection, o
to a distance determined from th

True vectors provide target
orientation (or north if North-up
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Figure 3.81 - Pictorial depiction of rings, lines, and ARPA symbols.



he length of the vector is not scaled to the
PAD is determined by the Range Scale

set. The distance from the center of the PAD
t CPA distance.
does not present a danger to own ship
or which is scaled in the same manner as if
ed.

es the capability of setting two zone guard
gs are the settings for an automatic warning
arm condition whenever any target, either
o a guarded zone. Guard Ring 1 may be set in
s; Guard Ring 2 may be set in range from 1

er an area of from one to 360˚ and can be
pect to own ship’s heading. Once set, the ring
; each ring shifts with changes in own ship’s

ith respect to own ship is constantly guarded.
e selected, the operator has the option of
ing of any target which passes inside a ring.
et which passes inside a defined ring will be
splay all selected ARPA symbols exactly as
lly. If the Automatic Acquisition function is
enerated each time a target passes inside a
 be taken by the system.
ide the displayed area on the screen. Targets

d generate an alarm and be acquired for
d) in the same manner as if the ring was

screen.
d by a pair of dotted arcs spaced3/8 of a

de)

rator to evaluate the effect of speed and
aneuvers are actually performed. The system
and PAD for all tracked targets when the
urse and/or speed change of own ship. The
displayed for each target as if own ship were
 manner.
time interval could be selected so that the end of own ship’s speed vector is
extended to the entrance of a channel or other point of interest. The end of
the vector associated with each target would show where each target would
be when own ship reaches the indicated point.

Relative vectors provide target course information with reference to own
ship. As an example, the time interval could be adjusted so that the end of
any target vector which is directed toward own ship is extended to own
ship’s position. This would show the number of minutes until the target of
interest would collide with own ship, assuming no evasive action is taken by
either vessel.

History Dots

The history dots display allows the past position history of each tracked
target to be viewed. A curved history dot track indicates heading changes,
while a change in the spacing between the dots indicates a change has
occurred in the target’s speed.

A dot is added at the target’s previous position at the rate of one dot per
set time interval up to a maximum of five displayed dots. The dot spacing
time interval, selected by the operator (and based on traffic conditions, range
scale selected, and the speed of average targets in the display area), can be
set from 1 to 12 minutes in one minute increments.

PAD Display Mode

The PAD display mode provides a direct visual indication of the
Predicted Area of Danger to own ship for each tracked target. This mode is
an extension of the True Vectors display mode and can be selected in North-
Up or Course-Up display, in True Motion mode, and with either centered or
offset display selected. When the PAD display is selected, the processor
calculates the minimum approach distance for each tracked target for all
possible headings of own ship.

If any target is calculated to approach closer to own ship than the set
CPA distance for any possible heading of own ship, then a PAD symbol is
drawn to enclose the area inside the CPA. This display allows danger areas to
be avoided by simply steering a course such that own ship’s heading flasher
does not pass through any nearby displayed PAD. The shape of the PAD for
each target will vary in length, depending on target speed.

When a PAD is drawn for a target, the Target Track Vector extends to a
point inside the PAD. The end point of the vector represents a possible
collision point. Under the circumstances, the vector represents the true

course of the target; however, t
target speed. The width of the
selected and the CPA distance
to one side of the PAD is the se

Any tracked target which
continues to display a true vect
the PAD display were not select

Guard Rings

The RASCAR system provid
rings around own ship. These rin
system which generates an al
tracked or untracked, passes int
range from 3 to 5.6 nautical mile
to 17.6 nautical miles.

Each ring can be set to cov
positioned at any bearing with res
bearing is referenced to own ship
heading so that the same zone w

Whenever Guard Rings ar
automatically acquiring the track
If this mode is selected, any targ
acquired and tracked and will di
if the target was acquired manua
not selected, an alarm will be g
Guard Ring; no other action will

Guard Rings can be set outs
which pass inside a ring woul
tracking (if this mode is selecte
actually being displayed on the 

Displayed rings are indicate
nautical mile apart.

Trial Maneuvers (Simulation Mo

This feature allows the ope
course changes before these m
calculates the resultant vector
operator enters a simulated co
results of these calculations are
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displayed in response to detection of faults
AR system; they may not indicate a fault in
. The five external faults are radar trigger,
blems, heading input, and speed input.

isplayed in response to hardware faults or to
d tests which are performed on the internal
BITE (Built-In Test Equipment)

The Radar Test (BITE) Mode selects a display of simulated targets on the
screen to check the operation of the FTC and Auto Sea-Clutter control functions.

Fault Codes are displayed whenever a System Fault is detected. There
are two types of system fault indicators—external fault messages and
internal fault numbers.

External fault messages are
which are external to the RASC
the RASCAR system hardware
antenna rotation, transceiver pro

Internal fault numbers are d
the failure of software-generate
circuits of the display unit.
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tion displays, landmasses are readily
erally steady brilliance of the relatively large
land should be at positions expected from

ional position. On relative motion displays,
and at rates opposite and equal to the actual
ndividual pips do not move relative to one
, landmasses do not move on the PPI if there
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s sea-stabilized, only slight movements of
 the PPI.

ily recognizable, the primary problem is the
so that such features can be used for fixing
ip. Identification of specific features can be
factors, including distortion resulting from
and uncertainty as to just which charted
s. The following hints may be used as an aid

lear beaches normally do not appear on the
es because these targets have almost no area

the radar. Ranges determined from these
are breaking over a sandbar, echoes may be
ay, however, break well out from the actual

the surf may be misleading when a radar
tive to shoreline.
normally reflect radar pulses only a little

ak echoes received at low tide disappear at
thick growth may produce a strong echo.

mps on a chart, therefore, may return either
ing on the density and size of the vegetation

covered with vegetation and are well back
e apparent shoreline determined by radar
s rather than the true shoreline. Under some
return strong echo signals because the
CHAPTER 4 — RADAR NAVIGATION

RADARSCOPE INTERPRETATION

In its position finding or navigational application, radar may serve the
navigator as a very valuable tool if its characteristics and limitations are
understood. While determining position through observation of the range
and bearing of a charted, isolated, and well defined object having good
reflecting properties is relatively simple, this task still requires that the
navigator have an understanding of the characteristics and limitations of his
radar. The more general task of using radar in observing a shoreline where
the radar targets are not so obvious or well defined requires considerable
expertise which may be gained only through an adequate understanding of
the characteristics and limitations of the radar being used.

While the plan position indicator does provide a chartlike presentation
when a landmass is being scanned, the image painted by the sweep is not a
true representation of the shoreline. The width of the radar beam and the
length of the transmitted pulse are factors which act to distort the image
painted on the scope. Briefly, the width of the radar beam acts to distort the
shoreline features in bearing; the pulse length may act to cause offshore
features to appear as part of the landmass.

The major problem is that of determining which features in the vicinity
of the shoreline are actually reflecting the echoes painted on the scope.
Particularly in cases where a low lying shore is being scanned, there may be
considerable uncertainty.

An associated problem is the fact that certain features on the shore will
not return echoes, even if they have good reflecting properties, simply
because they are blocked from the radar beam by other physical features or
obstructions. This factor in turn causes the chartlike image painted on the
scope to differ from the chart of the area.

If the navigator is to be able to interpret the chartlike presentation on
his radarscope, he must have at least an elementary understanding of the
characteristics of radar propagation, the characteristics of his radar set,
the reflecting properties of different types of radar targets, and the ability
to analyze his chart to make an estimate of just which charted features
are most likely to reflect the transmitted pulses or to be blocked from the
radar beam. While contour lines on the chart topography aid the
navigator materially in the latter task, experience gained during clear
weather comparison of the visual cross-bearing plot and the radarscope
presentation is invaluable.

LAND

On relative and true mo
recognizable because of the gen
areas painted on the PPI. Also
knowledge of the ship’s navigat
landmasses move in directions
motion of the observer’s ship. I
another. On true motion displays
is accurate compensation for se
when the true motion display i
landmasses may be detected on

While landmasses are read
identification of specific features
the position of the observer’s sh
quite difficult because of various
beam width and pulse length
features are reflecting the echoe
in identification:

(a) Sandspits and smooth, c
PPI at ranges beyond 1 or 2 mil
that can reflect energy back to
targets are not reliable. If waves
returned from the surf. Waves m
shoreline, so that ranging on
position is being determined rela

(b) Mud flats and marshes
better than a sandspit. The we
high tide. Mangroves and other
Areas that are indicated as swa
strong or weak echoes, depend
growing in the area.

(c) When sand dunes are
from a low, smooth beach, th
appears as the line of the dune
conditions, sand dunes may



of the course of the ship, as assumed in this

ned from hilly ground because the crest of
lthough the valley beyond is in a shadow. If
attern may become solid except for the very

duce small echoes. When thick palm trees
island, strong echoes often are produced
f the water around the island forms a sort of

l surfaces of the trees. As a result, wooded
an be detected at a much greater range than

rse and speed of land target.
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combination of the vertical surface of the vegetation and the horizontal
beach may form a sort of corner reflector.

(d) Lagoons and inland lakes usually appear as blank areas on a PPI
because the smooth water surface returns no energy to the radar antenna. In
some instances, the sandbar or reef surrounding the lagoon may not appear
on the PPI because it lies too low in the water.

(e) Coral atolls and long chains of islands may produce long lines of
echoes when the radar beam is directed perpendicular to the line of the
islands. This indication is especially true when the islands are closely
spaced. The reason is that the spreading resulting from the width of the radar
beam causes the echoes to blend into continuous lines. When the chain of
islands is viewed lengthwise, or obliquely, however, each island may
produce a separate pip. Surf breaking on a reef around an atoll produces a
ragged, variable line of echoes.

(f) Submerged objects do not produce radar echoes. One or two rocks
projecting above the surface of the water, or waves breaking over a reef, may
appear on the PPI. When an object is submerged entirely and the sea is
smooth over it, no indication is seen on the PPI.

(g) If the land rises in a gradual, regular manner from the
shoreline, no part of the terrain produces an echo that is stronger than
the echo from any other part. As a result, a general haze of echoes
appears on the PPI, and it is difficult to ascertain the range to any
particular part of the land.

Land can be recognized by plotting the contact. Care must be exercised
when plotting because, as a ship approaches or goes away from a shore
behind which the land rises gradually, a plot of the ranges and bearings to the
land may show an “apparent" course and speed. This phenomenon is
demonstrated in figure 4.1. In view A the ship is 50 miles from the land, but
because the radar beam strikes at point 1, well up on the slope, the indicated
range is 60 miles. In view B where the ship is 10 miles closer to land, the
indicated range is 46 miles because the radar echo is now returned from
point 2. In view C where the ship is another 10 miles closer, the radar beam
strikes at point 3, even lower on the slope, so that the indicated range is 32
miles. If these ranges are plotted, the land will appear to be moving toward
the ship.

In figure 4.1, a smooth, gradual slope is assumed, so that a consistent
plot is obtained. In practice, however, the slope of the ground usually is
irregular and the plot erratic, making it hard to assign a definite speed to the
land contact. The steeper the slope of the land, the less is its apparent speed.
Furthermore, because the slope of the land does not always fall off in the
direction from which the ship approaches, the apparent course of the contact

need not always be the opposite
simple demonstration.

(h) Blotchy signals are retur
each hill returns a good echo a
high receiver gain is used, the p
deep shadows.

(i) Low islands ordinarily pro
or other foliage grow on the
because the horizontal surface o
corner reflector with the vertica
islands give good echoes and c
barren islands.

Figure 4.1 - Apparent cou
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and pulse length. Target images on the PPI
y an amount equal to the effective horizontal
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eline. Because of beam width distortion, a
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the wider beam widths. Note that this
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F DISTORTIONS

tortion effects of radar shadow, beam width,
s the actual shape of the shoreline and the
er on the low sand beach and the two ships
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esent the actual position and shape of all
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 it is in the radar shadow.
land in bearing caused by beam width
re of the peninsula. The shoreline distortion
e angle between the radar beam and the shore
t the more westerly shore.

small peninsula. Her pip has merged with the
 distortion.
with the shoreline and forms a bump. This
gth and beam width distortion. Reducing
ip to separate from land, provided the ship is
TC could also be used to attempt to separate
SHIP TARGETS

With the appearance of a small pip on the PPI, its identification as a ship
can be aided by a process of elimination. A check of the navigational
position can overrule the possibility of land. The size of the pip can be used
to overrule the possibility of land or precipitation, both usually having a
massive appearance on the PPI. The rate of movement of the pip on the PPI
can overrule the possibility of aircraft.

Having eliminated the foregoing possibilities, the appearance of the pip
at a medium range as a bright, steady, and clearly defined image on the PPI
indicates a high probability that the target is a steel ship.

The pip of a ship target may brighten at times and then slowly decrease
in brightness. Normally, the pip of a ship target fades from the PPI only
when the range becomes too great.

RADAR SHADOW

While PPI displays are approximately chartlike when landmasses
are being scanned by the radar beam, there may be sizable areas
missing from the display because of certain features being blocked
from the radar beam by other features. A shoreline which is continuous
on the PPI display when the ship is at one position may not be
continuous when the ship is at another position and scanning the same
shoreline. The radar beam may be blocked from a segment of this
shoreline by an obstruction such as a promontory. An indentation in the
shoreline, such as a cove or bay, appearing on the PPI when the ship is
at one position may not appear when the ship is at another position
nearby. Thus, radar shadow alone can cause considerable differences
between the PPI display and the chart presentation. This effect in
conjunction with the beam width and pulse length distortion of the PPI
display can cause even greater differences.

BEAM WIDTH AND PULSE LENGTH DISTORTION

The pips of ships, rocks, and other targets close to shore may merge
with the shoreline image on the PPI. This merging is due to the distortion

effects of horizontal beam width
always are distorted angularly b
beam width. Also, the target im
amount at least equal to on
microsecond of pulse length).

Figure 4.2 illustrates the e
pulse length on the radar shor
straight, or nearly straight, shor
PPI. This effect is greater with
distortion increases as the ang
decreases.

SUMMARY O
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land behind it. Note the steel tow
at anchor close to shore. The he
the PPI. The dotted lines repr
targets. Note in particular:

(a) The low sand beach is n
(b) The tower on the low be

cove. At closer range the land w
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receiver gain.
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Figure 4.2 - Effects of ship’s position, beam width, and pulse length on radar shoreline.
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cting surface. This indirect echo will appear
s the direct echo received, assuming that the
ct path is negligible (see figure 4.4).
indirect echoes may be recognized are

usually occur in shadow sectors.
ubstantially constant bearings although the
t may change appreciably.
 ranges as the corresponding direct echoes.
ments are usually abnormal.
te that they are not direct echoes.
ive indirect echo such as may be reflected by
RECOGNITION OF UNWANTED ECHOES AND
EFFECTS

The navigator must be able to recognize various abnormal echoes and
effects on the radarscope so as not to be confused by their presence.

Indirect (False) Echoes

Indirect or false echoes are caused by reflection of the main lobe of the
radar beam off ship’s structures such as stacks and kingposts. When such
reflection does occur, the echo will return from a legitimate radar contact to
the antenna by the same indirect path. Consequently, the echo will appear on

the PPI at the bearing of the refle
on the PPI at the same range a
additional distance by the indire

Characteristics by which
summarized as follows:

(1) The indirect echoes will 
(2) They are received on s

true bearing of the radar contac
(3) They appear at the same
(4) When plotted, their move
(5) Their shapes may indica
Figure 4.5 illustrates a mass

a landmass.

Figure 4.3 - Distortion effects of radar shadow, beam width, and pulse length.



hen a strong echo is received from another
r third or more echoes may be observed on
or other multiples of the actual range of the

ho reflected by a landmass.
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Side-lobe Effects

Side-lobe effects are readily recognized in that they produce a series of
echoes on each side of the main lobe echo at the same range as the latter.
Semi-circles or even complete circles may be produced. Because of the low
energy of the side-lobes, these effects will normally occur only at the shorter
ranges. The effects may be minimized or eliminated through use of the gain
and anticlutter controls. Slotted wave guide antennas have largely eliminated
the side-lobe problem (see figure 4.6).

Multiple Echoes

Multiple echoes may occur w
ship at close range. A second o
the radarscope at double, triple,
radar contact (see figure 4.7).

Figure 4.4 - Indirect echo.

Figure 4.5 - Indirect ec
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target pip is detected on a true bearing of
On changing the PRR from 2000 to 1800

arget is detected on a bearing of 090˚ at a
4.9). The change in the position of the pip
-trace echo. The actual distance of the target
he PPI plus half the distance the radar wave

al, indirect, multiple, and side echoes on a
tated sketch.
Second-Trace (Multiple-Trace) Echoes
Second-trace echoes (multiple-trace echoes) are echoes received from a

contact at an actual range greater than the radar range setting. If an echo from a
distant target is received after the following pulse has been transmitted, the echo
will appear on the radarscope at the correct bearing but not at the true range.
Second-trace echoes are unusual except under abnormal atmospheric conditions,
or conditions under which super-refraction is present. Second-trace echoes may
be recognized through changes in their positions on the radarscope on changing
the pulse repetition rate (PRR); their hazy, streaky, or distorted shape; and their
erratic movements on plotting.

As illustrated in figure 4.8, a
090˚ at a distance of 7.5 miles.
pulses per second, the same t
distance of 3 miles (see figure
indicates that the pip is a second
is the distance as indicated on t
travels between pulses.

Figure 4.10 illustrates norm
PPI with an accompanying anno



ultiple echoes.

-mile range scale after c hanging PRR.
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Figure 4.6 - Side-lobe effects. Figure 4.7 - M

Figure 4.8 - Second-trace echo on 12-mile range scale. Figure 4.9 - Position of second-trace echo on 12
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ts, and other structures may cause a reduction
m beyond these obstructions, especially if
na. If the angle at the antenna subtended by
w degrees, the reduction of the intensity of
truction may be such that a blind sector is

n in the intensity of the beam beyond the
s illustrated in figure 4.11, can be produced.
small targets at close range may not be

much greater ranges may be detected.

ission.
Electronic Interference Effects

Electronic interference effects, such as may occur when in the vicinity
of another radar operating in the same frequency band as that of the
observer’s ship, is usually seen on the PPI as a large number of bright dots
either scattered at random or in the form of dotted lines extending from the
center to the edge of the PPI.

Interference effects are greater at the longer radar range scale settings. The
interference effects can be distinguished easily from normal echoes because they
do not appear in the same places on successive rotations of the antenna.

Blind and Shadow Sectors

Stacks, masts, samson pos
in the intensity of the radar bea
they are close to the radar anten
the obstruction is more than a fe
the radar beam beyond the obs
produced. With lesser reductio
obstructions, shadow sectors, a
Within these shadow sectors,
detected while larger targets at 

From the Use of Radar at Sea, 4th Ed. Copyright 1968, The Institute of Navigation, London. Used by perm

Figure 4.10 - Normal, indirect, multiple, and side echoes.



ng is indicative of need for equipment

as alternately normal and dark sectors. This
he automatic frequency control being out of

ed range rings is indicative of need for

en turned on, the display may not spread
PPI because of static electricity inside the
ity effect, which produces a distorted PPI
w minutes.

s either a constriction or expansion of the
PPI. The expansion effect is similar in

nter display. This effect, which can be caused
sweep not starting on the indicator at the

ion of the pulse, is most apparent when in

ower cable appears on the PPI as a single echo
e of the cable. If this phenomenon is not
ngly identified as the echo from a ship on a

results in the echo remaining on a constant
side of the channel as the ship altering course.
apparent for the power cable spanning the

2 for display of overhead cable effect.
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Spoking

Spoking appears on the PPI as a number of spokes or radial lines.
Spoking is easily distinguished from interference effects because the

lines are straight on all range-scale settings and are lines rather than a series
of dots.

The spokes may appear all around the PPI, or they may be confined to a
sector. Should the spoking be confined to a narrow sector, the effect can be
distinguished from a ramark signal of similar appearance through
observation of the steady relative bearing of the spoke in a situation where
the bearing of the ramark signal should change.

The appearance of spoki
maintenance.

Sectoring

The PPI display may appear
phenomenon is usually due to t
adjustment.

Serrated Range Rings

The appearance of serrat
equipment maintenance.

PPI Display Distortion

After the radar set has be
immediately to the whole of the
CRT. Usually, this static electric
display, lasts no longer than a fe

Hour-Glass Effect

Hour-glass effect appears a
display near the center of the
appearance to the expanded ce
by a nonlinear time base or the
same instant as the transmiss
narrow rivers or close to shore.

Overhead Cable Effect

The echo from an overhead p
always at right angles to the lin
recognized, the echo can be wro
steady bearing. Avoiding action
bearing and moving to the same
This phenomenon is particularly
Straits of Messina. See figure 4.1

Figure 4.11 - Shadow sectors.
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ny of the metal surfaces or plates will be
its source, i.e., the radar antenna. Maximum
the antenna if the axis of the radar beam
metal surfaces. Frequently corner reflectors

ure receiving strong echoes at the antenna.

 BEACONS

sed to obtain stronger echoes from radar
ed for more positive identification of radar
ransmitters operating in the marine radar
distinctive indications on the radarscopes of
cons. There are two general classes of these
oth bearing and range information to the
bearing information only. However, if the
s an echo on the radarscope, the range will

r which emits a characteristic signal when
ignal may be emitted on the same frequency
which case it is automatically superimposed
he signal may be emitted on a separate

- Corner reflectors.
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AIDS TO RADAR NAVIGATION

Various aids to radar navigation have been developed to aid the
navigator in identifying radar targets and for increasing the strength of the
echoes received from objects which otherwise are poor radar targets.

RADAR REFLECTORS

Buoys and small boats, particularly those boats constructed of wood, are
poor radar targets. Weak fluctuating echoes received from these targets are
easily lost in the sea clutter on the radarscope. To aid in the detection of these
targets, radar reflectors, of the corner reflector type, may be used. The corner
reflectors may be mounted on the tops of buoys or the body of the buoy may
be shaped as a corner reflector, as illustrated in figure 4.13.

Each corner reflector illustrated in figure 4.14 consists of three mutually
perpendicular flat metal surfaces.

A radar wave on striking a
reflected back in the direction of
energy will be reflected back to
makes equal angles with all the
are assembled in clusters to ins

RADAR

While radar reflectors are u
targets, other means are requir
targets. Radar beacons are t
frequency band which produce
ships within range of these bea
beacons:racon which provides b
target andramarkwhich provides
ramark installation is detected a
be available also.

Racon

Raconis a radar transponde
triggered by a ship’s radar. The s
as that of the triggering radar, in
on the ship’s radar display. T

Figure 4.13 - Radar reflector buoy.

Figure 4.14 
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ope the “paint” received from the front and

ped with racons which are suspended under
or safe passage.
on reception is limited by line of sight.

which transmits either continuously or at
ransmission is used so that the PPI can be

Coded racon signal.
frequency, in which case to receive the signal the ship’s radar receiver must
be capable of being tuned to the beacon frequency or a special receiver must
be used. In either case, the PPI will be blank except for the beacon signal.
“Frequency agile” racons are now in widespread use. They respond to both 3
and 10 centimeter radars.

The racon signal appears on the PPI as a radial line originating at a point
just beyond the position of the radar beacon or as a Morse code signal
displayed radially from just beyond the beacon (see figures 4.15 and 4.16).

Racons are being used as ranges or leading lines. The range is formed
by two racons set up behind each other with a separation in the order of 2 to

4 nautical miles. On the PPI sc
rear racons form the range.

Some bridges are now equip
the bridge to provide guidance f

The maximum range for rac

Ramark

Ramark is a radar beacon
intervals. The latter method of t

Figure 4.15 - Racon signal. Figure 4.16 - 



line, a series of dashes, a series of dots, or a
ures 4.17 and 4.18).

al appearing as a dashed line.
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inspected without any clutter introduced by the ramark signal on the scope. The
ramark signal as it appears on the PPI is a radial line from the center. The radial

line may be a continuous narrow
series of dots and dashes (see fig

Figure 4.17 - Ramark signal appearing as a dotted line. Figure 4.18 - Ramark sign
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ORE RANGES

e accurate radar fixes are determined from
ents of the ranges to two or more fixed

ee ranges should be used for the fix. The
easible to use in a particular situation is
d for identification and range measurements.
ore than three range arcs for the fix may

se of the time lag between measurements.
g range is measured first, the plot will
intended track than if it were measured last.
from the ship’s actual position is obtained
idly changing ranges last.
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RADAR FIXING METHODS

RANGE AND BEARING TO A SINGLE OBJECT

Preferably, radar fixes obtained through measuring the range and
bearing to a single object should be limited to small, isolated fixed objects
which can be identified with reasonable certainty. In many situations, this
method may be the only reliable method which can be employed. If possible,
the fix should be based upon a radar range and visual gyro bearing because
radar bearings are less accurate than visual gyro bearings. A primary
advantage of the method is the rapidity with which a fix can be obtained. A
disadvantage is that the fix is based upon only two intersecting position lines,
a bearing line and a range arc, obtained from observations of the same
object. Identification mistakes can lead to disaster.

TWO OR MORE BEARINGS

Generally, fixes obtained from radar bearings are less accurate than
those obtained from intersecting range arcs. The accuracy of fixing by this
method is greater when the center bearings of small, isolated, radar-
conspicuous objects can be observed.

Because of the rapidity of the method, the method affords a means for
initially determining an approximate position for subsequent use in more
reliable identification of objects for fixing by means of two or more ranges.

TANGENT BEARINGS

Fixing by tangent bearings is one of the least accurate methods. The use
of tangent bearings with a range measurement can provide a fix of
reasonably good accuracy.

As illustrated in figure 4.19, the tangent bearing lines intersect at a range
from the island observed less than the range as measured because of beam
width distortion. Right tangent bearings should be decreased by an estimate
of half the horizontal beam width. Left tangent bearings should be increased
by the same amount. The fix is taken as that point on the range arc midway
between the bearing lines.

It is frequently quite difficult to correlate the left and right extremities of the
island as charted with the island image on the PPI. Therefore, even with
compensation for half of the beam width, the bearing lines usually will not
intersect at the range arc.

TWO OR M

In many situations, the mor
nearly simultaneous measurem
objects. Preferably, at least thr
number of ranges which it is f
dependent upon the time require
In many situations, the use of m
introduce excessive error becau
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Figure 4.19 - Fixing by tan
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arcs, even though they may intersect at a small angle of cut or may not
actually intersect, in combination with another range arc intersecting them at
an angle approaching 90˚, may provide a fix of high accuracy (see figure
4.20). The near tangency of the two range arcs indicates accurate
measurements and good reliability of the fix with respect to the distance off
the land to port and starboard.

Small, isolated, radar-conspicuous fixed objects afford the most reliable
and accurate means for radar fixing when they are so situated that their
associated range arcs intersect at angles approaching 90˚.

Figure 4.21 illustrates a fix obtained by measuring the ranges to three well
situated radar-conspicuous objects. The fix is based solely upon range
measurements in that radar ranges are more accurate than radar bearings even
when small objects are observed. Note that in this rather ideal situation, a point
fix was not obtained. Because of inherent radar errors, any point fix should be
treated as an accident dependent upon plotting errors, the scale of the chart, etc.

While observed radar bearings were not used in establishing the fix as such,
the bearings were useful in the identification of the radar-conspicuous objects.

As the ship travels along its
still afford good fixing capability
range arcs have degraded appre
objects should be selected to pro
new object should be selected
degraded appreciably. Incorpor
range arcs of objects which h
positive identification of the new

MIXED

While fixing by means of int
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Figure 4.20 - Radar fix.

Figure 4.21 - Fix by small, iso
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r template to the chart, the template should
cause of normal bearing errors in radar
not necessarily be aligned with true north
sequently.
a step towards their more positive identification. If the cross-bearing fix does
indicate that the features have been identified with some degree of accuracy,
the estimate of the ship’s position obtained from the cross-bearing fix can be
used as an aid in subsequent interpretation of the radar display. With better
knowledge of the ship’s position, the factors affecting the distortion of the
radar display can be used more intelligently in the course of more accurate
interpretation of the radar display.

Frequently there is at least one object available which, if correctly
identified, can enable fixing by the range and bearing to a single object
method. A fix so obtained can be used as an aid in radarscope interpretation
for fixing by two or more intersecting range arcs.

The difficulties which may be encountered in radarscope interpretation
during a transit may be so great that accurate fixing by means of range arcs is
not obtainable. In such circumstances, range arcs having some degree of
accuracy can be used to aid in the identification of objects used with the
range and bearing method.

With correct identification of the object observed, the accuracy of the fix
obtained by the range and bearing to a single object method usually can be
improved through the use of a visual gyro bearing instead of the radar
bearing. Particularly during periods of low visibility, the navigator should be
alert for visual bearings of opportunity.

While the best method or combination of methods for a particular
situation must be left to the good judgment of the experienced navigator,
factors affecting method selection include:

(1) The general need for redundancy—but not to such extent that too
much is attempted with too little aid or means in too little time.

(2) The characteristics of the radar set.
(3) Individual skills.
(4) The navigational situation, including the shipping situation.
(5) The difficulties associated with radarscope interpretation.
(6) Angles of cut of the position lines.

PRECONSTRUCTION OF RANGE ARCS

Small, isolated, radar-conspicuous objects permit preconstruction of range
arcs on the chart to expedite radar fixing. This preconstruction is possible
because the range can be measured to the same point on each object, or nearly
so, as the aspect changes during the transit. With fixed radar targets of lesser
conspicuity, the navigator, generally, must continually change the centers of the
range arcs in accordance with his interpretation of the radarscope.

To expedite plotting further,
of bearing lines to the rad
preconstruction of range arcs an
chart clutter resulting from the
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an anchorage.
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Figure 4.22 - Transparent template used with contour method.
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r to identify radar-inconspicuous object.
IDENTIFYING A RADAR-INCONSPICUOUS OBJECT

Situation:

There is doubt that a pip on the PPI represents the echo from a buoy, a
radar-inconspicuous object. On the chart there is a radar-conspicuous object,
a rock, in the vicinity of the buoy. The pip of the rock is identified readily on
the PPI.

Required:

Identify the pip which is in doubt.

Solution:

(1) Measure the bearing and distance of the buoy from the rock on the
chart.

(2) Determine the length of this distance on the PPI according to the
range scale setting.

(3) Rotate the parallel-line cursor to the bearing of the buoy from the
rock (see figure 4.23).

(4) With rubber-tipped dividers set to the appropriate PPI length, set one
point over the pip of the rock; using the parallel lines of the cursor as a guide,
set the second point in the direction of the bearing of the buoy from the rock.

(5) With the dividers so set, the second point lies over the unidentified
pip. Subject to the accuracy limitations of the measurements and normal
prudence, the pip may be evaluated as the echo received from the buoy.

NOTE: During low visibility a radar-conspicuous object can be used
similarly to determine whether another ship is fouling an anchorage berth. Figure 4.23 - Use of parallel-line curso
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FINDING COURSE AND SPEED MADE GOOD BY PARALLEL-LINE CURS

Situation:

A ship steaming in fog detects a prominent rock by radar. Because of the
unknown effects of current and other factors, the navigator is uncertain of the
course and speed being made good.

Required:

To determine the course and speed being made good.

Solution:

(1) Make a timed plot of the rock on the reflection plotter.
(2) Align the parallel-line cursor with the plot to determine the course

being made good, which is in a direction opposite to the relative movement
(see figure 4.24).

(3) Measure the distance between the first and last plots and using the
time interval, determine the speed of relative movement. Since the rock is
stationary, the relative speed is equal to that of the ship.

NOTE: This basic technique is useful for determining whether the
ship is being set off the intended track in pilot waters. Observing a radar-
conspicuous object and using the parallel-line cursor, a line is drawn
through the radar-conspicuous object in a direction opposite to own
ship’s course.

By observing the successive positions of the radar-conspicuous object
relative to this line, the navigator can determine whether the ship is being set
to the left or right of the intended track. Figure 4.24 - Use of parallel-line curs
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USE OF PARALLEL-LINE CURSOR FOR ANCHORING

Situation:

A ship is making an approach to an anchorage on course 290˚. The
direction of the intended track to the anchorage is 290˚. Allowing for the
radius of the letting go circle, the anchor will be let go when a radar-
conspicuous islet is 1.0 mile ahead of the ship on the intended track. A
decision is made to use a parallel-line cursor technique to keep the ship on
the intended track during the last mile of the approach to the anchorage and
to determine the time for letting go. Before the latter decision was made, the
navigator’s interpretation of the stabilized relative motion display revealed
that, even with change in aspect, the radar image of a jetty to starboard could
be used to keep the ship on the intended track.

Required:

Make the approach to the anchorage on the intended track and let the
anchor go when the islet is 1.0 mile ahead along the intended track.

Solution:

(1) From the chart determine the distance at which the head of the jetty
will be passed abeam when the ship is on course and on the intended track.

(2) Align the parallel-line cursor with the direction of the intended track,
290˚ (see figure 4.25).

(3) Using the parallel lines o
from the center of the PPI as de
line for the head of the jetty in
intended track.

(4) Make a mark at 290˚ an
this mark “LG” for letting go.
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track, the image of the jetty
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from the RML. Corrective actio
on the RML.
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image of the jetty on the RM
direction of the intended track
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there is 1 mile to go. When the
edge of the latter pip, there is
let go when the mark labeled “
pip of the islet.
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Figure 4.25 - Use of parallel-line cursor for anchoring.
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when abeam if the vessel was to pass the
ine is drawn through this mark. The
center of the display to this parallel line is
iralty Manual of Navigation).

ject tracking on a parallel line would be on a
nd the beam bearing of the object).

l maneuver is made to insure that the object
ck line taking into account the advance and
PARALLEL INDEXING

Parallel Indexing has been used for many years. It was defined by
William Burger in the Radar Observers Handbook(1957, pg. 98) as
equidistantly spaced parallel lines engraved on a transparent screen which
fits on the PPI and can be rotated. This concept of using parallel lines to
assist in navigation has been extensively used in Europe to assist in
maintaining a specified track, altering course and anchoring. It is best suited
for use with a stabilized radar. When using an unstabilized radar, it can pose
some danger to an individual that is unaware of problems inherent in this
type of display.

With the advent of ARPA with movable EBL’s (Electronic Bearing
Lines) and Navigation Lines, parallel indexing on screen can be
accomplished with greater accuracy. Index lines that are at exact bearings
and distances off can be displayed with greater ease. A number of diagrams
are included on the pages that follow to explain the use of parallel indexing
techniques as well as its misuse.

Cross Index Range (“C”)

The distance of an object
navigation mark. A parallel l
perpendicular distance from the
theCross Index Range (1964, Adm

Dead Range (“D”)
The distance at which an ob

new track line (ahead of or behi

Wheel Over Point (“W”)
The point at which the actua

being “indexed” is on the new tra
transfer of the vessel.
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THE FRANKLIN CONTINUOUS RADAR PLOT TECHNIQUE

The Franklin Continuous Radar Plot technique provides means for
continuous correlation of a small fixed, radar-conspicuous object with own
ship’s position and movement relative to a planned track. The technique, as
developed by Master Chief Quartermaster Byron E. Franklin, U.S. Navy,
while serving aboard USS INTREPID (CVS-11), is a refinement of the
parallel-cursor (parallel-index) techniques used as a means for keeping own
ship on a planned track or for avoiding navigational hazards.

Ranges and bearings of the conspicuous object from various points,
including turning points, on the planned track are transferred from the chart
to the reflection plotter mounted on a stabilized relative motion indicator. On
plotting the ranges and bearings and connecting them with line segments, the
navigator has a visual display of the position of the conspicuous object
relative to the path it should follow on the PPI (see figure 4.26).

If the pip of the conspicuous object is painted successively on the
constructed path (planned relative movement line or series of such lines), the
navigator knows that, within the limits of accuracy of the plot and the radar
display, his ship is on the planned track. With the plot labeled with respect to
time, he knows whether he is ahead or behind his planned schedule. If the
pips are painted to the left or right of the RML, action required to return to
the planned track is readily apparent. However, either of the following rules
of thumb may be used: (1) Using the DRM as the reference direction for any
offsets of the pips, the ship is to the left of the planned track if the pips are
painted to the left of the planned RML; the ship is to the right of the planned
track if the pips are painted to the right of the planned RML. (2) While
facing in the direction of travel of the conspicuous object on the PPI, the ship
is to the left or right of the planned track if the pips are painted left or right of
the planned RML, respectively.

Through taking such corrective action as is necessary to keep the
conspicuous object pip on the RML in accordance with the planned time
schedule, continuous radar fixing is, in effect, accomplished. This fixing has
the limitation of being based upon the range and bearing method, more
subject to identification mistakes than the method using three or more
intersecting range arcs.

Except for the limitations of being restricted with respect to the range
scale setting and some PPI clutter produced by the construction of the
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Figure 4.26 - The Franklin continuous radar plot technique.
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TRUE MOTION RADAR RESET IN RESTRICTED WATERS

When using true motion displays, the navigator should exercise care in
deciding when and where to reset own ship’s position on the PPI. While
navigating in restricted waters, he must insure that he has adequate warning
ahead; through sound planning, he must avoid any need for resetting the
display at critical times.

The following is an example of resetting a true motion display for a ship
entering the River Tyne. The speed made good is 6 knots. The navigator
desires to maintain a warning ahead of at least 1 mile (see figure 4.27).

At 1000
Own ship is reset to the south on the 3-mile range scale to display

area A so that Tynemouth is just showing and sufficient warning to the
north is obtained for the turn at about 1030.

At 1024
Own ship is reset to the southeast on the 1.5-mile range scale to display

area B before the turn at 1030.

At 1040
Own ship is reset to the east

out early to avoid a reset in the
Shields.

At 1055
Own ship is reset to the nor

carried out early before the ben
the bend at Tyne Dock near the

At 1117
Own ship is reset to the eas

At 1133
Own ship is reset to the nor

carried out before the bend at H
ship is making good a southwes

At 1200
Own ship is reset to the sou
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Figure 4.27 - Resetting a true motion display.
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RADAR DETECTION OF ICE

Radar can be an invaluable aid in the detection of ice if used wisely by
the radar observer having knowledge of the characteristics of radar
propagation and the capabilities of his radar set. The radar observer must
have good appreciation of the fact that ice capable of causing damage to a
ship may not be detected even when the observer is maintaining a continuous
watch of the radarscope and is using operating controls expertly.

When navigating in the vicinity of ice during low visibility, a continuous
watch of the radarscope is a necessity. For reasonably early warning of the
presence of ice, range scale settings of about 6 or 12 miles are probably
those most suitable. Such settings should provide ample time for evasive
action after detection. Because any ice detected by radar may be lost
subsequently in sea clutter, it may be advisable to maintain a geographical
plot. The latter plot can aid in differentiating between ice aground or drifting
and ship targets. If an ice contact is evaluated as an iceberg, it should be
given a wide berth because of the probability of growlers in its vicinity. If ice
contacts are evaluated as bergy bits or growlers, the radar observer should be
alert for the presence of an iceberg. Because the smaller ice may have calved
recently from an iceberg, the radar observer should maintain a particularly
close watch to windward of the smaller ice.

ICEBERGS

While large icebergs may be detected initially at ranges of 15 to 20
miles in a calm sea, the strengths of echoes returned from icebergs are only
about1/60 of the strengths of echoes which would be returned from a steel
ship of equivalent size.

Because of the shape of the iceberg, the strengths of echoes returned
may have wide variation with change in aspect. Also, because of shape
and aspect, the iceberg may appear on the radarscope as separate echoes.

Tabular icebergs, having flat t
rise as much as 100 feet abov
radar targets.

Generally, icebergs will be
because of irregularities in the s
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RADAR SETTINGS FOR RADARSCOPE PHOTOGRAPHY

Radar settings are an important factor in preparing good quality
radarscope photography. A natural tendency is to adjust the radar image so
that it presents a suitable visual display, but this, almost invariably, produces
poor photographic results. Usually the resulting photograph is badly
overexposed and lacking in detail. Another tendency is to try to record too
much information on one photograph such that the clutter of background
returns actually obscures the target images. In both cases, the basic problem
is a combination of gain and intensity control. A basic rule of thumb is if
imagery looks right to visual inspection, it will probably overexpose the
recording film. As a rule of thumb, if the image intensity is adjusted so that
weak returns are just visible, then a one sweep exposure should produce a
reasonably good photograph.

The following list of effects associated with various radar settings can
be used as an aid in avoiding improper settings for radarscope photography:

(1) Excessive brightness produces an overall milky or intensely bright
appearance of the images. Individual returns will bloom excessively and

appear unfocused. It becomes
land and water, and ground and

(2) Improper contrast resu
gradations on the scope, greatly

(3) High gain results in “b
affecting the image resolution. H
spot” at the sweep origin.

(4) Low gain results in a loss
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(5) Excessively bright bear
markers result in wide cursors
significant images.

(6) Improper radarscope or
or blurred imagery.

NAVIGATIONAL PLANNING

Before transiting hazardous waters, the prudent navigator should
develop a feasible plan for deriving maximum benefit from available
navigational means. In developing his plan, the navigator should study the
capabilities and limitations of each means according to the navigational
situation. He should determine how one means, such as cross-bearing fixing,
can best be supported by another means, such as fixing by radar-range
measurements.

The navigator must be prepared for the unexpected, including the
possibility that at some point during the transit it may be necessary to direct
the movements of the vessel primarily by means of radar observations
because of a sudden obscuration of charted features. Without adequate
planning for the use of radar as the primary means for insuring the safety of
the vessel, considerable difficulty and delay may be incurred before the
navigator is able to obtain reliable fixes by means of radar following a
sudden loss of visibility.

An intended track which may be ideal for visual observations may
impose severe limitations on radar observations. In some cases a
modification of this intended track can afford increased capability for
reliable radar observations without unduly degrading the reliability of the
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such techniques usually is dependent upon
, including special constructions on the chart or
rt overlays.
t and the PPI display during a transit of
be aided through the use of a transparent
scaled concentric circles are inscribed as a
nge rings on the PPI. By placing the center
priate positions on the chart, the navigator is
ection, and with close approximation, just
d features should appear with respect to the
hen the vessel is at those positions. This

difficulty imposed by viewing the PPI at one
ale. Through study of the positions of various
to the simulated fixed range rings on the

simulated rings is moved along the intended
ique observations may be revealed.

he properly scaled simulated range ring
’s most probable position on the chart, the
. The positions of the range rings relative to
id in establishing the most probable position.
nter of the simulated rings, more reliable
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observations. With radar actually being used to support visual fixing, the
transition to the use of radar as the primary means can be effected with lesser
difficulty and with greater safety than would be the case if the radar were not
continuously manned and used to support visual fixing.

While the navigational plan must be prepared in accordance with the
manning level and individual skills as well as the navigational situation,
characteristics of navigational aids or equipment, characteristics of radar
propagation, etc., the navigator should recognize the navigational limitations
imposed by lack of provision for continuous manning of the radar. A transit,
which may be effected with a reasonable margin of safety if the radar is
manned continuously by a competent observer, may impose too much risk if
provision is not made for the continuous manning of the radar.

The provision for continuous manning of the radar by a designated and
competent observer does not necessarily mean that other responsible
navigational personnel should not observe the radarscope from time to time.
In fact the observations by other navigational personnel are highly desirable.
According to the navigational plan, the designated observer may be relieved
by a more experienced and proficient observer in the event that radar must be
used as the primary means of insuring the safety of the vessel at some point
during the transit. In such event the observer who has been manning the
radar should be able to brief his relief rapidly and reliably with respect to the
radar situation. Assuming that the previous observer has made optimum
range settings according to plan at various points on the track, the new
observer should be able to make effective use of the radar almost
immediately. If this more proficient observer has been making frequent
observations of the radarscope, aided by comment of the observer
continuously manning the radar, any briefing requirements on actually
relieving the other observer should be minimal.

If radar is to be used effectively in hazardous waters, it is essential that
provisions be made for the radar observer and other responsible navigational
personnel to be able to inspect the chart in the immediate vicinity of the
radar indicator. The practice of leaving a radar indicator installed in the
wheelhouse to inspect the chart in the chartroom is highly unsatisfactory in
situations requiring prompt and reliable radarscope interpretation. The radar
observer must be able to make frequent inspections of the chart without
undue delays between such inspections and subsequent radar observations.
A continuous correlation of the chart and the PPI display is required for
reliable radarscope interpretation.

If the navigational plot is maintained on a chart other than that used by
the radar observer for radarscope interpretation, the observer’s chart should
include the basic planning data, such as the intended track, turning bearings,
danger bearings, turning ranges, etc.

In planning for the effective u
procedure and standardized term
visual observations. At points on
observations are to be made, the
make the required coordination u
can be simplified through the us
PPI. For example, a charted rock
as “A”; another radar-conspicuous
chart similarly annotated, the vario
their letter designations.

SPECIAL 

In that the navigator of a rada
use radar as his primary means o
for a transit of these waters it beh
with respect to any special techniq
of radar. The effectiveness of
adequate preparation for their use
the preparation of transparent cha

The correlation of the char
confined waters frequently can
chart overlay on which properly
means of simulating the fixed ra
of the concentric circles at appro
able to determine by rapid insp
where the pips of certain charte
fixed range rings on the PPI w
technique compensates for the
scale and the chart at another sc
charted features with respect
transparency as the center of the
track, certain possibilities for un

Identifying Echoes

By placing the center of t
transparency over the observer
identification of echoes is aided
the more conspicuous objects a
With better positioning of the ce
identification is obtained.
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e may be not be enough suitable objects and
te with the range rings to obtain the desired

d be particularly useful aboard small craft
nel, equipment, and plotting facilities. This
me difficulties associated with unstabilized
ange marker.
Fixing

By placing the simulated range ring transparency over the chart so that
the simulated rings have the same relationship to charted objects as the
actual range rings have to the corresponding echoes, the observer’s position
is found at the center of the simulated range rings.

Under some conditions, ther
corresponding echoes to correla
accuracy.

This method of fixing shoul
with limited navigational person
method should serve to overco
displays and lack of a variable r
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CHAPTER 5 — VESSEL TRAFFIC SERVICES

INTRODUCTION

Vessel Traffic Services (VTS), being implemented under the authority
of the Ports and Waterways Safety Act of 1972 (Public Law 92-340 as
amended) and the St. Lawrence Seaway Act (Public Law 358), encompass a
wide range of techniques and capabilities primarily aimed at preventing
vessel collisions, rammings, and groundings in the port and waterway
environment. They are also designed to expedite ship movements, increase
system capacity, and improve all-weather operating capability. Based on
local needs and safety requirements, such services may vary in design and
complexity from passive services such as traffic separation schemes and
regulated navigation areas to manned services with communications,
electronic surveillance, and automated capabilities.

A VHF-FM communications network forms the basis of most major
services. Transiting vessels make position reports to an operations center by
radiotelephone and are in turn provided with accurate, complete, and timely
navigational safety information. The addition of electronic surveillance and
computer assisted capabilities allows the VTS to play a more significant role
in marine traffic management; thereby decreasing vessel congestion, critical
encounter situations, the probability of marine casualty, and the resulting
environmental damage. Five major services are in operation: New York, San
Francisco, Puget Sound, Houston/Galveston, and Prince William Sound.
Less sophisticated services have been established in other areas in response
to hazardous navigational conditions.

BRIEF HISTORY OF DEVELOPMENT

Since the early 1960's the U.S. Coast Guard has been investigating
various concepts by which navigational safety can be improved in the harbor
and harbor entrance areas. Equipment installations in various ports for this
investigation have included shore-based radar; low light level, closed-circuit
television (LLL-CCTV); VHF-FM communications; broadcast television;
and computer driven electronic situation displays.

In 1962 an experimental installation called Ratan (Radar and Television
Aid to Navigation) was completed in New York Harbor. In this system a
radar at Sandy Hook, New Jersey, scanned the approaches to the harbor. The

radar video, formatted by a scan
television band UHF transmitt
commercial television sets the
Hook. The mariner could ident
executing a turn and by obser
persistency created by the scan
in observing target movement.
primarily because of allocation
spectrum for other purposes.

In January 1970 the Coast
San Francisco to provide for the
The information was used to
procurements. The initial install
(3-centimeter) search radars loc
in San Francisco Bay. Radar vid
a manned center co-located with
45. When the parameter de
communications equipment w
throughout the harbor area. Th
Harbor Advisory Radar (HAR)
operational Vessel Traffic Syste
advisory radio broadcasts to tra
from HAR to VTS coincided w
Waterways Safety Act of 1972,
install and operate such system
safety and thereby protect the e

In late 1972 improved devel
by side with the operational sys
evaluation center at Yerba Bue
transceivers provided 50 kW
receivers, i.e., receivers having
control giving considerable p
interference signals and also pro
antennas with apertures of 27
degrees improved radar system
nanoseconds), three pulse repe
receiver bandwidths (22 MHz a
(horizontal, vertical, and circula
parameters for future procureme
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w radars are also required to provide data to

vigational line capability, and readout ranges

n VTS Prince William Sound in August 1984.
was replaced in January 1985. VTS San

n May 1985. VTS New York reopened in late
verage areas until the project is completed in

ture plans call for the VTS area to be
iver to Throgs Neck, all of Arthur Kill and

undergoing an upgrade which includes the
uipment in a new operations center.
surveillance data provided by 4 radar sites

. VTS communications are on VHF/FM

raffic separation scheme, and a vessel
RS). Channels 12 and 14 are the working
, all existing radar equipment was replaced
adar.
operates an Offshore Vessel Movement
he OVMRS is completely voluntary and

em with information provided by participants.

VMRS was operated in conjunction with a
S), without radar surveillance. Operational
vice and VTS San Francisco soon proved the
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After a period of extensive engineering evaluation, the radar system was
accepted, in May 1973, as an operational replacement for the equipment
installed earlier at the HAR which was later designated VTS.

In 1980 an analysis indicated that a modified version of the Coast Guard
standard shipboard radar would meet all the VTS standard operating
requirements, and was more cost effective to procure and maintain than the
specially designed, non-standard radar. After a period of evaluation at VTS
San Francisco and with certain technical modifications, the standard radar
was accepted for VTS use. The radar includes a tracking system which
enhances the radar capability by allowing the VTS to track up to 20 targets

automatically. The PPI can oper
a normal room with an option fo
any lighting conditions. These ne
a computer system, have 60 na
in yards or nautical miles.

The new radar was installed i
VTS Houston-Galveston's radar
Francisco radars were replaced i
1990, and will continue to add co
1995.

VTS NEW YORK

VTS New York became operational in December 1990. The VTS had
been open previously but was closed in 1988 due to a change in funding
priorities.

This VTS has the responsibility of coordinating vessel traffic
movements in the busy ports of New York and New Jersey. The VTS New
York area includes the entrance to the harbor via Ambrose and Sandy Hook
Channels, through the Verrazano Narrows Bridge to the Brooklyn Bridge in
the East River, to the Holland Tunnel in the Hudson River, and the Kill Van

Kull including Newark Bay. Fu
expanded to include the East R
Raritan Bay.

VTS New York is presently
installation of state-of-the-art eq

The current operation uses
and 3 closed circuit TV sites
channels 12 and 14.

VTS SAN FRANCISCO

VTS San Francisco was commissioned August 1972. When the original
radar system became operational in May 1973, the control center for VTS
San Francisco was shifted from Pier 45 to the center on Yerba Buena Island
which had been used for research evaluation purposes. This center was
designated a Vessel Traffic Center (VTC).

As of early 1985, the major components of the system include a Vessel
Traffic Center at Yerba Buena Island, two high resolution radars, a VHF-FM

communications network, a t
movement reporting system (VM
frequencies for the VTS. In 1985
with the standard Coast Guard r

VTS San Francisco also
Reporting System (OVMRS). T
operates using a broadcast syst

VTS PUGET SOUND

VTS PUGET SOUND became operational in September 1972 as the
second Vessel Traffic Service. It collected vessel movement report data and
provided traffic advisories by means of a VHF-FM communications

network. In this early Service a
Traffic Separation Scheme (TS
experience gained from this Ser
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d. A total of 13 Communication sites are in
s, 10 low level sites). The 3 extended area
communicate in a large area when needed.
d in conjunction with one another without
reduced congestion on the frequency. VTS

Strait of Juan de Fuca, Rosario Strait,
d south as far as Olympia.
e system include the Vessel Traffic Center at
mmunications network; a traffic separation
about 80% of the VTS area, and a Vessel
egulations are in effect which require certain
in the system and make movement reports at
ration scheme in the Strait of Juan de Fuca
e Flattery in March 1975 in cooperation with

adopted by the International Maritime

n the United States and Canada, regulations
ook effect in 1984. The Cooperative Vessel
TMS) divides responsibility among the two

t Sound.

(LLL-CCTV) surveillance covering
f Morgan's Point west through the ship

Houston; a Vessel Movement Reporting
ce system covering lower Galveston Bay
d Lower Galveston Bay.

talled in 1994. This radar will provide
n the Texas City channel and Morgans

e pipeline is on the south shoreline of Port
e Service Company tanker terminal. Port
rince William Sound, Cape Hinchinbrook
expected need for radar surveillance in those services with complex traffic
flow.

In 1973 radar coverage in critical areas of Puget Sound was provided.
Efforts to develop a production generation of radar equipment for future port
development was initiated. To satisfy the need for the immediate radar
coverage, redundant military grade Coast Guard shipboard radar transceivers
were installed at four Coast Guard light stations along the Admiralty Inlet
part of Puget Sound. Combination microwave radio link and radar antenna
towers were installed at each site. Radar video and azimuth data, in a format
similar to that used with VTS San Francisco, were relayed by broadband
video links to the VTC in Seattle. At that Center, standard Navy shipboard
repeaters were used for operator display. Although the resolution parameters
and display accuracy of the equipment were less than those of the VTS San
Francisco equipment, the use of a shorter range scale (8 nautical miles) and
overlapping coverage resulted in a very satisfactory operation. In December
1980 additional radar surveillance was added in the Strait of Juan De Fuca
and Rosario Strait, as well as increased surveillance of the Seattle area,
making a total of 10 remote radar sites.

The communications equipment was upgraded in July 1991 to be
capable of a two frequency, four sector system. Channels 5A and 14 are the

frequencies for VTS Puget Soun
operation (3 extended area site
sites allow the VTS the ability to
The low level sites can be use
interference, and have greatly
Puget Sound now covers the
Admiralty Inlet, and Puget Soun

The major components of th
Pier 36 in Seattle; a VHF-FM co
scheme; radar surveillance of
Movement Reporting System. R
classes of vessels to participate
specified points. The traffic sepa
was extended as far west as Cap
Canada and was formally
Organization in 1982.

Under an agreement betwee
for the Strait of Juan de Fuca t
Traffic Management System (CV
Canadian VTS's and VTS Puge

VTS HOUSTON-GALVESTON

VTS Houston-Galveston became operational in February 1975 as the
third Vessel Traffic Service. The operating area is the Houston Ship Channel
from the sea buoy to the Turning Basin (a distance of 53 miles) and the side
channels to Galveston, Texas City, Bayport, and the Intracoastal Waterway.
The area contains approximately 70 miles of restricted waterways. The
greater part of the Houston Ship Channel is 400 feet wide with depths of 36-
40 feet. Several bends in the channel are in excess of 90 degrees.

The major components of the system include the VTC at Galena
Park, Houston; a VHF-FM communications network; low light level,

closed circuit television
approximately 3 miles south o
channel to City Dock #27 in
System; and a radar surveillan
approaches, Bolivar Roads, an

A second radar will be ins
surveillance coverage betwee
Point.

VTS PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND

The Trans-Alaska Pipeline Authorization Act (Public Law 93-153)
requires the U.S. Coast Guard to establish a VTS for Prince William Sound
and Valdez, Alaska, pursuant to authority contained in Title 1 of the Ports
and Waterways Safety Act of 1972 (86 Stat 424, Public Law 92-340).

The southern terminus of th
Valdez, at the Alyeska Pipelin
Valdez is at the north end of P
being at the south entrance.



h of the traffic lanes in Prince William Sound
at remote, difficult-to-access sites and an
s an alternative to radar, the Coast Guard is
ce system that will require vessels to carry
ting equipment. The ability to supplement
nce will bridge the gap in areas where
f surveillance and where radar coverage is
t surveillance information is returned to the
grated with radar data and presented to the

hart display.
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Geographically, the area is comprised of deep open waterways
surrounded by mountainous terrain. The only constrictions to navigation are
at Cape Hinchinbrook, the primary entrance to Prince William Sound, and at
Valdez Narrows, the entrance to Port Valdez.

The vessel traffic center is located in Valdez. The system is composed of
two radars, two major microwave data relay systems, and a VMRS which
covers Port Valdez, Prince William Sound, and Gulf of Alaska. There is also
a vessel traffic separation scheme from Cape Hinchinbrook to Valdez Arm.

The Coast Guard is installing a dependent surveillance system to
improve its ability to track tankers transiting Prince William Sound. To

extend radar coverage the lengt
would require several radars
extensive data relay network. A
installing a dependent surveillan
position and identification repor
radar with dependent surveilla
conditions dictate some form o
impractical. Once the dependen
vessel traffic center, it will be inte
watchstander on an electronic c
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APPENDIX A

GLOSSARY AND ABBREVIATIONS

(The following terms are defined specifically for marine radar applicatio

across-the-scope.A radar contact whose direction of relative motion is
perpendicular to the direction of the heading flash indicator of the radar.
Also called LIMBO CONTACT.

AFC. Automatic frequency control.
aerial. Antenna.
afterglow. The slowly decaying luminescence of the screen of the cathode-

ray tube after excitation by an electron beam has ceased. See
PERSISTENCE.

amplify.  To increase the strength of a radar signal or echo.
antenna.A conductor or system of conductors consisting of horn and

reflector used for radiating or receiving radar waves. Also called
AERIAL.

anti-clutter control. A means for reducing or eliminating interferences
from sea return and weather.

ARPA. Automatic radar plotting aid.
attenuation. The decrease in the strength of a radar wave resulting from

absorption, scattering, and reflection by the medium through which it
passes (waveguide, atmosphere) and by obstructions in its path. Also
attenuation of the wave may be the result of artificial means, such as the
inclusion of an attenuator in the circuitry or by placing an absorbing
device in the path of the wave.

automatic frequency control (AFC).An electronic means for preventing
drift in radio frequency or maintaining the frequency within specified
limits. The AFC maintains the local oscillator of the radar on the
frequency necessary to obtain a constant or near constant difference in
the frequency of the radar echo (magnetron frequency) and the local
oscillator frequency.

azimuth. While this term is frequently used for bearing in radar
applications, the term azimuth is usually restricted to the direction of
celestial bodies among marine navigators.

azimuth-stabilized PPI.See STABILIZED PPI.
beam width.The angular width of a radar beam between half-power points.

See LOBE.
bearing. The direction of the line of sight from the radar antenna to the

contact. Sometimes called AZIMUTH although in marine usage the
latter term is usually restricted to the directions of celestial bodies.

bearing cursor.The radial line inscribed on a transparent disk which can be
rotated manually about an axis coincident with the center of the PPI. It

is used for bearing determi
radial line have many usefu

blind sector.A sector on the rad
received because of an ob
SECTOR.

cathode-ray tube (CRT).The ra
stream of electrons is direct
face of the tube or screen (P
electrons strike.

challenger.See INTERROGATO
clutter. Unwanted radar echoes

which may obscure relativel
contact.Any echo detected on th

false echo.
contrast. The difference in inte

between radar images and 
corner reflector. See RADAR RE
CPA. Closest point of approach.
cross-band racon.A racon which

marine radar frequency ban
ship's radar receiver must b
the cross-band racon or s
either case, the radarscope
IN-BAND RACON.

CRT. Cathode-ray tube.
crystal. A crystalline substance w

one direction.
definition. The clarity and fideli

radarscope. A combination
required for good definition.

double stabilization.The stabiliz
North. The cathode-ray tube
rotated to keep ship's headi

down-the-scope.A radar contac
generally in the opposite dir
radar.

DRM. Direction of relative mov
M2→ M3→...
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e reply from a transponder and produces an
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ONSOR.

one thousand cycles per second. See

E-SCOPE.
diation pattern transmitted by a directional
within which the field strength or power is

selected value. The half-power level is used
value. The direction of the axis of the major
is the direction of maximum radiation. See

of approach.
quency of one million cycles per second.
HERTZ (MHz) is now coming into more

ne million cycles per second. See

second.
ort radio waves having wavelengths of 1
While the limits of the microwave region are
enerally considered to be the region in which

nt; relative distance traveled.
cond.

BILIZED DISPLAY.
 line.
I resulting from the brightening of the sweep
of forming the bright area on the PPI by the

e of decay of the luminescence of the face
r excitation by the stream of electrons has
ecay is indicative of high persistence.

f time during which phosphorescence takes

ht without sensible heat, particularly as a
r, absorption of radiation from some other
lowing of the screen of a cathode-ray tube
as moved to another part of the screen. It is

he chartlike picture which gives the PPI its
NCE is the length of time during which
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duct. A layer within the atmosphere where refraction and reflection results
in the trapping of radar waves, and consequently their propagation over
abnormally long distances. Ducts are associated with temperature
inversions in the atmosphere.

EBL. Electronic bearing line.
echo.The radar signal reflected back to the antenna by an object; the image

of the reflected signal on the radarscope. Also called RETURN.
echo box.A cavity, resonant at the transmitted frequency which produces an

artificial radar target signal for tuning or testing the overall performance
of a radar set. The oscillations developed in the resonant cavity will be
greater at higher power outputs of the transmitter.

echo box performance monitor.An accessory which is used for tuning the
radar receiver and checking overall performance by visual inspection. An
artificial echo as received from the echo box will appear as a narrow plume
from the center of the PPI. The length of this plume as compared with its
length when the radar is known to be operating at a high performance level
is indicative of the current performance level.

face.The viewing surface (PPI) of a cathode-ray tube. The inner surface of
the face is coated with a fluorescent layer which emits light under the
impact of a stream of electrons. Also called SCREEN.

fast time constant (FTC) circuit.An electronic circuit designed to reduce
the undesirable effects of clutter. With the FTC circuit in operation, only
the nearer edge of an echo having a long time duration is displayed on
the radarscope. The use of this circuit tends to reduce saturation of the
scope which could be caused by clutter.

fluorescence.Emission of light or other radiant energy as a result of and
only during absorption of radiation from some other source. An
example is the glowing of the screen of a cathode-ray tube during
bombardment by a stream of electrons. The continued emission of light
after absorption of radiation is called PHOSPHORESCENCE.

FTC. Fast time constant.
gain (RCVR) control. A control used to increase or decrease the sensitivity

of the receiver (RCVR). This control, analogous to the volume control
of a broadcast receiver, regulates the intensity of the echoes displayed
on the radarscope.

heading flash.An illuminated radial line on the PPI for indicating own
ship's heading on the bearing dial. Also called HEADING MARKER.

Heading-Upward Display. See UNSTABILIZED DISPLAY.
in-band racon.A racon which transmits in the marine radar frequency

band, e.g., the 3-centimeter band. The transmitter sweeps through a
range of frequencies within the band to insure that a radar receiver tuned
to a particular frequency within the band will be able to detect the
signal. See CROSS-BAND RACON.

intensity control. A control for regulating the intensity of background
illumination on the radarscope. Also called BRILLIANCE CONTROL.

interference.Unwanted and confusing signals or patterns produced on the
radarscope by another radar or transmitter on the same frequency, and

more rarely, by the effects o
or by atmospheric phenome

interrogator. A radar transmitte
transponder. An interrogato
responsor, which receives th
output suitable for feeding a
an INTERROGATOR-RESP

IRP. Image retaining panel.
kilohertz (kHz). A frequency of

MEGAHERTZ.
limbo contacts.See ACROSS-TH
lobe.Of the three-dimensional ra

antenna, one of the portions
everywhere greater than a
frequently as this reference
lobe of the radiation pattern
SIDE LOBES.

MCPA. Minutes to closest point 
megacycle per second (Mc).A fre

The equivalent term MEGA
frequent use.

megahertz.A frequency of o
KILOHERTZ.

microsecond.One millionth of 1 
microwaves.Commonly, very sh

millimeter to 30 centimeters.
not clearly defined, they are g
radar operates.

minor lobes.Side lobes.
MRM. Miles of relative moveme
nanosecond.One billionth of 1 se
North-Upward display. See STA
NRML. New relative movement
paint. The bright area on the PP

by the echoes. Also, the act
sweep.

persistence.A measure of the tim
of the cathode-ray tube afte
ceased. Relatively slow d
Persistence is the length o
place.

phosphorescence.Emission of lig
result of, but continuing afte
source. An example is the g
after the beam of electrons h
this property that results in t
principal value. PERSISTE
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licates the PPI display at a location remote
r installation. Also called PPI REPEATER,

ar set in which the radio-frequency power
se is modulated. The modulator of the
ng trigger for the radar indicator.
ontinuously transmits a signal appearing as
cating the direction of the beacon from the
oses, the radial line may be formed by a
he radial line appears even if the beacon is
the radar is set, as long as the radar receiver
the beacon. Unlike the RACON, the ramark
to the beacon.
concentric rings of light on the PPI which
to determine the range to a contact in

setting or the range of the outer rings. See
R.
lecting the range setting for the radar

t fitted to a PPI which provides a plotting
otting without parallax errors. Any mark
will be reflected on the radarscope directly

G HEAD.
radar beam in passing obliquely through
f different densities.
radarscope display in which the position

enter of the PPI and all detected objects or
n ship. See TRUE MOTION DISPLAY.

of a radar set to indicate separately the
nge, bearing, and elevation. With respect to:
e difference between separate contacts at
ill allow both to appear as separate, distinct

gular separation between two contacts at
ll allow both to appear as separate, distinct

angular separation in a vertical plane
he same range and bearing which will allow
e, distinct echoes on the PPI.
beacon.

space by varying the direction of the radar
ar beam. Normally, scanning is done by
tenna.
phosphorescence takes place. The emission of light or other radiant
energy as a result of and only during absorption of radiation from some
other source is called FLUORESCENCE.

plan position indicator (PPI). The face or screen of a cathode-ray tube on
which radar images appear in correct relation to each other, so that the scope
face presents a chartlike representation of the area about the antenna, the
direction of a contact or target being represented by the direction of its echo
from the center and its range by its distance from the center.

plotting head.Reflection plotter.
polarization. The orientation in space of the electric axis, of a radar wave.

This electric axis, which is at right angles to the magnetic axis, may be
either horizontal, vertical, or circular. With circular polarization, the axis
rotate, resulting in a spiral transmission of the radar wave. Circular
polarization is used for reducing rain clutter.

PPI. Plan position indicator.
pulse.An extremely short burst of radar wave transmission followed by a

relatively long period of no transmission.
pulse duration.Pulse length.
pulse length.The time duration, measured in microseconds, of a single

radar pulse. Also called PULSE DURATION.
pulse recurrence rate (PRR).Pulse repetition rate.
pulse repetition rate (PRR).The number of pulses transmitted per second.
racon. A radar beacon which, when triggered by a ship's radar signal,

transmits a reply which provides the range and bearing to the beacon on
the PPI display of the ship. The reply may be coded for identification
purposes; in which case, it will consist of a series of concentric arcs on
the PPI. The range is the measurement on the PPI to the arc nearest its
center; the bearing is the middle of the racon arcs. If the reply is not
coded, the racon signal will appear as a radial line extending from just
beyond the reflected echo of the racon installation or from just beyond
the point where the echo would be painted if detected. See IN-BAND
RACON, CROSS-BAND RACON, RAMARK.

radar indicator. A unit of a radar set which provides a visual indication of
radar echoes received, using a cathode-ray tube for such indication.
Besides the cathode-ray tube, the radar indicator is comprised of sweep
and calibration circuits, and associated power supplies.

radar receiver. A unit of a radar set which demodulates received radar
echoes, amplifies the echoes, and delivers them to the radar indicator.
The radar receiver differs from the usual superheterodyne
communications receiver in that its sensitivity is much greater; it has a
better signal to noise ratio, and it is designed to pass a pulse type signal.

radar reflector. A metal device designed for reflecting strong echoes of
impinging radar signals towards their source. Thecorner reflector
consists of three mutually perpendicular metal plates. Corner reflectors
are sometimes assembled in clusters to insure good echo returns from
all directions.

radar repeater. A unit which dup
from the main radar indicato
REMOTE PPI.

radar transmitter. A unit of a rad
is generated and the pul
transmitter provides the timi

ramark. A radar beacon which c
a radial line on the PPI, indi
ship. For identification purp
series of dots or dashes. T
outside the range for which
is within the power range of
does not provide the range 

range markers.Equally spaced
permit the radar observer
accordance with the range
VARIABLE RANGE MARKE

range selector.A control for se
indicator.

RCVR. Short for RECEIVER
reflection plotter. An attachmen

surface permitting radar pl
made on the plotting surface
below. Also called PLOTTIN

refraction. The bending of the
regions of the atmosphere o

relative motion display.A type of
of own ship is fixed at the c
contacts move relative to ow

remote PPI.Radar repeater.
resolution. The degree of ability

echoes of two contacts in ra
range—The minimum rang
the same bearing which w
echoes on the PPI.
bearing—The minimum an
the same range which wi
echoes on the PPI.
elevation—The minimum
between two contacts at t
both to appear as separat

responder beacon.Transponder 
RML. Relative movement line.
scan.To investigate an area or

antenna and thus the rad
continuous rotation of the an



e control.
pproach.
ng from the movement of the points of
stream on the face of the cathode-ray tube.

iver capable of accepting the challenge
ogator and automatically transmitting an
ON.

having a transponder. Also called

usually of from 0.1 to 0.4 microseconds
the modulator tubes to fire the transmitter,
neously to the sweep generator to start the
lly from the sweep origin to the edge of the
.
darscope display in which own ship and
e on the PPI in accordance with their true

display is similar to a navigational
LATIVE MOTION DISPLAY.
pward).A PPI display in which the
otion presentation is set to ship's heading
anges in ship's heading. In thisHeading-
es are shown at their relative bearings. A
ontinuously set to ship's course at the 000
is normally used with this display for
his true bearing dial may be either manually
course. When set automatically by a course
, the true bearing dial is sometimes called a
ALE. The latter term which appears in
books and operating manuals is more in
n rather than marine navigation usage. See

whose direction of relative motion is
tion as the heading flash indicator of the

us range circle or ring on the PPI, the
usly adjustable. The range setting of this
 counter of the radar indicator.

R.
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scanner.A unit of a radar set consisting of the antenna and drive assembly
for rotating the antenna.

scope.Short for RADARSCOPE.
screen.The face of a cathode-ray tube on which radar images are displayed.
sea return.Clutter on the radarscope which is the result of the radar signal

being reflected from the sea, especially near the ship.
sensitivity time control (STC).An electronic circuit designed to reduce

automatically the sensitivity of the receiver to nearby targets. Also
called SWEPT GAIN CONTROL.

shadow sector.A sector on the radarscope in which the appearance of radar
echoes is improbable because of an obstruction near the antenna. While
bothblind andshadowsectors have the same basic cause,blind sectors
generally occur at the larger angles subtended by the obstruction. See
BLIND SECTOR.

side lobes.Unwanted lobes of a radiation pattern, i.e., lobes other than major
lobes. Also called MINOR LOBES.

SRM. Speed of relative movement.
Stabilized display (North-Upward). A PPI display in which the orientation

of the relative motion presentation is fixed to an unchanging reference
(North). This display is North-Upward, normally. In an
UNSTABILIZED DISPLAY, the orientation of the relative motion
presentation changes with changes in ship's heading. See DOUBLE
STABILIZATION.

Stabilized PPI.See STABILIZED DISPLAY.
STC. Sensitivity time control.
strobe.Variable range marker.
sweep.As determined by the time base or range calibration, the radial

movement of the stream of electrons impinging on the face of the
cathode-ray tube. The origin of the sweep is the center of the face of the
cathode-ray tube or PPI. Because of the very high speed of movement of
the point of impingement, the successive points of impingement appear
as a continuously luminous line. The line rotates in synchronism with
the radar antenna. If an echo is received during the time of radial travel
of the electron stream from the center to the outer edge of the face of the
tube, the sweep will be increased in brightness at the point of travel of
the electron stream corresponding to the range of the contact from
which the echo is received. Since the sweep rotates in synchronism with
the radar antenna, this increased brightness will occur on the bearing
from which the echo is received. With this increased brightness and the
persistence of the tube face, paint corresponding to the object being
“illuminated'' by the radar beam appears on the PPI.

swept gain control.Sensitivity tim
TCPA. Time to closest point of a
trace. The luminous line resulti

impingement of the electron
See SWEEP.

transponder. A transmitter-rece
(radar signal) of an interr
appropriate reply. See RAC

transponder beacon.A beacon
RESPONDER BEACON.

trigger. A sharp voltage pulse
duration, which is applied to
and which is applied simulta
electron beam moving radia
face of the cathode-ray tube

true motion display. A type of ra
other moving contacts mov
courses and speed. This
(geographical) plot. See RE

unstabilized display (Heading-U
orientation of the relative m
and, thus, changes with ch
Upward display, radar echo
true bearing dial which is c
degrees relative bearing
determining true bearings. T
or automatically set to ship's
input from the gyrocompass
STABILIZED AZIMUTH SC
manufacturer's instruction
conformity with air navigatio
DOUBLE STABILIZATION.

up-the-scope.A radar contact
generally in the same direc
radar.

variable range marker. A lumino
radius of which is continuo
marker is read on the range

VRM. Variable range marker.
VTS. Vessel traffic system.
XMTR. Short for TRANSMITTE
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n.

of recognizing particular land echoes when
n extreme range of land on passage. It has
t this is not an art which can be mastered on
rvations made on previous occasions in clear
in low visibility. This dividend will be paid

ial record of the radar appearance of notable

e “new hand”, the relief navigator and even
. In the case of officers new to the ship or
bservation, knowledge of what to expect of

he way to efficiency in observing. But this
a 5-minute turnover; something is needed for
g their watches or between them. Similarly
ng the watch can be more explicit if the
 accumulated and recorded experience.
havior of the radar set inevitably makes the

yncrasies the set may exhibit and removes
surround it. It also encourages the observer
of his set and thus enables him to provide
er with information that may enable him to

r defects quickly when they do arise. A well-
derable help to the maintainer when the
be the circumstances leading to a breakdown.
great help to those who are concerned with
ether in manufacturing equipment or in

ch as corner reflectors, etc., or in any other
sea provides the data which can guide
ourse, of interest to those responsible for

nce the information it contains will give a
xpenditure is justifying itself in measurable

effort involved in keeping a log will repay
in the valuable information it can yield, and
vement of radar facilities.
APPENDIX B

THE IMPORTANCE OF RECORDING EXPERIENCE

From The Use of Radar at Sea, 4th Ed. Copyright 1968, The Institute of Navigation, London. Used by permissio

It is not always appreciated that keeping a record of the performance of
a radar set in some brief but readily comprehensible form is a most important
aid to the efficient use of the equipment. It is fully realized by the authors of
this book that modern seagoing officers have a wide variety of duties many
of which entail paper work, but the importance of a radar operating log is
such that it has been thought worth while to devote a chapter to emphasizing
the reasons for keeping one and suggesting a methodical way by doing so.
Although a well-kept log may contain a mine of information of value to
those responsible for providing and designing radar, it would be a great
mistake to assume that this is the major reason for recording the results
obtained. On the contrary, the user who records his experience will reap the
greater benefit from possession of the log.

Two factors which affect the operating value of radar are the state of
efficiency of the set itself and the meteorological conditions. The operating
efficiency of the observer is a third factor which may be of more importance
than the other two. When circumstances are such that other aids to
navigation are not available or are reduced in value, it becomes of the
greatest importance to those responsible for the safety of the ship to know
what may be expected of their radar and to be able to judge from its current
performance if the set is at full efficiency.

The performance monitor should relieve anxiety on the latter question,
but it will not tell what may be expectedin terms of targets and rangesand
its evidence will be no guide to the meteorological conditions and their
effects in those terms, since it is substantially unaffected by them. The
navigator will be able to make a practical and confident appreciation of the
overall condition only by comparing the response indicated by the echoes
which now appear on his PPI with his previous experience against the same
or similar targets. If, however, this confidence is to be soundly based, he
must have some yardstick against which to draw comparisons. The best
criterion, of course, will be the results obtained by his particular radar set
when at full efficiency and in the normal weather conditions for the area he
is in. For this, it will no doubt be agreed, he should not have to depend upon
a feat of memory when it is possible for him to have at his elbow a record of
performance on the widest possible variety of targets.

There is also the question
making landfall or passing withi
been observed in Chapter 8 tha
first acquaintance and that obse
weather may prove to be a boon
in far greater measure if a pictor
landfalls is kept and referred to.

Lastly, there is the case of th
the relieving officer of the watch
route, or perhaps new to radar o
the radar will set them well on t
cannot be passed on to them in
them to refer to at any time durin
a turnover to any officer relievi
yardstick is available in terms of

The habit of recording the be
observer familiar with any idios
any aura of mystery which may
to be critical of the performance
the maintainer or service engine
prevent breakdowns and to clea
kept radar log will be of consi
observer is not present to descri

An operational log can be of
the development of radar, wh
developing ancillary devices su
way in which information from
further progress. It is also, of c
providing radar in their ships si
useful indication of whether the e
terms.

Thus it can be seen that the
the seagoing user both directly,
indirectly in furthering the impro



, (3) SRM 20 kn., (4) R 3.5 mi., (5) B 324˚,
D 2.4 mi., (9) C 270˚, (10) D 3.2 mi., (11)

, speed 23 knots, obtains the following radar
s indicated, using a radar range setting of 12

A.
A.
ent (SRM); relative speed.

s from the time of the first plot (1020) to the
he contact; distance own ship travels in 6

ct.
by the contact between 1020 and 1026.
t.
ct has turned on its running lights during
ment weather, what side light(s) might be

 contact maintains course and speed:
SRM 32 kn., (4) T 1041, (5) D 2.3 mi., (6)
n., (9) starboard (green) side light.

, speed 11 knots, obtains the following radar
s indicated, using a radar range setting of 12

Bearing Range (mi.)

081˚ 10.8
082˚ 9.2
083˚ 7.7

Bearing Range (mi.)
080˚ 12.0
080˚ 10.8
080˚ 9.6
210

APPENDIX C

RELATIVE MOTION PROBLEMS

RAPID RADAR PLOTTING PROBLEMS

1. Own ship, on course 311˚, speed 17 knots, obtains the following radar
bearings and ranges at the times indicated, using a radar setting of 24 miles:

Required.—(1) Range at CPA.
(2) Time at CPA.
(3) Direction of relative movement (DRM)
Answers.—(1) R 8.2 mi., (2) T 1204.5, (3) DRM 131˚.

2. Own ship, on course 000˚, speed 12 knots, obtains the following radar
bearings and ranges at the times indicated, using a radar range setting of 12
miles:

Required.—(1) Distance at which the contact will cross dead ahead.
(2) Direction of relative movement (DRM).
(3) Speed of relative movement (SRM); relative speed.
(4) Range at CPA.
(5) Bearing of contact at CPA.
(6) Relative distance (MRM) from 0422 position of contact to the CPA.
(7) Time at CPA.
(8) Distance own ship travels from the time of the first plot (0410) to the

time of the last plot (0422) of the contact.
(9) True course of the contact.
(10) Actual distance traveled by the contact between 0410 and 0422.
(11) True speed of the contact.

Answers.—Assuming that the contact maintains course and speed:

(1) D 4.3. mi., (2) DRM 234˚
(6) MRM 6.5 mi., (7) T 0441, (8)
S 16 kn.

3. Own ship, on course 030˚
bearings and ranges at the time
miles:

Required.— (1) Range at CP
(2) Bearing of contact at CP
(3) Speed of relative movem
(4) Time at CPA.
(5) Distance own ship travel

time of the last plot (1026) of t
minutes.

(6) True course of the conta
(7) Actual distance traveled 
(8) True speed of the contac
(9) Assuming that the conta

daylight hours because of incle
seen at CPA?

Answers.—Assuming that the
(1) R 1.0 mi., (2) B 167˚, (3)

C 304˚, (7) D 2.2 mi., (8) S 22 k

4. Own ship, on course 000˚
bearings and ranges at the time
miles:

Time Bearing Range (mi.)

1136 280˚ 16.0
1142 274˚ 13.6
1148 265˚ 11.4

Time Bearing Range (mi.)

0410 035˚ 11.1
0416 031˚ 9.2
0422 025˚ 7.3

Time

1020
1023
1026

Time
1100
1106
1112
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.
ent (SRM); relative speed.

to the contact decreases to 6 miles, own
t the contact will clear ahead, in minimum

or own ship.
 contact maintains course and speed:

kn., (3) C 269˚, (4) S 12.5 kn., (5) C 002˚.

, speed 10 knots, obtains the following radar
s indicated, using a radar range setting of 12

.
ent (SRM); relative speed.

nge course at 0418 so that the contact will
side), with a CPA of 2 miles.

or own ship.
 contact maintains course and speed:

) T 0433, (4) C 200˚, (5) S 10 kn., (6) C

, speed 15 knots, obtains the following radar
s indicated, using a radar range setting of 24

Bearing Range (mi.)

010˚ 11.1
010˚ 9.0
010˚ 7.1

Bearing Range (mi.)

052˚ 14.9
052˚ 11.6
052˚ 8.3
Required.—(1) Range at CPA.
(2) Speed of relative movement (SRM); relative speed.
(3) Time at CPA.

(4) True course of contact.
Decision.—When the range to the contact decreases to 6 miles, own

ship will change course so that the contact will pass safely ahead with a CPA
of 2.0 miles.

Required.—(5) New course for own ship.

(6) New SRM after course change.
Answers.—Assuming that the contact maintains course and speed:
(1) Nil; risk of collision exists, (2) SRM 12 kn., (3) T 1200, (4) 307˚, (5)

063˚, (6) New SRM 22 kn.

5. Own ship, on course 220˚, speed 12 knots, obtains the following radar
bearings and ranges at the times indicated, using a radar range setting of 12
miles:

Required.—(1) Range at CPA.
(2) Speed of relative movement (SRM); relative speed.
(3) Time at CPA.
(4) True course of contact.
Decision.—When the range to the contact decreases to 6 miles, own

ship will change course so that the contact will clear ahead, in minimum
time, with a CPA of 3.0 miles.

Required.—(5) New course for own ship.
(6) New SRM after course change.
Answers.—Assuming that the contact maintains course and speed:
(1) R 1.2 mi., (2) SRM 16.5 kn., (3) T 0343, (4) C 161˚, (5) Come right

to 290˚, (6) New SRM 28 kn.

6. Own ship, on course 316˚, speed 21 knots, obtains the following radar
bearings and ranges at the times indicated, using a radar range setting of 12
miles:

Required.—(1) Range at CPA
(2) Speed of relative movem
(3) True course of contact.
(4) True speed of contact.
Decision.—When the range

ship will change course so tha
time, with a CPA of 3 miles.

Required.—(5) New course f
Answers.—Assuming that the

(1) R 1.1 mi., (2) SRM 15.5 

7. Own ship, on course 000˚
bearings and ranges at the time
miles:

Required.—(1) Range at CPA
(2) Speed of relative movem
(3) Time at CPA.
(4) True course of contact.
(5) True speed of contact.
Decision.—Own ship will cha

clear ahead (on own ship's port 

Required.—(6) New course f
Answers.—Assuming that the

(1) Nil., (2) SRM 20 kn., (3
046˚.

8. Own ship, on course 052˚
bearings and ranges at the time
miles:

Time Bearing Range (mi.)

0300 297˚ 11.7
0306 296˚ 10.0
0312 295˚ 8.5

Time Bearing Range (mi.)

1206 357˚ 11.8
1212 358˚ 10.2
1218 359˚ 8.7

Time

0400
0406
0412

Time

0340
0346
0352



.
 from 0452 to 0504 position of contact.

ent (SRM); relative speed.
ement (DRM).
s from the time of the first plot (0452) to the
 contact.

f the contact.
 contact maintains course and speed:

i., (3) SRM 18 kn., (4) DRM 273˚, (5) D
a stationary object or a vessel underway but

5˚, speed 11 knots, obtains the following
e times indicated, using a radar range setting

.
f the contact.
to the contact decreases to 8 miles, own
he contact will pass safely to starboard with

or own ship.
 contact maintains course and speed:

t is either stationary or a vessel with little or

2˚ speed 11 knots, (half speed), obtains the
nges at the times indicated, using a radar

Bearing Range (mi.)

319˚ 17.8
320˚ 15.6
321˚ 13.4

Bearing Range (mi.)

287˚ 12.0
287˚ 10.2
288˚ 8.4
212

Required.— (1) Range at CPA.
(2) True course of contact.
(3) Assuming that there are no other vessels in the area and that the

contact is a large passenger ship, clearly visible at 0352, is this a crossing,
meeting, or overtaking situation?

(4) True speed of contact.
A decision is made to change course when the range to the contact

decreases to 6 miles.
(5) New course of own ship to clear the contact port to port with a CPA

of 3 miles.
Answers.—Assuming that the contact maintains course and speed:
(1) Nil; risk of collision exists, (2) C 232˚, (3) Meeting, (4) S 18 kn., (5)

C 119˚.

9. Own ship, on course 070˚, speed 16 knots, obtains the following radar
bearings and ranges at the times indicated, using a radar range setting of 12
miles:

Required.—(1) Range at CPA.
(2) Time at CPA.
(3) True course of the contact.
(4) True speed of the contact.
Decision.—When the range to the contact decreases to 5 miles, own

ship will change speed only so that contact will clear ahead at a distance of 3
miles.

Required.—(5) New speed of own ship.
Answers.—Assuming that the contact maintains course and speed:

(1) R 0.5 mi., (2) T 0333., (3) C 152˚, (4) S 21 kn., (5) S 31/4 kn.

10. Own ship, on course 093˚, speed 18 knots, obtains the following
radar bearings and ranges at the times indicated, using a radar range setting
of 12 miles:

Required.—(1) Range at CPA
(2) Relative distance (MRM)

(3) Speed of relative movem
(4) Direction of relative mov
(5) Distance own ship travel

time of the last plot (0504) of the

(6) True course and speed o
Answers.—Assuming that the

(1) R 1.9 mi., (2) MRM 3.6 m
3.6 mi., (6) The contact is either
with no way on.

11. Own ship, on course 31
radar bearings and ranges at th
of 24 miles:

Required.—(1) Range at CPA
(2) True course and speed o
Decision.—When the range

ship will change course so that t
a CPA of 3 miles.

Required.—(3) New course f
Answers.—Assuming that the
(1) R 1.6 mi., (2) The contac

no way on. (3) C 303˚.

12. Own ship, on course 34
following radar bearings and ra
range setting of 12 miles:

Time Bearing Range (mi.)

0306 015˚ 10.8
0312 016˚ 8.3
0318 017˚ 5.9

Time Bearing Range (mi.)

0452 112˚ 5.9
0458 120˚ 4.2
0504 137˚ 2.7

Time

0405
0417
0429

Time

0906
0912
0918
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0˚, speed 20 knots, obtains the following
e times indicated, using a radar range setting

.

ct.
t.
ld be present if own ship maintained course
 course to 120˚ at 0620?
intains its original course and speed and that
duced to 11.5 knots when the range to the
s.

ad or astern of own ship?
ision exists. (2) T 0644, (3) C 045˚, (4) S
, (7) Ahead.

2˚, speed 32 knots, obtains the following
e times indicated, using a radar range setting

on a warm, summer morning. The weather is
sea water temperature measurements and
that the temperature of the air immediately

an the air 300 feet above the ship. Also, the
ove the sea is 30% greater than at 300 feet

ntacts are detected at ranges longer than
 the radar's increased detection capability?
ree contacts.
acts.
cts.

the greatest threat?

Bearing Range (mi.)

300˚ 12.0
300˚ 10.0
300˚ 8.0

Contact B Contact C

170˚-23.8 mi. 025˚-22.6 mi.
170˚-23.8 mi. 023˚-21.2 mi.
170˚-23.8 mi. 020˚-19.0 mi.
Required.—(1) Range at CPA.
(2) True course of the contact.
(3) True speed of the contact.
(4) Is this a crossing, meeting, or overtaking situation?
Own ship is accelerating to full speed of 18 knots.
Decision.—Own ship will change course at 0924 when the speed is 15

knots so that the contact will clear astern with a CPA of 2 miles.
Required.—(5) New course for own ship.
Answers.—Assuming that the contact maintains course and speed:
(1) R 0.5 mi., (2) C 067˚, (3) S 15 kn., (4) Crossing, (5) C 006˚.

13. Own ship, on course 350˚, speed 18 knots, obtains the following
radar bearings and ranges at the times indicated, using a radar range setting
of 12 miles:

Required.—(1) Range at CPA.

(2) True course of the contact.
(3) True speed of the contact.
When the range to the contact decreases to 6 miles, own ship changes

course to 039˚.
(4) New range at CPA.
(5) Describe how the new time at CPA would be computed.
(6) New time at CPA.
(7) At what bearing and range to the contact can own ship safely resume

the original course of 350˚ and obtain a CPA of 3 miles?
(8) What would be the benefit, if any, of bringing own ship slowly back

to the original course of 350˚ once the point referred to in (7) above is
reached?

Answers.—Assuming that the contact maintains course and speed:

(1) R 1.0 mi., (2) C 252˚, (3) S 18.5 kn., (4) R 3.0 mi., (5) Determine the
original relative speed (SRM); then using it, determine the time at Mx. Next,
determine the new SRM; then using it, determine how long it will take for
the contact to move in relative motion down the new RML from Mx to the
new CPA. (6) T 0219, (7) When the contact bears 318˚, range 3.0 miles. (8)
The slow return to the original course will serve to insure that the contact
will remain outside the 3-mile danger or buffer zone after own ship is steady
on 350˚.

14. Own ship, on course 33
radar bearings and ranges at th
of 12 miles:

Required.—(1) Range at CPA
(2) Time at CPA.
(3) True course of the conta
(4) True speed of the contac
(5) What danger, if any, wou

and speed and contact changed
Assume that the contact ma

own ship's speed has been re
contact has decreased to 6 mile

(6) New range at CPA.
(7) Will the contact pass ahe
Answers.—(1) Nil; risk of coll

10.5 kn., (5) None, (6) R 2.0 mi.

15. Own ship, on course 02
radar bearings and ranges at th
of 24 miles:

The observations are made
calm; the sea state is 0. From
weather reports, it is determined
above the sea is 12˚ F cooler th
relative humidity immediately ab
above the ship.

Required.—(1) Since the co
normal, to what do you attribute

(2) Ranges at CPA for the th
(3) True courses of the cont
(4) True speeds of the conta
(5) Which contact presents 

Time Bearing Range (mi.)

0200 030˚ 10.0
0203 029˚ 8.7
0206 028˚ 7.4

Time

0608
0614
0620

Time Contact A

0423 070˚-23.2 mi.
0426 070˚-21.1 mi.
0429 070˚-19.1 mi.



PA for the three contacts.
acts.
the greatest danger?
ght be a lightship at anchor?

to contact B decreases to 6 miles, own ship

will the range to contact B be 6 miles?

fter course change to 190˚.

tacts maintain course and speed:

tact B-nil; contact C-R 4.3 mi., (2) contact
ontact C-C 101˚, (3) Contact B; it is on
 0314, (6) R 3.2 mi.
214

(6) If own ship has adequate sea room, should own ship come left or
right of contact A?

Decision.—When the range to contact A decreases to 12 miles, own
ship will change course so that no contact will pass within 4 miles.

Required.—(7) New course for own ship.
Answers.—Assuming that the contacts maintain course and speed:
(1) Super-refraction, (2) Contact A-nil; Contact B-R 23.8 mi.; Contact

C-R 9.2 mi., (3) Contact A-C 299˚; Contact B-C 022˚; Contact C-C 282˚, (4)
Contact A-S 30 kn; Contact B-S 32 kn.; Contact C-S 19 kn., (5) Contact A; it
is on collision course, (6) Come right, (7) C 063˚.

16. Own ship, on course 120˚, speed 12 knots, obtains the following
radar bearings and ranges at the times indicated, using a radar range setting
of 12 miles:

Required.— (1) Ranges at C
(2) True courses of the cont
(3) Which contact presents 
(4) Which contact, if any, mi

Decision.—When the range
will change course to 190˚.

Required.—(5) At what time 

(6) New CPA of contact C a

Answers.—Assuming the con

(1) Contact A-R 3.0 mi.; con
A-C 138˚; contact B-C 329˚; c
collision course, (4) None, (5) T

Time Contact A Contact B Contact C
0300 095˚-8.7 mi. 128˚-10.0 mi. 160˚-7.7 mi.
0306 093˚-7.8 mi. 128˚-8.3 mi. 164˚-7.0 mi.
0312 090˚-7.0 mi. 128˚-6.6 mi. 170˚-6.3 mi.
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 as determined at 1558.
ed at 1558.

determined at 1558.
etermined at 1558.
ined at 1624.
ed at 1624.

determined at 1624.
etermined at 1624.
ined at 1657.
ined at 1657.
 determined at 1657.
determined at 1657.

T 1718, (3) C 098˚, (4) S 21.5 kn., (5) R
(8) S 20.0 kn., (9) R 3.7 mi., (10) T 1718,

˚, speed 5 knots, obtains the following radar
s indicated, using a radar range setting of 12

 as determined at 0308.
ed at 0308.

determined at 0308.
etermined at 0308.
ined at 0317.
ed at 0317.

determined at 0317.
etermined at 0317.

T 0322, (3) C 325˚, (4) S 20.0 kn., (5) R
8) S 20.0 kn.

ing Range (mi.)

10.5
˚ 8

6
4.5

˚ 4
˚ 3.2
MANEUVERING BOARD PROBLEMS

17. Own ship, on course 298˚, speed 13 knots, obtains the following
radar bearings and ranges at the times indicated, using a radar range setting
of 20 miles:

Required.—(1) Range at CPA as determined at 0729.
(2) Time at CPA as determined at 0729.
(3) Course of other ship as determined at 0729.
(4) Speed of other ship as determined at 0729.
(5) Range at CPA as determined at 0741.
(6) Time at CPA as determined at 0741.
(7) Course of other ship as determined at 0741.
(8) Speed of other ship as determined at 0741.
Answers.—(1) R 1.0 mi., (2) T 0755, (3) C 030˚, (4) S 7.0 kn., (5) R 2.0

mi., (6) T 0749.5, (7) C 064˚, (8) S 7.0 kn.

18. Own ship, on course 073˚, speed 19.5 knots, obtains the following
radar bearings and ranges at the times indicated, using a radar range setting
of 20 miles:

Required.—(1) Range at CPA
(2) Time at CPA as determin
(3) Course of other ship as 
(4) Speed of other ship as d
(5) Range at CPA as determ
(6) Time at CPA as determin
(7) Course of other ship as 
(8) Speed of other ship as d
(9) Range at CPA as determ
(10) Time at CPA as determ
(11) Course of other ship as
(12) Speed of other ship as 

Answers.—(1) R 0.0 mi., (2)
2.0 mi., (6) T 1721, (7) C 098˚,
(11) C 098˚, (12) S 18.0 kn.

19.Own ship, on course 140
bearings and ranges at the time
miles:

Required.—(1) Range at CPA
(2) Time at CPA as determin
(3) Course of other ship as 
(4) Speed of other ship as d
(5) Range at CPA as determ
(6) Time at CPA as determin
(7) Course of other ship as 
(8) Speed of other ship as d

Answers.—(1) R 0.2 mi., (2)
3.0 mi., (6) T 0320, (7) C 006˚, (

Time Bearing Range (mi.)

0639 267˚ 19.0
0651 266.5˚ 16.0
0709 265˚ 11.5
0729 261˚   6.5
0735 255.5˚   4.9
0737 252˚   4.3
0741 242.5˚   3.3

Time Bearing Range (mi.)

1530 343˚ 16.2
1540 343˚ 14.7
1546 343˚ 13.8
1558 343˚ 12.0
1606 342.5˚ 10.9
1612 341.5˚ 10.1
1624 339.5˚ 8.4
1632.5 336˚ 7.3
1644 328.5˚ 6.0
1657 315˚ 4.7

Time Bear

0257 142˚
0303 141.5
0308 141˚
0312 135˚
0314 126.5
0317 110.5



 as determined at 2318.
ed at 2318.

determined at 2318.
etermined at 2318.
ined at 2400.
ed at 2400.

determined at 2400.
etermined at 2400.
determined at 0026.
determined at 0026.
T 0009, (3) C 196˚, (4) S 18.0 kn., (5) R
8) S 18.0 kn., (9) C 196˚, (10) S 18.0 kn.

2˚, speed 12 knots, obtains the following
e times indicated, using a radar range setting

 as determined at 1830.
ed at 1830.

determined at 1830.

˚ 10.0
˚ 8.5
˚ 6.5
.5˚ 4.9
.5˚ 3.4
.5˚ 2.2
˚ 2.0
.5˚ 2.5
.5˚ 3.2

ing Range (mi.)

15.0
˚ 11.7

7.2
˚ 4.5
˚ 4.0
˚ 3.6
˚ 3.4
˚ 3.3
˚ 3.8
˚ 6.8
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20. Own ship, on course 001˚, speed 15 knots, obtains the following
radar bearings and ranges at the times indicated, using a radar range setting
of 15 miles:

Required.—(1) Range at CPA as determined at 2318.
(2) Time at CPA as determined at 2318.
(3) Course of other ship as determined at 2318.
(4) Speed of other ship as determined at 2318.
(5) Predicted range of other vessel as it crosses dead ahead of own ship

as determined at 2318.
(6) Predicted time of crossing ahead as determined at 2318.
(7) Course of other ship as determined at 2351.
(8) Speed of other ship as determined at 2351.
(9) Predicted range of other vessel as it crosses dead astern of own ship

as determined at 2351.
(10) Predicted time of crossing astern as determined at 2351.
(11) Direction of relative movement between 0002.5 and 0008.
(12) Relative speed between 0002.5 and 0008.
(13) Course of other ship as determined at 0026.
(14) Speed of other ship as determined at 0026.
Answers.—(1) R 1.2 mi., (2) T 0042, (3) C 349˚, (4) S 21.0 kn., (5) R

2.0 mi., (6) T 0056, (7) C 326˚, (8) S 21.0 kn., (9) R 5.1 mi., (10) T 2358,
(11) DRM 281.5˚, (12) SRM 12.0 kn., (13) C 349˚, (14) S 21.0 kn.

21.Own ship, on course 196˚, speed 8 knots, obtains the following radar
bearings and ranges at the times indicated, using a radar range setting of 12
miles:

Required.—(1) Range at CPA
(2) Time at CPA as determin
(3) Course of other ship as 
(4) Speed of other ship as d
(5) Range at CPA as determ
(6) Time at CPA as determin
(7) Course of other ship as 
(8) Speed of other ship as d
(9) Course of other ship as 
(10) Speed of other ship as 
Answers.—(1) R 0.0 mi., (2)

2.0 mi., (6) T 0006, (7) C 207˚, (

22. Own ship, on course 09
radar bearings and ranges at th
of 16 miles:

Required.—(1) Range at CPA
(2) Time at CPA as determin
(3) Course of other ship as 

Time Bearing Range (mi.)

2243 138˚ 14.0
2255 137.5˚ 12.6
2318 136˚ 9.9
2332 140˚ 8.0
2351 166.5˚ 5.5
0002.5 191.5˚ 5.0
0008 204˚ 5.1
0014 214˚ 5.1
0020 222˚ 4.95
0026 230˚ 4.85

Time Bearing Range (mi.)

2303 016˚ 11.0

2309 016
2318 016
2330 016
2340 011
2350 359
2400 333
0010.5 286
0020 247
0026 233

Time Bear

1720 335˚
1750 334.5
1830 333˚
1854 325.5
1858 315.5
1902 303.5
1906 289.5
1914 263.5
1930 212.5
1950 184.5
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t 0401.)

s astern of other vessel, with a CPA of 4.0
ive movement perpendicular to own ship's
eed of 18.5 knots. The original course will
 is dead ahead of this course.
 of relative movement.
 of course.

er ship when own ship changes course.
 ship when own ship changes course.
.

speed.
 other ship is dead ahead of own ship.
r ship when it is dead ahead of own ship.
as determined at 0422.
hen it is dead ahead of own ship's original

ing original course.
T 0515, (3) C 222˚, (4) S 16.0 kn., (5)

6.5˚, (8) R 9.6 mi., (9) C 292˚, (10) SRM
.3 mi., (13) T 0438.5, (14) B 251˚, (15) T

5˚, speed 20 knots, obtains the following
e times indicated, using a radar range setting

t 1915.)

aring Range (mi.)

35˚ 14.4
35˚ 12.8
35˚ 10.4
35˚ 8.0
35˚ 5.6
30˚ 3.5
15˚ 1.9
(4) Speed of other ship as determined at 1830.
(5) Course of other ship as determined at 1906.
(6) Speed of other ship as determined at 1906.
(7) Course of other ship as determined at 1950.
(8) Speed of other ship as determined at 1950.
Answers.—(1) R 0.5 mi., (2) T 1935.5, (3) C 114˚, (4) S 16.0 kn., (5) C

147˚, (6) S 16.0 kn., (7) C 124˚, (8) S 20.0 kn.

23. Own ship, on course 080˚, speed 12.5 knots, obtains the following
radar bearings and ranges at the times indicated, using a radar range setting
of 16 miles:

Required.—(1) Range at CPA.
(2) Time at CPA.
(3) Course of other ship.
(4) Speed of other ship.
Decision.—When the range decreases to 8.0 miles, own ship will turn to

the left to increase the CPA distance to 3.0 miles.
Required.—(5) Predicted time of change of course.
(6) Predicted bearing of other ship when own ship changes course.
(7) New course for own ship.
(8) Time at new CPA.
(9) Time at which own ship is dead astern of other ship.
Answers.—(1) R 1.0 mi., (2) T 0215, (3) C 124˚, (4) S 9.0 kn., (5) T

0120, (6) B 041.5˚, (7) C 064˚, (8) T 0200, (9) T 0204.

24. Own ship, on course 251˚, speed 18.5 knots, obtains the following
radar bearings and ranges at the times indicated, using a radar range setting
of 20 miles:

Required.—(As determined a
(1) Range at CPA.
(2) Time at CPA.
(3) Course of other ship.
(4) Speed of other ship.
Decision.—Own ship will pas

miles and new direction of relat
original course, maintaining a sp
be resumed when the other ship

Required.—(5) New direction
(6) Predicted time of change
(7) Predicted bearing of oth
(8) Predicted range of other
(9) New course for own ship
(10) Predicted new relative 
(11) Predicted time at which
(12) Predicted range of othe
(13) Predicted time at CPA, 
(14) Bearing of other ship w

course.
(15) Predicted time of resum
Answers.—(1) R 1.0 mi., (2)

DRM 161˚, (6) T 0411, (7) B 31
19.8 kn., (11) T 0428, (12) R 5
0438.5.

25. Own ship, on course 03
radar bearings and ranges at th
of 15 miles:

Required.—(As determined a
(1) Range at CPA.
(2) Time at CPA.
(3) Course of other ship.
(4) Speed of other ship.

Time Bearing Range (mi.)

0035 038˚ 14.5
0044 038.5˚ 13.2
0106 040˚ 10.0

Time Bearing Range (mi.)

0327 314˚ 16.2
0337 314.5˚ 14.7
0351 315˚ 12.6
0401 315.5˚ 11.1
0413.5 315˚ 9.1
0422 305˚ 6.7

Time Be

1900 0
1906 0
1915 0
1924 0
1933 0
1941 0
1947 0



ume original course when bearing of other
al course of own ship.

e of resuming original course.
ight of original course line.
med in avoiding other vessel.

her vessel.
T 2233, (3) R 3.0 mi., (4) T 2225.5, (5) C
i., (8) T 2211.5, (9) DRM 075˚, (10) SRM
09.5, (13) D 3.4 mi., (14) D 1.3 mi., (15) t

4˚, speed 15.5 knots, obtains the following
e times indicated, using a radar range setting

.

decreases to 6.0 miles, own ship will
PA distance of 4.0 miles, with own ship

aring of other ship when at a range of 6.0

er ship is at 6.0 mile range, and own ship
 the desired CPA of 4.0 miles.
) alter course to right and maintain speed
d and maintain course of 274˚.

f own ship maintains speed of 15.5 knots.
er vessel bears 274˚ and own ship's original

aintains course of 274˚.
ther vessel crosses ahead of own ship and
 be resumed.
T 0935, (3) C 242˚, (4) S 20.0 kn., (5) B
 T 0916, (9) S 8.2 kn., (10) T 0936.

ing Range (mi.)

14.4
10.1
7.6
218

Decision.—When the range decreases to 5.0 miles, own ship will
change course to the right, maintaining a speed of 20 knots, to pass the other
ship with a CPA of 1.0 mile. Original course of 035˚ will be resumed when
the other ship is broad on the port quarter.

Required.—(5) Predicted time of change of course to the right.
(6) New course for own ship.
(7) Bearing of CPA as determined at 1935.
(8) Predicted time at 1.0 mile CPA as determined at 1935.
(9) Bearing of other ship when own ship commences turn to original

course.
(10) Predicted time of resuming original course.
Answers.—(1) R 0.0 mi., (2) T 1954, (3) C 035˚, (4) S 4.0 kn., (5) T

1935, (6) C 044˚, (7) B 314˚, (8) T 1952, (9) B 269˚, (10) T 1957.

26. Own ship, on course 173˚, speed 16.5 knots, obtains the following
radar bearings and ranges at the times indicated, using a radar range setting
of 20 miles:

Required.—(As determined at 2142.)
(1) Range at CPA.
(2) Time at CPA.
(3) Predicted range other ship will be dead ahead.
(4) Predicted time of crossing ahead.
(5) Course of other ship.
(6) Speed of other ship.
Decision.—When range decreases to 10 miles own ship will change

course to the right to bearing of stern of other vessel (assume 0.5˚ right of
radar contact).

Required.—(7) Range at new CPA.
(8) Time at new CPA.
(9) Direction of new relative movement line.
(10) New relative speed.
(11) New course of own ship.

Decision.—Own ship will res
vessel is the same as the origin

Required.—(12) Predicted tim
(13) Distance displaced to r
(14) Additional distance stea
(15) Time lost in avoiding ot
Answers.—(1) R 2.5 mi., (2)

120˚, (6) S 14.7 kn., (7) R 6.3 m
23.2 kn., (11) C 216˚, (12) T 22
less than 5 min.

27. Own ship, on course 27
radar bearings and ranges at th
of 20 miles:

Required.—(1) Range at CPA
(2) Time at CPA.
(3) Course of other ship.
(4) Speed of other ship.

Decision.—When the range
commence action to obtain a C
crossing astern of other vessel

Required.—(5) Predicted be
miles.

(6) Predicted time when oth
must commence action to obtain

Decision.—Own ship may (1
of 15.5 knots, or (2) reduce spee

Required.—(7) New course i
(8) Predicted time when oth

course can be resumed.
(9) New speed if own ship m
(10) Predicted time when o

original speed of 15.5 knots can
Answers.—(1) R 1.1 mi., (2)

002˚, (6) T 0902, (7) C 019˚, (8)

Time Bearing Range (mi.)

2125.5 221˚ 16.0
2130 220.5˚ 15.0
2137.5 219˚ 13.2
2142 218˚ 12.2
2151.5 215.5˚ 10.0
2158 205.5˚ 8.3
2206 185˚ 6.7

Time Bear

0815 008˚
0839 006˚
0853 004˚
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 ship when own ship changes course.
.
other ship and obtains the following radar

s indicated, using a radar range setting of 20

er ship as determined at 0609.
etermined at 0609.
mined at 0609.
) T 0619, (3) C 232˚, (4) S 21.5 kn., (5)
6˚, (8) C 241˚, (9) S 21.5 kn., (10) R 3.0

ring Range (mi.)

˚ 10.0
.5˚ 7.4
˚ 6.5
˚ 5.5
28. Own ship, on course 052˚, speed 8.5 knots, obtains the following
radar bearings and ranges at the times indicated, using a radar range setting
of 20 miles:

Required.—(1) Range at CPA.
(2) Time at CPA.
(3) Course of other ship.
(4) Speed of other ship.
Decision.—At 0555, own ship is to alter course to right to provide a

CPA distance of 2.0 miles on own ship's port side.
Required.—(5) Predicted bearing of other ship when own ship changes

course.

(6) Predicted range of other
(7) New course for own ship
Own ship continues to track

bearings and ranges at the time
miles:

Required.—(8) Course of oth
(9) Speed of other ship as d
(10) Range at CPA as deter
Answers.—(1) R 0.0 mi., (2

B 052˚, (6) R 12.0 mi., (7) C 08
mi.

Time Bearing Range (mi.)

0542 052˚ 18.5
0544 052˚ 17.5
0549 052˚ 15.0
0550 052˚ 14.5

Time Bea

0559 050
0604.5 043
0606.5 040
0609 034
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